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Abstract
This thesis proposes a hybrid route guidance system in which predictive guidance is gener-
ated in a centralized layer and revised in a reactive, decentralized layer that resides on-board
the vehicle. This hybrid approach is intended to improve guidance quality by balancing the
ability of the centralized layer to generate consistent guidance with the ability of the de-
centralized layer to respond rapidly to incidents.
Centralized guidance is computed using a rolling-horizon Dynamic Traffic Assignment
routine based on the Method of Successive Averages. This guidance is disseminated to
equipped vehicles in the form of prescribed paths, which may be subsequently revised by
an on-board decentralized layer.
This decentralized layer revises only the local portion of the vehicle's path in order to
limit the potential negative impact of its myopic reactive algorithm. The layer uses a simple
splitting algorithm in order to heuristically balance demand on alternate paths.
Both layers utilize data collected by guided vehicles. The centralized layer uses position
data from guided vehicles. The decentralized layer uses local arc travel time data which is
shared among guided vehicles.
This approach follows the vision of a vehicle-centric route guidance system whose design
is focused on the vehicle, rather than on stationary components.
In order to test the performance of the proposed system, a small test network is simu-
lated in a simple network simulator. The primary experimental questions are: whether the
hybrid system provides higher quality route guidance than either a fully centralized or fully
decentralized system; and how hybrid guidance quality is affected by various parameters of
the system and the testing environment.
Results of testing confirm that the hybrid system provides higher quality guidance than
either centralized or decentralized systems in most scenarios; in no scenario is the hybrid
system found to perform measurably worse than the centralized or decentralized system.
The greatest benefits of the hybrid system are found to be in incident scenarios, supporting
the hypothesis that the decentralized layer may aid incident response.
Thesis Supervisor: Moshe Ben-Akiva
Title: Edmund K. Turner Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis concerns the problem of providing route guidance to vehicles in transportation
networks. In particular, the thesis focuses on hybrid route guidance that combines central-
ized and decentralized components. The primary intent of combining these components is
to generate guidance that is superior to guidance generated by either fully centralized or
fully decentralized systems.
Though various approaches to hybridization of centralized and decentralized route guid-
ance can be adopted, this thesis focuses on one particular approach. This approach has
several merits which motivate its study.
Firstly, it is designed to capture the strengths of both centralized and decentralized
components and use these strengths to their best advantage. In short, a centralized layer is
used to generate consistent, predictive guidance based on network-level data while a decen-
tralized layer uses local data in a reactive algorithm to generate short-term improvements
to this guidance.
The second strength of the proposed hybrid approach is that it recognizes several de-
ployment constraints. These constraints concern the sources of data and the institutional
context in which the system is deployed. To address these constraints a vehicle-centric
system design is proposed. By vehicle-centric, we mean that the route guidance system
is focused on the vehicle as a surveillance, communication and computation component.
The main advantage to this vehicle-centric system design is that it is more suitable for
deployment by a private entity than systems focused on stationary components.
This chapter motivates the approach of this thesis and introduces several key concepts.
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Before proceeding, Section 1.1 provides definitions of terms that will be used throughout the
thesis. Section 1.2 motivates several aspects of the proposed approach to route guidance.
Firstly, a hybrid architecture is proposed. Secondly, an approach to guidance provision
which focuses on the vehicle is proposed. In Section 1.3 we outline the contributions of the
thesis and in Section 1.4 we provide an outline for the remainder of the thesis.
1.1 Definitions
1.1.1 Route Guidance
Though the term route guidance is generally understood to mean the provision of informa-
tion to drivers to improve their travel decisions, various interpretations of this term exist in
the literature. Before discussing previous and proposed approaches to the route guidance
problem, we will define the problem of interest.
Route guidance can be either prescriptive or descriptive. Prescriptive systems provide
routes or suggested actions to guided drivers, while descriptive systems provide information
on the network state, leaving drivers to interpret this information and generate their own
course of action. This thesis concerns prescriptive guidance, the advantage of which is that
human error in interpreting descriptive information can be avoided.
Another attribute of the route guidance problem is the location at which guidance is
provided. Some systems provide guidance only prior to departure. Others provide guidance
that is updated at specific network locations. Still others provide guidance that is continu-
ously updated as the vehicle is en route. The latter approach is adopted in this thesis. By
providing continuous guidance updates en route, the system can react to changing network
conditions, including the occurrence of incidents, and thus provide higher quality guidance.
A third attribute of route guidance systems is the extent of guidance that is provided at
any given point; route guidance systems may prescribe full paths to the driver or only local
guidance (such as recommended outgoing arc selections at decision nodes). In this thesis
we consider only guidance systems that prescribe a full path. This requirement increases
the likelihood that the guidance system is readily accepted by the public. Though paths
may later be altered, most drivers probably prefer to be informed of their full prescribed
path at all times.
A fourth attribute of route guidance systems is to what extent they intend to influence
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the driver's choice of departure time. This thesis focuses on guidance that is provided to the
driver while in the vehicle, thus, it is reasonable to assume that the driver's departure time
has already been selected and is inflexible. However, it should be noted that systems which
aid the driver in adjusting his/her departure time may provide a greater level of benefit.
Finally, the objective of a given route guidance system must be specified. Route guidance
may have any combination of several objectives including reducing travel cost or improving
safety. Route guidance may also be tailored to drivers' preferences regarding routings that
minimize certain path attributes such as stopping or the number of left turns. In this thesis
however, we focus on the most basic objective of route guidance, which is to minimize
individual drivers' travel times. Though route guidance may have the desirable effect of
reducing travel time variance as well the algorithms of this thesis do not explicitly attempt
to minimize this value.
More precisely, this thesis focuses on user-optimal (rather than system-optimal) guid-
ance. In a system-optimal solution, the total travel time of all vehicles in the network is
minimized whereas in a user-optimal solution, no vehicle can reduce its travel time by switch-
ing paths. Because a system-optimal solution does not generally imply user-optimality, such
a solution may not encourage compliance with the guidance system. Because route guid-
ance is an optional decision aid, intended to benefit the user, our focus is on user-optimal
solutions.
In summary, this thesis defines route guidance to be the provision of prescriptive infor-
mation to vehicles en route. This information consists of paths whose anticipated travel
times are minimum.
1.1.2 Consistency
Given this definition of route guidance, we now define the term consistency. In a consis-
tent route guidance system, network conditions predicted by the guidance system are in
fact encountered by drivers. Because providing guidance affects driver behavior and so is
likely to affect the network state (at moderate and high levels of participation), achieving
consistency is a non-trivial problem. Despite this, consistency is an important measure of
guidance quality because it indicates the effectiveness of the system at predicting future
network states. Furthermore, inconsistent guidance may be unattractive to the driving
public because it indicates that guidance is erroneous or sub-optimal.
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It should be noted that while prediction of future network conditions is typically neces-
sary for generation of consistent route guidance, predictive route guidance is not necessarily
consistent. Thus, predictive guidance should be distinguished from consistent, predictive
guidance.
1.1.3 Centralized and Decentralized Route Guidance
Given that the primary focus of this thesis is hybrid route guidance which combines central-
ized and decentralized layers, we must define centralized and decentralized route guidance.
By centralized route guidance we mean route guidance in which:
* there exists a single computational component for generating a route guidance solu-
tion; and
* this computational component operates on data for the entire network.
By decentralized route guidance, we mean route guidance in which:
* there exist multiple computational components which each generate part of the route
guidance solution; and
* these computational components each operate on a partial set of network data.
It should be noted that while these definitions are perhaps the most common in the liter-
ature, they are not exclusive. For example, some works concern decentralized systems in
which computation is parallelized but all data is shared among components.
In considering the amount of network data used by the guidance algorithm, we note that
this data may consist of both network topology information, historical average conditions
and sensed data regarding current conditions. In a centralized system we assume that
whatever data is required by the algorithm, such data is available for the entire network (to
the extent possible) and is not limited to a particular local area. In contrast, the data used
by the decentralized system will be focused on some local area of interest. Detailed data
concerning this local area will be used and though it may be combined with some other
information regarding other portions of the network, this latter data is less detailed. In this
sense, components of a decentralized system operate on a partial set of network data.
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Though the terms centralized and decentralized most accurately refer only to the ar-
chitecture of the guidance system (i.e. the relationships between sensing components, com-
putational components and guidance users) and not to the algorithms used to generate
guidance, in this thesis we will also assume each architecture to rely on algorithms with
distinct properties.
In particular, we will assume centralized architectures to exploit predictive algorithms
capable of generating consistent route guidance. We will also assume decentralized archi-
tectures to exploit reactive algorithms, which cannot guarantee consistency.
Predictive algorithms use historical (i.e. average) and real-time data in concert with
models of network and user behavior to estimate future network conditions. Notably, fu-
ture network conditions are affected by the users' reaction to guidance. Thus, computation
of consistent route guidance is a complex task, due in part to this mutually dependent
relationship between guidance provision and network state. One method of computing
consistent route guidance (employed in this thesis) is to predict future network demand,
generate a candidate guidance solution based on this demand, and predict the future state
of the network given the predicted demand. the candidate guidance solution and the mod-
els of network and user behavior. The candidate guidance solution is then adjusted and
reevaluated in response to the resulting predicted network state until a consistent guidance
solution is found.
Reactive algorithms do not, in general, predict future network conditions 1. Instead,
reactive route guidance algorithms simply respond to the current state of the network.
The use of decentralized algorithms to generate predictive, consistent route guidance is
not considered in this thesis because, as we will state briefly in the following section and
discuss in greater detail in Chapter 3, methods for generation of consistent route guidance
using decentralized computation and local data do not yet exist in the literature.
Examples of the use of centralized systems to generate reactive route guidance do ex-
ist in the literature; however, such methods are not of interest in this thesis for several
reasons. Firstly, they generally do not provide high quality guidance because they rely on
reactive algorithms which cannot guarantee consistency. Secondly, despite the lower quality
guidance provided by such algorithms, no significant corresponding improvement in ease of
'Reactive systems may however carry out simple heuristic predictions and in some systems a choice
between different reactive guidance messages may be based on their forecast effect on future traffic conditions.
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deployment is demonstrated.
1.2 Motivation
Route guidance is one of several Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) technologies with
potential to increase the efficiency of transportation networks and allow the individual
driver to improve his travel choices. Despite the benefits of route guidance to the driver
and possibly the public, the pace of route guidance deployment to date has been slow.
One reason for this is the difficulty in providing high quality guidance solutions while
addressing significant constraints to deployment. Provision of high quality (i.e. consistent)
route guidance generally requires use of network-level data to predict future network states.
Importantly, the effect of guidance provision must be considered in the formulation of the
guidance solutions. This problem is algorithmically complex and probably best solved using
a centralized architecture. Conversely, from the perspective of deployment, decentralized
architectures are preferred for reasons described later in this section.
This section motivates the use of hybrid route guidance as an alternative to fully cen-
tralized and fully decentralized systems. Furthermore, this section motivates an approach
to hybrid route guidance which is centered around the vehicle.
1.2.1 System Architecture
Centralized Guidance
The greatest strength of centralized architectures for route guidance is their ability to gen-
erate consistent route guidance. Likewise, among the limitations of centralized systems are
those of predictive, consistent guidance algorithms. Provision of consistent route guidance is
a complex problem with many algorithmic hurdles. Most route guidance algorithms rely on
accurate prediction of time-dependent origin-destination (OD) matrices. This is a difficult
task which often relies on both collection of large amounts of historical data and sensing of
real-time data. Even if sensing systems to collect this data are deployed, technical issues
arise when data is missing, duplicated or otherwise erroneous. Even if network data and
demand predictions can be obtained, the generation of consistent guidance is a sophisticated
algorithmic problem with a high computational burden.
As a result of this computational burden, generation of predictive centralized guidance
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may require a significant amount of computation time and is generally implemented in a
rolling-horizon framework. While guidance is being computed, network conditions may
change significantly, particularly if an incident occurs. For this reason, guidance solutions
generated by predictive, centralized systems may be out of date even before they are dis-
seminated. This is a weakness of centralized, predictive systems.
The centralized system architecture itself may also be problematic for several reasons.
Such a system may not be easily scalable, due to its reliance on a centralized component.
If this component's capacity is exceeded, it may be prohibitively expensive to upgrade the
system. Furthermore, it is likely that if route guidance is envisioned as a service provided
for a metropolitan area using a centralized system, different metropolitan areas may develop
different and incompatible systems. This leads to route guidance that is not universal, thus
limiting the potential value to the driver of purchasing a (perhaps costly) route guidance
system that is not usable in all networks.
Decentralized Route Guidance
Decentralized route guidance has been proposed to address many of the weaknesses of
centralized systems. Decentralized systems are scalable and also less vulnerable if one
or more components are disabled. While decentralized architectures share these features
regardless of the level of decentralization, perhaps the greatest promise of decentralized
systems is associated with systems that are decentralized to the vehicle level. If the majority
of the technology for a route guidance system resides on-board the vehicle rather than in
stationary locations, the system is more likely to be ubiquitous and available in many
metropolitan areas.
While decentralized systems have the above advantages, the quality of decentralized
route guidance solutions is generally lower than those of predictive, centralized systems.
This is primarily because decentralized systems lack the network-level data necessary for
generation of consistent guidance.
The primary goal of this thesis is to present a concept for route guidance that addresses
the strengths and weaknesses of centralized and decentralized systems by proposing a hybrid
architecture.
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A Hybrid Approach
The hybrid approach of this thesis incorporates both centralized and decentralized layers.
The motivation for the hybrid focus is the hypothesis that the quality of centralized route
guidance can be improved with the inclusion of a vehicle-level decentralized layer.
It should also be noted that in adopting a hybrid design, some of the advantages of each
layer are lost. For example, given the existence of a centralized component, the scalability
and robustness of the proposed system may suffer. Despite this, the merits of the hybrid
architecture justify its further study.
1.2.2 System Components
Regardless of the system architecture that is adopted, deployment of a route guidance
system requires various supporting components. These components include the sensing
components that provide input data for the system, the computational components which
generate the guidance solution and the in-vehicle devices through which users interact with
the outputs of the guidance generation routine (the guidance itself).
In addition to proposing a hybrid architecture for route guidance, this thesis proposes
a vehicle-centric approach to the design of route guidance systems. In this approach the
vehicle is the primary sensing and computational component. While previous works have
provided relevant developments on vehicle-based sensing or generation of reactive guidance
on-board the vehicle, this is not a topic of this thesis. Instead, we focus on a well-articulated
vision for a complete route guidance system that is focused on the vehicle, which has not
been provided to date.
In this section, we articulate such a vision. In particular, we discuss the components of
route guidance systems with regard to the vehicle and discuss the strengths and weaknesses
of placing each of these components on-board the vehicle.
Sensing Components
Route guidance systems rely on networks of sensors to estimate the current and future states
of the network, and the accuracy and completeness of input data sets significantly affect
the quality of the resulting guidance. In order to collect this input data, two approaches
can be envisioned: reliance on stationary sensors and reliance on mobile sensors on-board
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the vehicle.
The primary advantage to deploying a network of stationary, in situ sensors is that
it provides a data source with known, relatively unchanging characteristics. Locations of
sensors are known and the effectiveness of the sensing network does not vary according to
the number and location of mobile sensors at any given time.
Despite this advantage, use of stationary sensors has a number of drawbacks. Firstly,
construction of this network may be costly. In particular, this cost may reflect the degrada-
tion or even destruction of infrastructure components which results from sensor installation.
Furthermore, maintenance of installed sensors may be required and maintenance may in-
volve traffic disruption. Another disadvantage of stationary sensors is the difficulty in
gathering data throughout the entire network. Sensing is limited to the fixed locations of
sensors and the number of such sensors is limited by cost constraints 2.
The use of vehicles as sensors overcomes some of these disadvantages. Given sufficient
coverage of the network by sensing vehicles, data can be collected on any network arc.
Though certain arcs may be less travelled than others, data sensing by vehicles is focused on
the areas of greatest congestion, where frequently refreshed data is most needed3. Vehicle-
based sensing is also comparatively low-cost, and if sensing vehicles are also guided vehicles,
this cost may be borne directly by the guidance user when the cost of sensing is included
in the cost of the guidance system itself.
Computational Components
As with sensing devices, computational components can reside either on-board the vehi-
cle or in stationary locations. The primary advantage to using stationary computational
components is that these components can be centralized and can use significant computa-
tional power to operate on a large data set in order to generate consistent route guidance.
To do so generally requires a centralized computational architecture and, as discussed in
Section 5.2.2, such architectures have disadvantages in terms of robustness and scalability.
An alternative is to place a moderate amount of computational power on-board the
vehicle and rely onil vehicles to compute their own guidance. The quality of such guidance
2Though it should be noted that, as compared with other infrastructure costs, even the cost of in-situ
sensor installation is moderate.
3It should, however, be noted that use of vehicle-based sensing in incident scenarios may be present
significant challenges.
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may be improved if vehicles act cooperatively in formulating guidance solutions.
Even if individual in-vehicle devices have only moderate computational abilities, a net-
work of many such devices could contain a significant amount of computational power.
Unfortunately, though the computational resources of a network of cooperating in-vehicle
devices are large, the data exchange and algorithmic complexity required to generate con-
sistent guidance solutions may be prohibitive. For this reason, computation of consistent
guidance on-board the vehicle is not yet possible.
In-Vehicle Devices
Deployment of route guidance requires the guidance consumer to obtain a device through
which he or she interacts with the guidance system. For reasons of user interface, such
devices are likely to be distinct from existing wireless technologies such as mobile phones,
at least for the near future. A significant barrier to route guidance deployment to date has
been attracting customers to participate in a guidance system for which purchase of a costly
in-vehicle device is required.
Clearly, addressing this constraint may proceed on various fronts, including lowering
the cost of such devices or increasing the benefit of ownership. Another tack is to lower
the consumer's price sensitivity to route guidance devices. In particular, if such devices
are included as part of a new vehicle purchase, the consumer may be less sensitive to their
cost. Furthermore, if such devices increase the value of a vehicle to the consumer, it may
be attractive for auto makers to include them in their products.
Thus, perhaps the most effective way to encourage participation in a guidance system
is to include required devices in vehicles at the time of purchase. The resulting system
would then be deployed by an auto maker or consortium of auto makers. In addition to
encouraging the deployment of in-vehicle devices, there may be other institutional benefits
of deployment by a private entity.
Firstly, public agencies may not be efficient at deploying rapidly emerging technologies,
such as route guidance. Reliance on public agencies may also be problematic because,
whereas the most feasible route guidance solutions primarily benefit guidance users (and
sometimes disbenefit non-users), public agencies have an obligation to ensure that guidance
provision benefits all drivers. Though system-optimal guidance may benefit both users and
non-users, if agencies provide system-optimal guidance solutions, there is a risk that these
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solutions will be rendered ineffective when individual drivers ascertain that their own travel
times may be improved by non-compliance. Furthermore, system-optimal guidance may
result in a disbenefit to some vehicles. In contrast, the goal of private entities in providing
guidance is clear; guidance is intended to primarily reduce travel times of customers.
Vehicle-Centric Route Guidance
The previous sections have discussed the advantages and disadvantages of placing technolo-
gies for route guidance on-board vehicles. This is the central idea of the vehicle centric
approach. In this section, we articulate a vision of a system decentralized to the vehicle
level. We also recognize the algorithmic hurdles present in this fully decentralized approach
and propose a hybrid architecture as an intermediate step to achieving this vision.
Consider a route guidance system that is deployed by distributing a large number of
cooperating in--vehicle devices. If these devices are equipped with navigational utilities and
connected to the vehicles' own sensors, equipped vehicles may act as probe vehicles, collect-
ing data for the system. If the vehicles also cooperatively use this data to generate guidance,
reliance on infrastructure components and centralized computation may be minimized or
even eliminated. The system would then rely on vehicle-level sensing, computation and
communication. As computational costs decrease and new standards for communication
become available, this scenario becomes increasingly attractive and realistic.
The vision of route guidance systems described here follows what we will term a vehicle-
centric model because its focus is on the vehicle. This model encourages deployment of
route guidance by private entities while minimizing the necessary amount of cooperation
with public entities. Because the technology resides in the vehicle, it can be ubiquitous,
scalable and robust. The cost of the system can be effectively distributed among users and,
because it may comprise only a small amount of a large purchase (the vehicle itself), its cost
may be readily acceptable to consumers. In the vehicle-centric model, it is clear that the
system's goal is to provide user-optimal guidance to customers (though it may be attractive
if the system also provides benefits to non-users).
For clarity, let; us now define vehicle-centric route guidance. A vehicle-centric route
guidance system must:
* be able to effectively function relying, solely or primarily, on data sensed by vehicles;
and
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* contain an algorithmic component on-board the vehicle for guidance generation.
In essence, in vehicle-centric route guidance, the vehicle senses, transmits and receives
network data, and acts as a computer and consumer of guidance.
It should be noted that this definition is flexible. It does not require that all components
of the route guidance system exist on-board the vehicle; neither does it require that all data
in the system be sensed by vehicles. The motivation for providing this flexibility is that it
encourages the designer of a guidance system to generate the best possible guidance, while
adhering to the spirit of the vehicle-centric concept.
If, for example, the above definition did not include systems which use data from in situ
sensors, then systems which rely heavily on probe vehicles but incorporate available data
from existing surveillance devices would not be considered vehicle-centric. Clearly there
may be benefits to including data from in situ sensors and the use of a richer database
should be encouraged. By providing flexibility in the above definition, we encourage the
use of various data and computational resources while focusing the design of route guidance
systems on the vehicle itself, rather than on stationary devices.
A vehicle-centric system offers many benefits, particularly when viewed in light of de-
ployment constraints, but it should be noted that these benefits are accompanied by substan-
tial technical hurdles. For example, deployment of vehicle-centric route guidance requires
methods for handling considerable data exchange over a large and changing network of co-
operating devices. Navigational and sensing technologies must also be effective. Though
each of these problems requires consideration, this thesis primarily concerns the algorithmic
issues of vehicle-centric guidance generation.
1.3 Contributions
The primary contribution of this thesis is a hybrid centralized/decentralized architecture for
vehicle-centric route guidance that may improve route guidance solution quality. Though
various architectures for hybrid route guidance can be envisioned, study of the proposed
architecture is merited because it:
* combines the strengths of the centralized and decentralized layers; and
* focuses on placing technology on-board the vehicle to capture various deployment
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benefits.
Study of the proposed hybrid architecture in this thesis consists of:
* proposing and motivating an algorithm for the decentralized layer of a hybrid vehicle-
centric route guidance system; and
* testing the proposed hybrid system to investigate its performance under various con-
ditions and assumptions.
Briefly, in the proposed architecture a centralized, predictive route guidance algorithm
is used to generate consistent guidance which is periodically communicated to equipped ve-
hicles. Using real-time data sensed by vehicles and shared locally, this guidance is improved
by a second algorithm which is executed on-board the vehicle. Whereas the centralized
component is intended to generate guidance that is consistent and predictive, this decen-
tralized component is intended to react quickly to changing network conditions. While
the proposed architecture is not the only possible hybrid architecture for a vehicle-centric
approach, qualitative justification of the strength of this approach is given.
While this thesis is not intended to extend the literature on the generation of centralized,
consistent, anticipatory route guidance, it does provide an algorithm for the decentralized
layer. This algorithm has been designed to have a low computational burden, as appropriate
to vehicle-level application. It is based on local data and specifies how solutions from
the centralized layer are improved with real-time, local knowledge. This improvement is
implemented by allowing centrally-prescribed guidance to be altered according to real-time
data in the short-term, when real-time data is most valuable. In the longer term, as the
value of real-time data decreases relative to the value of predicted data, guidance from the
centralized layer is favored.
An important property of the proposed algorithm is that it includes a logic for distribut-
ing flows among alternate paths. A well-known difficulty in providing route guidance is that
by routing vehicles on a given arc, the arc's travel time may increase and the guidance may
become self-defeating. Rigorously addressing this effect requires sophisticated algorithms
and is more appropriately addressed in the centralized layer than on-board the vehicle;
nonetheless the proposed algorithm splits flows among candidate paths in order to reduce
the potential for overreaction.
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A mesoscopic simulation is used to analyze the effectiveness of the architecture and
algorithm. Because of its low computational burden, mesoscopic simulation is used to
explore a large space of issues related to hybrid vehicle centric route guidance. These issues
include:
* the performance of the proposed hybrid approach compared with fully centralized and
fully decentralized systems; and
* the effect of environmental factors (such as demand and the occurrence of incidents)
and hybrid system parameter values on guidance system performance.
In this mesoscopic testing environment, Dynamic Traffic Assignment will be used to generate
guidance in the centralized layer.
Because of the large number of variables to be analyzed using the mesoscopic simulator,
experimental design must be approached thoughtfully. A fractional factorial experimental
design is used to vary the factors of interest in the experiment.
1.4 Outline
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the literature on route guidance and
related methodological developments. Chapter 3 presents an architecture and algorithms
for hybrid vehicle-centric route guidance. Chapter 4 describes a testing environment and
experimental design for evaluating the performance of the algorithms. In Chapter 5 we
present the results of testing. Chapter 6 contains conclusions and directions for future
work.
Several appendices are also included. Appendix A summarizes notation relevant to this
thesis. Appendix B contains details of algorithm implementations. Appendix C concerns
some minor points related to decentralized algorithms. Appendix D provides detailed results
of testing not contained in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
While work in the literature has concerned some aspects of hybrid vehicle-centric route guid-
ance, the design of hybrid guidance systems cannot be considered a mature field. Lacking
are designs for hybrid architectures which effectively balance the strengths and weaknesses
of component layers. Furthermore the lack of deployed systems for generation of consistent
route guidance on a large scale suggests that the route guidance literature has not yet pro-
posed a system that satisfies deployment constraints. The goal of this literature review is to
summarize past developments that are relevant to the methods of this thesis and illustrate
the gaps in the literature that this thesis attempts to address.
The focus of this literature review is primarily on route guidance methodology. However,
because this thesis also contains an experimental study of the proposed algorithm, a brief
review of the literature on the modeling of traffic networks, with particular attention to
route guidance, is included. Because of its relevance to both modeling of traffic networks
and generation of route guidance, Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) is given particular
consideration. Though other topics in route guidance (such as the benefits of route guidance
systems and the supply of data to route guidance systems) are not reviewed in detail, works
of particular relevance to this thesis are highlighted.
Throughout this literature review, the reader should note which developments pertain
to user-optimal versus system-optimal route guidance. Though consensus is lacking in the
transportation community as to which of these two approaches is preferable, this thesis
focuses on user-optimal problems. This focus is appropriate because our aim is to generate
route guidance solutions which are deployable by private entities. Because the goal of such
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entities is to provide value for the customer, our focus on user-optimal solutions is justified.
The organization of this literature review relies on the definitions of centralized and
decentralized route guidance presented in Chapter 1. In Section 2.1, we present the liter-
ature on decentralized, reactive route guidance. In Section 2.2, we review the literature
on centralized, predictive route guidance. Work on hybrid centralized/decentralized route
guidance is summarized in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 concerns the modeling of route guidance
in traffic networks and Section 2.5 reviews the literature on DTA. Section 2.6 includes works
on other miscellaneous topics. Finally, Section 2.7 relates the contributions of this thesis to
the reviewed literature.
2.1 Decentralized and Reactive Route Guidance
Though reactive guidance has been shown to be effective in special circumstances, in general
the lack of predictive abilities limits the ability of a reactive system to generate consistent
guidance. Furthermore, many of the most effective reactive systems rely on full network-
level knowledge, an assumption that limits decentralized deployment of the system.
Another shortcoming of the decentralized literature to date is that the potential of
decentralized systems to reside on-board the vehicle has often not been explicitly discussed.
Several works describe nodal controllers but without explicit discussion of decentralization
to the vehicle level. Nevertheless, the methods for such controllers are often suitable for
vehicle-centric designs. We summarize these developments in the following section.
2.1.1 The Models of Papageorgiou et al.
In a series of papers by Papageorgiou, Pavlis, Messmer, Wang et al. [42, 43, 44, 45, 62, 63,
64, 65], the promise of reactive routing using simple nodal controllers is explored. The route
guidance presented in these papers is provided by routing vehicles at each node according
to the desirable fractions of vehicles bound for each destination traveling on each outgoing
arc.
This splitting rate approach was first introduced in Papageorgiou [42], which formulates
both system-optimal and user-optimal problems. Two formulations of the user-optimal
problem are proposed, corresponding to the predictive user-optimum and reactive user-
optimum. In the first (predictive) formulation, travel times on network arcs in future time
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periods are assumed to be known. In the second (reactive) formulation, future arc travel
times are assumed to be equal to current arc travel times.
Each of the controllers tested assumes there to be at most two outgoing arcs at each
network node. This assumption ensures that at each node there is only one independent
splitting rate for flows on outgoing arcs and allows the application of the well-developed
theory of single-input/single-output controllers.
Nodal controllers of the Bang-Bang, P and PI types were tested. In Wang and Papa-
georgiou [62] and Wang et al. [63], LQI controllers were also tested. Consider some node
n with outgoing arc m. Denote the fraction of vehicles destined to some node j that are
routed on m in time period k by Pn3 (k). For each destination node j reachable from n, the
outgoing arcs are labelled p and s to denote the primary and secondary directions of travel.
'Pj(k) denotes the instantaneous travel time to j via arc p and -S j(k) the instantaneous
travel time to j via arc s. Arp(k) is the difference in travel times to the destination node
j via arcs p and s.
A Bang-Bang type controller sets P3j(k) to 1 if nPj(k) < -nj(k) and 0 otherwise. To
implement a P-strategy, 1N (k) is introduced, which is the "nominal" splitting rate that
occurs from the natural route choices of drivers. Kp is a parameter of the regulator that
can be chosen to balance the oscillatory behavior of the controller with its speed in reacting
to network changes. The P-strategy employs the controller: f3'(k) = /3n N + KpATrpJ(k).
The PI-strategy is similar to the P-strategy, but with the addition of a second regulator
parameter, KI. It is formulated as: 3`(k) = 3m(k - 1) - Kp[ATps(k) - ApJs(k - 1)] -
K ArJPs(k). The LQI controllers implemented in Wang and Papageorgiou [62] and Wang
et al. [63] permit a multivariable approach which can incorporate variables such as arc
densities and mean speeds. Due to their more complex formulation, they are not described
in depth here and the reader is referred to the relevant papers.
Papageorgiou et al. [43] notes that both predictive and reactive strategies can be suc-
cessful for providing route guidance, but that reactive methods may be more promising
due to their low computational burden and lack of sensitivity to poor predictions. Pavlis
and Papageorgiou [45] concludes that "feedback route guidance strategies based exclusively
on real-time measurable instantaneous travel times (no predictions) may efficiently equal-
ize experienced travel times on alternative routes within extended, densely meshed traffic
networks." Furthermore, the paper concludes that decentralized control laws appear suffi-
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cient to achieve the objectives of equalizing experienced travel times and improving system
performance. It also notes that both P- and PI- regulators are suitable for route guidance
systems. Wang et al. [62] found that each of several tested regulators performed well for
high compliance rates (greater than 0.7) but poorly for lower compliance rates. The paper
also found that the controllers performed well for a variety of demand and supply patterns
(including the presence of incidents) and that the P, PI and LQI controllers performed
well for various control intervals. Wang et al. [63] found that feedback-based strategies are
"applicable to route guidance systems in real-time."
In Wang et al. [63] the performance of the feedback strategies was tested on a larger
and more complex network via the METANET simulator (Messmer and Papageorgiou [39]).
Wang et al. [64] focuses on the development of the METANET simulation tool as it relates
to the implementation of routing strategies such as those described above.
In evaluating the relevance of these works to this thesis, we consider the effectiveness of
the proposed methods and their relevance to the hybrid vehicle-centric approach.
Regarding to the effectiveness of the algorithms, we first consider the assumption that
each network node has at most two outgoing arcs. The papers note that this assumption
does not limit the types of networks used, since any network can be adjusted using dummy
arcs to preserve this property (Pavlis and Papageorgiou [45]). While this is possible in
theory, it is cumbersome in practice. If network arcs are capacitated, it can be difficult
or impossible to define capacities for dummy arcs that do not change the behavior of the
network. Dummy arcs can neither be treated as having infinite capacity (in which case
they serve as buffers in congested scenarios) nor as having zero capacity (in which case they
block through flow). This limitation is addressed in more detail in Appendix C. In contrast,
the approach of this thesis does not possess this constraint. Our approach to nodal splitting
is instead similar to that of Hawas and Mahmassani (see below) in which splitting between
any number of outgoing arcs can be accomplished via an exponential splitting equation.
In considering whether this approach to route guidance is appropriate for decentralized,
vehicle-centric applications, we note that it relies on a full set of (reactive) network data, but
that the decision algorithm (that is, the splitting equation) does not require cooperation
with other nodal controllers. Thus, if the decision algorithm were placed on-board the
vehicle and all vehicles were equipped with the same data set, individual vehicles could
independently apply the proposed logic. A limitation of this approach is the considerable
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amount of data exchange required to update each vehicle's network database. Thus, with
regard to the definition of decentralized route guidance presented in Chapter 1, the proposed
system, though reactive, cannot be considered to be truly decentralized.
As we will see in Chapter 3, the decentralized layer of the hybrid system proposed in
this thesis adheres to the definition of decentralized systems given in Chapter 1. It employs
both decentralized control and use of a partial set of network data, thus providing the
advantages of increasing scalability and minimizing the computation burden of the vehicle-
based decentralized controllers.
2.1.2 The Models of Hawas and Mahmassani
Hawas and Mahmassani [23, 24, 36] present another approach to decentralized, feedback-
based route guidance. In a series of papers, the performance of a system of nodal controllers
which use knowledge of local network dynamics is explored.
Like the papers of Papageorgiou et al., these papers propose a route guidance system
which advises drivers of the best outgoing arc at each decision node. These papers also pri-
marily concern feedback (or reactive) route guidance which relies on instantaneous updating
of network data, but does not use iterative, predictive models.
The approach of these papers is to define, for each node at which guidance is provided,
a local area within which real-time updates of arc conditions are available. The algorithms
also consider a non-local area which includes the rest of the network and for which less data
is available. The methodology of these papers is then to use heuristics to estimate the cost
of paths within the local area and outside the local area, in order to select the next outgoing
arc.
More specifically, the papers consider the heuristic cost of some path I from the current
node i to the destination node j, departing i at time t as equal to G,j l + H-tjl. Here
Gj, l is the heuristic cost of the portion of the path inside the local area and Ht j l is the
heuristic cost of the portion outside the local area. Estimation of Gj , includes estimating
the marginal increase of travel time (within the local area) due to the addition of another
vehicle. Estimation of Htjl can use any of several methods, such as a combined function
of Manhattan and Euclidean distance metrics.
Given these estimated path costs, the proposed algorithm then selects among all existing
subpaths. Several methods are proposed for this selection and Hawas and Mahmassani [23]
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tests three rules for selecting among subpaths. The first is an all-or-nothing assignment to
the best subpath; the second is computation of splitting ratios using a "logit" type model
and considering only "feasible" subpaths; the third again uses a "logit" arc selection model,
but it incorporates additional link parameters (such as density) into the computation of the
heuristic functions. Hawas and Mahmassani [241 and Mahmassani and Hawas [36] both use
the second of these methods. Paths are considered "feasible" if their cost is within some
fraction of the minimum path cost.
Hawas and Mahmassani [23] tested the method described above using the DYNASMART
network simulator on a network of 50 nodes and 168 arcs. The results were compared
with a system-optimal routing algorithm, to provide a benchmark. This benchmark can be
thought of as a centralized, predictive route guidance system with full knowledge of network
variables, including OD demands. The paper found that for the first subpath selection rule,
the algorithm performed best when the local area is defined to include at least 3 arcs in each
direction. The paper found that, using the second rule, the algorithm performed better.
The algorithm performed even better using the third rule.
Hawas and Mahmassani [24] focused on the performance of the algorithm in incident
scenarios. The paper found that while the distributed algorithm often underperformed
compared to the fully-informed centralized algorithm, its relative performance improved in
incident scenarios. The findings of Mahmassani and Hawas [36] were similar to those of the
other papers.
In evaluating the relevance of these works to the hybrid, vehicle-centric approach of this
thesis, we note that, unlike the methods of Papageorgiou et al., the methods of these papers
rely on a partial network data set, making them more relevant to a decentralized system.
The experimental results of these papers also demonstrate the decrease in guidance quality
that is often associated with use of local (rather than network level) data sets and reactive
algorithms.
Though these papers clearly focus on decentralized network architectures, the stated
focus is on distributed controllers without specific reference to computation of guidance
on-board the vehicle. While decentralized route guidance architectures may have benefits
compared with centralized architectures (in terms of scalability and robustness), perhaps
the greatest benefit of decentralization is not in distributing computation to stationary
zonal or nodal computers but in placing route guidance logic on-board the vehicle. This
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latter approach is the focus of this thesis.
Thus, while Hawas and Mahmassani have proposed an approach to decentralized route
guidance that possesses some advantages over that of Papageorgiou et al., this thesis in-
creases the relevance of decentralized algorithms to real-world guidance problems in two
ways. Firstly, by explicitly considering vehicles to be the components of the decentralized,
reactive logic, this approach responds to the deployment environment outlined in Chapter
1.
Secondly, by incorporating decentralized logics into a hybrid system, this thesis pro-
poses a route guidance approach which mitigates the weaknesses decentralized, reactive
algorithms. Admittedly, by doing so, some of the advantages of decentralization are also
lost or reduced (for example, the system must now rely on a less scalable centralized layer),
however, because the proposed system aims to provide higher quality guidance than either
fully centralized or fully decentralized systems, hybridization may be merited.
2.1.3 Other Models
Sarachik [52] is perhaps one of the earliest works on decentralized route guidance. The
paper proposes decentralized controllers which compute the time to the destination from
each node in a single destination network, based on the lengths of downstream queues. The
paper includes a methodology for calculating time to destination, though this methodology
may require some centralized data exchange.
Minciardi [40] presents a decentralized, feedback-based routing controller. At each deci-
sion node and for each time interval, a linear program is formulated and solved to generate
the path splitting rates for each destination. Though the program ensures that the travel
times of vehicles bound for the same destination will be equal, it includes weights for the
"importance" of traffic bound for different destinations. The controller maintains a decen-
tralized structure by sharing data through backward communication of travel times between
neighbor nodes. This method for generation of local databases is particularly relevant to
this thesis because it focuses on peer-to-peer communication of network data. Though the
paper envisions a system of (stationary) nodal controllers, the logic for propagation of data
through a network of local controllers could likewise be applied to a system in which routing
logic resides on-board the vehicle.
Ben-Akiva et al. [5] models a reactive route guidance system and compares guidance
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quality with that of predictive systems. Both systems are modeled in a small sample
network, using an analytical network model. The study concluded that though average
experienced travel times were only slightly lower with the predictive system than with the
reactive system, reactive systems possess several undesirable attributes. Firstly, they may
result in high variability among "identical" vehicles with the same departure time and OD
pair that select different routes. Secondly, in scenarios of low demand variability, unguided
drivers may fare better than those who use reactive guidance. Finally, the predictive algo-
rithm was "robust with respect to the quality of required flow prediction." With respect to
the hybrid architecture of this thesis, this paper motivates the incorporation of a centralized
predictive layer.
Iftar [26] presents another routing controller which is decentralized in the sense that
on-line operation does not require data exchange between nodes. This decentralized on-
line operation is supported by off-line solution of a linear program. Although the paper
explicitly considers transportation networks, the controller is atypical for this application
in its minimization of queue lengths, rather than travel times. This is a limitation of this
approach, as is its system-optimal formulation. Furthermore, the underlying network model
does not consider queue spillback.
Bolelli et al. [6] presents two methods for provision of reactive route guidance. In the
first, controllers located at network nodes obtain measurements of conditions on neighboring
arcs and use this data to generate nodal splitting rates. These splitting rates are intended
to return the arcs to some desirable "nominal" state that can be computed a priori or
using another (non-local) layer. The myopic nature of this method is addressed in the
second method, which is intended to anticipate congestion before it reaches the controller's
downstream arcs.
In the second method, network data from links further away from the controller are used.
In cases of congestion, this data propagates through the network along the same paths as
the congestion itself but reaches nodal controllers before the congestion occurs. Each nodal
controller uses this information combined with locally measured data in a weighted average.
As in the first method, controllers attempt to achieve a nominal state.
Though other papers have proposed nodal routing controllers, this paper is rare in its
truly decentralized approach in which decentralization refers to both the control logic and
the underlying data sets. Though the paper emphasizes some of the benefits of decentralized
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control (in particular, low response time to changing network conditions) as with other
papers it does not note the placement of the controller on-board the vehicle to be among
these benefits.
Wunderlich et al. [71] concerns decentralized route guidance and gives particular at-
tention to the degradation of guidance quality as the participation rate increases. Though
the paper proposes an algorithm that is decentralized and relies on real-time data, this
algorithm is not strictly reactive because it employs an exponential smoothing function to
predict future arc travel times from observed arc travel times.
Kim and Lee [33] provides another example of a route guidance system that predicts
future arc travel times from recent experienced arc travel times. In this case, the Box-
Jenkins method is used for forecasting. Guidance is then based on a dynamic shortest
paths routine that takes these forecast travel times as input.
Peeta and Zhou [47] proposes a framework in which a robust solution to the guidance
problem is developed off-line. This solution can then be adjusted using reactive algorithms
to respond to realized network conditions. The paper focuses not on the nature of these
reactive algorithms but on the generation of the robust solution. DTA is used to generate
this solution and a Monte Carlo simulation is used to generate possible realizations of these
network conditions. Solutions for subsequent realizations are combined to generate the
robust DTA solution.
2.2 Centralized and Predictive Route Guidance
As compared with reactive methods. the predictive methods enabled by centralized archi-
tectures offer the strong benefit of being able to provide consistent route guidance. It should
be noted however that such methods rely on large amounts of data and are vulnerable to
errors when these data are imperfect.
Chen and Underwood [11] is an early work on anticipatory route guidance. Though the
paper does not strictly concern centralized systems, we review it here because of its focus
on predictive guidance. Though the paper presents no specific methodology, it provides
definitions of several route guidance terms and provides various classification measures for
route guidance that reflect their architecture, algorithmic properties and data sources.
Of particular relevance to this thesis is the paper's discussion on system architecture. It
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notes that decision technology can reside either on-board the vehicle or at a central location.
While the former architecture is decentralized and certainly related to the vehicle-centric
concept of Chapter 1, it does not explicitly include vehicle-based sensing in its approach.
Nonetheless the paper does recognize that one of the primary benefits of decentralization
is in placing decision technology on-board the vehicle.
Early work by Kaysi et al. [31, 32] identifies many of the issues in the provision of central-
ized, predictive route guidance. Furthermore, [32] proposes a framework for route guidance
which includes components for surveillance and prediction of conditions in congested net-
works, and generation of route guidance information. In particular, DTA is proposed as
a methodology for generating guidance that takes into account the effect of guidance pro-
vision in predicting future network states. Finally, consistency is identified as a necessary
property of effective route guidance.
Kaysi [32] also undertakes a comparative study in which several schemes are tested under
various scenarios. This experimental study showed the proposed consistent anticipatory
framework provided superior guidance under the following conditions:
* when OD demand levels are not highly variable from day to day;
* when good predictors of daily OD demand levels are available;
* with the existence of fast incident detection capabilities;
* when network topology does not provide "cheap" opportunities for re-routing [32].
The thesis also notes that performance of the proposed system degrades at high participation
rates.
These works are relevant to this thesis with regard to both their proposed methodologies
and their general conclusions regarding the behavior of centralized route guidance systems.
As in Kaysi [32], this thesis adopts a DTA-based guidance routine in the centralized layer of
the hybrid systems. Furthermore, the design of the hybrid system of this thesis draws on the
above conclusions regarding the strengths (and corresponding weaknesses) of a centralized
layer.
Bottom [7] also addresses the problem of consistent, anticipatory route guidance. A sig-
nificant contribution of Bottom [7] is a framework which unifies several different approaches
to route guidance. This framework identifies the variables of interest in route guidance
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and their interrelationships. Various methodologies are then proposed to compute variable
values according to these relationships.
The variables of interest are the network condition, the split of flows among paths in the
network and the set of guidance messages. The three relationships between these variables,
termed mappings, are then:
* the network loading map which generates network conditions from path splits;
* the guidance map which generates route guidance based on the network condition;
and
* the routing map, which generates path splits from route guidance.
Solution of the route guidance problem requires the identification of a fixed point in this
interdependent set of mappings.
Though this thesis adopts a DTA algorithm based on the Method of Successive Averages
(MSA) for the centralized layer of the proposed hybrid system, Bottom [7] presents several
alternate methodologies which could be substituted in this layer as appropriate to the
context. Finally, Bottom [7] documents the development of a simple mesoscopic simulation
environment which was used to test the methods.
Though DTA is implemented in this thesis because it is a straightforward method of
predictive guidance generation, it should be noted that it generates consistent solutions to
the route guidance problem only under ideal conditions (i.e. when input data are known).
Further developments in the field of predictive guidance continue to advance the field to
address this and other issues. Crittin [16], for example, proposes a new class of meth-
ods which rely on a matrix-free algorithm to solve a system of nonlinear equations. The
proposed solution algorithm has a low computational burden and is suitable for real-time
guidance generation. As with the methodologies proposed by Bottom, this method could
be incorporated into the centralized layer of a hybrid system.
Crittin's methods have been implemented in two simulation environments (including the
simulator described in Bottom [7]) and run on several "synthetic" and real-world networks.
Results illustrate the superior performance of Crittin's methods over precious approaches.
In particular, the numerical performance of the proposed methods is shown to be similar
to that of Newton-Krylov methods which are "currently considered as the best methods
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to solve large-scale systems of equations" (for this problem, up to 1 million variables).
Furthermore this approach is particularly successful in noisy systems such as the simulation-
based routines typical of route guidance.
Fu [21] incorporates stochasticity into the selection of routes, treats each arc's travel time
as a random variable and proposes an adaptive algorithm for computing shortest paths in
the resulting network. This "adaptive" approach specifies only the next arc for each vehicle
to take, rather than its entire path. This approach relies on a dynamic programming
formulation and approximations to some of the probabilistic functions. The value of this
approach is limited, however, because it does not take into account the effect of overreaction
and the problem of consistency.
DynaMIT (Ben Akiva et al. [3, 48]) is an integrated system for traffic estimation, predic-
tion and generation of traveler information and route guidance. While the works reviewed
previously in this section are illustrative of algorithmic approaches to route guidance, each
relies on various simplifying assumptions or on the technical capability to perform sup-
porting tasks, such as estimation of the OD matrix. DynaMIT is an example of a system
suitable for deployment in the real world that combines sophisticated guidance generation
algorithms with the supporting routines and data necessary for an operational guidance
system.
Estimation and prediction of network conditions are necessary tasks in this system
and are performed using a network simulator. While microsimulators, such as MITSIM
(see Section 2.4) provide accurate predictions, they are not suitable for real-time guidance
generation because of their large compuational burden. DynaMIT instead relies on a meso-
scopic simulator. In DynaMIT guidance is generated in a rolling horizon framework and
incorporates both historical data and measurements from a surveillance system. Among its
features are its ability to take into account different vehicle characteristics. Finally, it should
be noted that DynaMIT can be integrated with MITSIM in order to test the performance
of the generated guidance in a simulation environment.
Though we have noted the limitations of system-optimal formulations of the guidance
problem, we briefly review several approaches to this problem for completeness.
Weymann et al. [68], for example, presents an optimization-based algorithm for dynamic
route guidance that explicitly takes into account the evolution of queues in the network.
The resulting problem can be solved via recursive application of the Simplex algorithm.
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Results demonstrate that the degree of total benefit to network users increases with the
fraction of equipped vehicles.
Kaufman et al. [30] describes another mathematical programming method for the system-
optimal problem in which arc travel times in the network depend only on arc volume and
queue spillback is not modelled. Other traffic modeling assumptions are made regarding
the FIFO behavior of network arcs. In particular, groups of vehicles entering an arc at a
given time are assumed to exit the arc together and are not allowed to pass each other on a
given arc. Given this network model, a mixed integer linear program is formulated to solve
for a system-optimal route guidance solution.
Garcia et al. [22] uses a game-theoretic approach to find system-optimal routings. This
approach assumes that vehicles share the common objective of minimizing the total travel
time. Though this method can be proven to converge to a solution, it cannot be adapted
to the user-optimal problem. Computational tests showed this algorithm to converge much
more quickly than that of Kaufman et al. [29].
Other developments in centralized route guidance have focused on objectives other than
minimization of travel time. Sen et al. [55], for example, presents a formulation which
incorporates both travel time and travel time variance into the objective function. This
formulation relies on a series of parametric 0-1 quadratic integer programs. An attractive
feature of the formulation is that the user need not specify his or her preferences a priori,
but is presented with alternate routes. Testing of the algorithm showed performance to
be dependent on network topology, with performance superior in a grid network compared
with an arterial.
One benefit of vehicle-centric route guidance systems is their ability to customize guid-
ance to user preferences in weighing multiple objectives. Pang et al. [41] presents a scheme
for route selection that adapts to drivers' preferences. This scheme employs a fuzzy-neural
algorithm to learn a driver's preferences from his/her past interactions with the guidance
systems. This permits the system to learn to select guidance that is compatible with the
user's objectives firom a set of acceptable routes. The system weighs features such as travel
distance, travel time, degree of congestion, toll, "difficulty" of travel and scenery.
Weighing multiple objectives is also the subject of Wahle et al. [61]. The paper outlines a
method for selecting an optimal route in a traffic network that is based on the theory of fuzzy
sets. These sets are used to define the utility of four parameters of a given route including
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travel time, traffic density, road type and route length. To generate route guidance, a
network simulator is used to estimate the network state. The fuzzy set-based decision
model is then applied to this state estimate to generate routes. This framework accounts for
neither the dynamic nature of traffic networks nor the issue of consistency in the generation
and application of route guidance. Nevertheless, the paper highlights an interesting method
for weighing multiple criteria in the generation of route guidance.
Multiple objective problems such as the above may in fact become a primary motivation
for vehicle centric systems, whether they query drivers for their preferences or learn prefer-
ences from past behavior. Though this research seeks to minimize travel time (and adopts
a simple modeling framework in which various other factors are not modelled), travel time
variance is considered in the analysis of experimental results. Furthermore, consideration
of multiple objective problems is a likely direction of future work on vehicle-centric hybrid
route guidance.
Kanoh and Nakamura [28] studies the problem of providing route guidance when non-
specific sites (such as a bank) must be visited en route. This paper also provides an
interesting example of how users of vehicle-centric guidance may wish to customize guidance
to their own objectives. The paper presents a solution that utilizes a genetic algorithm.
Peeta and Yang [46] applies a dynamical systems approach in which solution stability
is an objective. In a stable assignment solution for a route guidance problem all solutions
are bounded, converge to desirable system states and minimize deterioration of system
performance. An attractive feature of the model is that because it always moves towards
an increasingly stable assignment solution, it can be terminated at any time, resulting in
the best solution to date for the next assignment interval. For low levels of congestion, the
proposed model is shown to outperform a rolling horizon approach in which OD demands
can be predicted for near-future time intervals. At higher levels of congestion however, the
model's performance suffers due to its reliance on reactive data.
2.3 Hybrid Route Guidance
Several previous works have noted the potential benefit of hybrid route guidance in miti-
gating the weaknesses of centralized and decentralized systems. Despite this, architectures
proposed to date have various weaknesses.
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Chiu and Mahmassani [14] and [15] note that the disadvantages of centralized and
decentralized route guidance systems may be mitigated by combining them in a hybrid
architecture. In particular, [15] notes that the performance of predictive routines can be
impaired by errors in OD demand prediction.
Though [14] and [15] note the benefit to algorithm performance of combining predic-
tive and reactive logics, their approach is not focused on the deployment benefits of an
increasingly decentralized architecture. Use of decentralized logics in these papers appears
motivated by a desire to incorporate reactive logics (which are often implemented in a de-
centralized manner). As a result, the papers give no detailed discussion of the location
of the decentralized components (for example, local, nodal or vehicle-based). In contrast,
the approach of this thesis is first to motivate the concept of a route guidance system that
is focused on the vehicle and thus, located (at least in part) on the vehicle. This system
archicture goal then motivates the use of reactive algorithms which are appropriate to the
vehicle-centric concept.
Though somewhat different from that of this thesis, Chiu and Mahmassani [14] does
provide a motivation for hybrid guidance systems. In particular it notes that while predictive
systems generally provide guidance of higher quality, they are subject to errors in OD
demand prediction. Approaches for handing such errors include generating solutions that
are robust in the face of demand prediction errors or updating the solution periodically to
limit error propogation (rolling horizon guidance approaches being a common method for
accomplishing the latter). It notes that robust solutions may be hard to identify while
reoptimization may be too computationally costly when online solutions are desired, thus,
the paper proposed a hybrid approach.
Chiu and Mahmassani [14] takes a game-theoretic approach in which route guidance is
treated as a Stackelberg game with a game leader and a game follower. The game leader
is the centralized layer which generates predictive, system-optimal guidance and the game
follower is the decentralized layer which operates nodally, based on reported experienced
arc travel times. Guided vehicles in the network receive guidance from one layer or the
other. The algorithm also relies on the existence of an approximate route guidance solution
from which the system begins.
Results of the paper show that performance differs between the two layers. In particular,
vehicles receiving guidance from the centralized layer experience lower average travel times
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than those receiving guidance from the decentralized layer. Thus, a potential disadvantage
of such a system is that it does not provide similar quality guidance to all users. Furthermore
it should be noted that the paper provides only a system-optimal formulation.
It should also be noted that in [14] and [15], both components of the hybrid system are
termed "dynamic traffic assignment" components. In [14] and [15], the centralized DTA
algorithm follows the traditional DTA framework in which time-dependent OD demands
are predicted and time-dependent guidance is based on these demands. The decentralized
component is referred to as conducting "decentralized DTA" however use of the term DTA
here is somewhat misleading. The decentralized components uses no demand predictions
and simply minimizes estimated total delay for vehicles within the local area.
[14] relies on assigning guided vehicles to receive guidance from either the centralized
or decentralized components a priori however, because performance between the two layers
tends to differ, it is desirable to update this assignment in real time to equalize the travel
times of vehicles in the two groups. The focus of [15] is then on a method for updating this
assignment.
The proposed method requires assessment of the performance of the two groups accord-
ing to several criteria, namely travel time and travel time variance. If performance of the
two groups is significantly different according to these metrics, some vehicles are reassigned
from the poorer performing group to the better performing group. The details of the al-
gorithm specify the rules of these reassignments including the selection of vehicles to be
reassigned.
The work of Chiu and Mahmassani contributes in several ways to the literature on hybrid
guidance. Firstly, it identifies the potential benefits of a hybrid system in balancing the
strengths and weaknesses of predictive and reactive methods, and specifically, in identifying
use of reactive methods as a means to respond to OD demand prediction error in predictive
routines. Furthermore, Chiu and Mahmassani demonstrate the performance gains possible
via combination of predictive and reactive logics.
Though not explicitly described as a hybrid centralized/decentralized system, Wang et
al.[65] presents an approach to routing in which the advantages of predictive and reactive
route guidance are combined. In this approach a predictive model is executed once at
each time step in order to improve the data on which routing decisions are based. This
"predictive feedback" strategy was found to be almost as successful as iterative strategies at
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predicting future network conditions and reducing travel times, but with less computational
burden than standard iterative or rolling-horizon approaches.
This approach focuses on combining consistent predictive solutions with responsive re-
active solutions. It does not explicitly concern system architecture and, as with the reactive
methods of Section 2.1.1, assumes full network-level knowledge in the reactive layer. Thus,
it is only a hybrid system in terms of its control logic, not in terms of its architecture.
In contrast, the approach of this thesis concerns both combining reactive and predictive
routing logics and centralized and decentralized architectures. Like the approach of Wang
et al. [65] this combination is intended to exploit the algorithmic strengths of reactive and
predictive methods. Like the approach of Chiu and Mahmassani [14], this combination also
recognizes the benefits of moving towards a decentralized architecture while maintaining
high quality, consistent guidance.
Early developement of the approach taken in this thesis was by Farver and Chabini [17],
in which an architecture for hybrid vehicle-centric route guidance was presented. Though
more detail on these methods will be presented in Chapter 3, we briefly note here that in this
hybrid framework, guidance generated by a centralized, predictive layer is combined with
continuously updated data in a decentralized, vehicle-level layer. In this decentralized layer,
data that is collected by, and shared among, equipped vehicles is used to weigh possible
"improvements" to centrally-prescribed paths.
Farver and Chabini [17] also presented two decentralized algorithms for use in this
framework. The first of these is the algorithm presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis. The
second is similar, but uses different rules for selecting possible diversions from centrally
prescribed paths. Brief results of tests which illustrate the effectiveness of the first algorithm
are given in Farver and Chabini [17].
These results are presented in more detail in Farver and Chabini [18]. This paper
illustrates that the algorithm is most successful in incident scenarios and at moderate rates
of driver participation. Moreover, [18] showed the importance of selecting appropriate values
of the algorithm parameters and identified a reasonable range of such values. This result is
used to formulate the experimental design of this thesis in Chapter 4.
Hybrid logics have also been proposed for simpler routing problems. Often called "hi-
erarchical," these methods may be applied to the problem of generating paths for use in
a route guidance system. For example, Jagadeesh et al. [27] uses a hierarchical approach
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to generating paths for route guidance applications. It should be noted however, that this
hybrid approach concerns path generation rather than route guidance itself.
Ben-Akiva et al. [35] combines logics for predicting future network states for the purposes
of freeway control. These logics are a statistical state space model for very short-term
predictions and a DTA model for longer-term predictions. Like this thesis, this approach
aims at achieving better solutions by using models appropriate to the time horizon of
interest. Unlike this thesis, decentralization of one of the component logics is not a goal.
Furthermore, the hybrid logic of Ben-Akiva et al. combines logics for predicting network
state whereas in this thesis, the hybridization explicitly concerns the system's decision logic.
Hierarchical approaches to other, similar transportation problems have also been pro-
posed. Chen et al. [12], for example proposes a hierarchical approach to ramp metering
control in which decentralized local controllers are combined with a centralized area-wide
controller whose goal is a system-optimal solution. Importantly, this hybrid logic for ramp
metering performed better than purely centralized or decentralized control.
Van Schuppen [59] also proposes use of hierarchical control for freeway networks. Though
no specific logic for hybridization is proposed, [59] argues for three levels in the hierarchy:
network level, link level and point level (such as ramp meters). Van Schuppen outlines
objectives and functions for each control level.
2.4 Modeling of Route Guidance Systems
As with any study of route guidance systems, this thesis relies on models of the behavior of
traffic networks to analyze system performance. Though the modeling of traffic networks
is an extensive field, in this review we will focus on approaches with particular relevance to
the modeling of route guidance systems in traffic networks.
Watling and VanVuren [67] provides an early yet extensive survey of the issues involved
in modeling route guidance systems. Though the paper neither makes specific recommenda-
tions as to the design of route guidance systems nor provides quantitative technical details
of the route guidance problem, it describes in detail desirable attributes of route guidance
systems and highlights the importance of route guidance modeling to effective deployment.
The paper describes the many difficult tasks which comprise modeling of a route guid-
ance system as a whole. These tasks include modeling the behavior of drivers, modeling
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data sensing and transmission, modeling generation of the guidance itself and modeling the
"real world" in which a guidance system operates. With regard to the latter, the paper
highlights the need to consider the short term dynamics of a route guidance system (includ-
ing time lags and transmission delays), as well as network dynamics which result in both
within-day and day-to-day variations in network supply and demand. With regard to driver
behavior, the paper notes that behavior should be modelled carefully in order to provide
a meaningful assessment of its effect with particular attention given to the heterogeneous
nature of a population of drivers.
Ben-Akiva et al. [4] considers the use of dynamic network models in route guidance
systems, with particular attention to the nature of drivers' pre-trip and en route decision-
making. A framework is presented which describes how new data can be incorporated into
a driver's behavior model and how drivers process, use and balance information from many
sources. This framework can be used to address design issues pertaining to route guidance
including: to whom guidance should be provided, the nature of the guidance, the means
for guidance communication and the level of prediction incorporated in the guidance. In
particular, the paper notes two hazards of guidance provision. The first is overreaction,
which leads to inconsistency. The second is concentration, which is the effect of drivers'
using information to lower their own travel times, but in so doing increasing the total system
travel time.
Papers such as the above have influenced the development of various simulation tools
which are used throughout the literature to evaluate guidance systems. For example, Yang
and Koutsopoulos [73] presents MITSIM, a microscopic simulation environment which was
developed to evaluate various ITS technologies including route guidance. MITSIM is in-
tended to be integrated with routines for OD estimation, signal control, surveillance and
route guidance in order to serve as a test bed for ITS systems. The comparatively low run
time of MITSIM combined with its realistic models of traffic flow and driver behavior make
it a highly attractive tool for such applications. Yang [72] gives details of the design and
implementation of MITSIM.
With regard to this thesis we note that despite the level of detail captured by MITSIM,
it offers limited flexibility in simulating vehicle-centric systems such as that of this thesis.
In particular, the effect of local sharing of network data is difficult to model in MITSIM.
Other simulation environments for the modeling of route guidance systems also exist.
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Messmer and Papageorgiou [39] present a macroscopic simulation tool for modeling highway
networks. In this model, vehicles are treated as flows and individual vehicle dynamics and
movements are not modeled. The model's aggregate variables for each arc are density, mean
speed and traffic volume. A benefit of this approach is that it scales well for use in large
networks. The simulation tool described in the paper provides a moderate level of flexibility
to the modeler, allowing path splits to be specified or calculated according to a DTA model.
2.5 Dynamic Traffic Assignment
In Section 2.2, we noted that DTA may be used for the generation of consistent, anticipatory
route guidance if sufficiently accurate data is available. DTA can also be used to generate
an assignment of traffic to a network that models the choices made by network users, based
on experiences which inform their perception of network state. In this thesis, we will employ
DTA for both of these purposes. In modeling the effect of the centralized layer in a hybrid
route guidance system, a DTA-based algorithm will be used. In simulating the effect of the
hybrid guidance algorithm, DTA will be used to generate the paths of unguided drivers.
Though DTA itself is not a primary topic of study in this thesis, its use in several
contexts merits its inclusion in this literature review. Thus, in the following section we
will briefly review some highlights of the Dynamic Traffic Assignment literature. Before
proceeding we note that the literature on Dynamic Traffic Assignment draws heavily from
earlier developments in static traffic assignment. Concepts such as system-optimality and
user-optimality were first introduced with respect to the static problem. For example,
Smith [57], among others, proves the existence, uniqueness and stability of (user-optimal)
Wardrop equilibrium (Wardrop [66]) in static networks. Sheffi [56] is a reference on these
problems.
The Dynamic Traffic Assignment problem was first introduced by Merchant and Nemhauser
[37] which presents a mathematical program to minimize the total travel cost in the network.
In this system-optimal formulation, constraints are arc-based and express the properties of
flows entering and exiting the network and of flow conservation at nodes. It should be noted
that this formulation is limited to a single destination node. Optimality conditions of the
mathematical program are given in Merchant and Nemhauser [38].
Improvements to the Merchant and Nemhauser model were introduced in Carey [8]. The
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primary improvement is a mathematical program with better solution properties; however
it is also of note that the paper shows how solutions for multi-destination networks can be
obtained via the inclusion of dummy arcs. The primary disadvantage of Carey's method is
that it permits violation of the FIFO property, though a later work ([9]) suggests methods
to identify and overcome such violations.
Friesz et al. [20] extended the literature on DTA by proposing a model that offered
a significant improvement in realism. This improvement accounts for users' behaviors by
proposing a user-optimal solution. In this formulation, the time-dependent cost functions
for all used paths between some OD pair must be "identical and equal to a minimum."
Because no user is disadvantaged by adhering to this user-optimal assignment, it is a more
realistic model of the behavior of traffic networks. Furthermore, when DTA is used for
prescriptive purposes, such as route guidance, this formulation is fairer and is likely to
improve compliance.
It should be noted that in the model of [20], vehicles are assigned to routes only at their
departure nodes; subsequent switching of routes is not permitted. Furthermore, costs in
[20] are defined in terms of both static and dynamic components.
Ran et al. [49] provides several additional advancements in DTA modeling. Firstly, the
route choice model is modified to allow vehicles to alter their routes after their departure
node. Thus, the user-optimal criterion must also be verified at downstream nodes. Secondly,
Ran's model replaces the exit flow functions used in [20] and [37] with a "link propagation"
model.
A disadvantage shared by the above models is that routes are selected at decision nodes
based on the current travel times of incident arcs. If network conditions change, the sub-
sequent change in arc travel times may cause the experienced travel times for two vehicles
with the same OD pair and departure times to be different if they select different paths.
This is true even if these paths are "user-optimal" at the time of their computation.
Smith [58] proposes a model which overcomes this disadvantage and generates path
splits based on the estimated future arc travel times of vehicles rather than on the arc's
current travel times. This model uses a macroscopic model to represent the propagation of
traffic through the network. In this model vehicles are grouped together in "packets" and
these packets are split at arc exits to respect arc exit capacities. Because of this splitting,
the size of the packets is non-integer. An advantage of this model is its preservation of the
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FIFO property.
Wisten and Smith [69] presents a formulation of the Dynamic Traffic Assignment prob-
lem which is based on splitting rates for networks in which each node has at most two
outgoing arcs. The formulation also assumes a user-optimal objective function and a ver-
tical queue model. The solution algorithm attempts to obtain a solution by iteratively
adjusting the splitting rates according to the estimated time from each node to each desti-
nation. Though no proof of convergence is given, results illustrate convergence for several
example networks.
A disadvantage of the model is that arc travel times increase with the existence of
queues, but not necessarily with the number of vehicles on the arc. Furthermore, the paper
makes assumptions on the free flow travel time of arcs which, though they can be overcome
with the addition of dummy arcs, are inconvenient for the modeler.
Various developments in dynamic network problems are summarized by Ran et al. in
[50, 51].
Kaufman et al. [29] considers the computation of user-equilibrium Dynamic Traffic As-
signment. It uses a model that combines an assignment mapping of flows to paths and
a routing mapping that computes resulting sets of fastest paths. The paper establishes
that user-equilibrium routings are fixed points of this model and considers the difficulties
of generating fixed point solutions when discrete-time or all-or-nothing solutions are de-
sired. Furthermore, the paper presents a new method for generating routing mappings for
continuous-time, multi-path problems.
In the work of He [25], the DTA problem is addressed using four distinct modules. These
include a users' behavior module, a dynamic network loading module, a link performance
module and a path generation module. The benefit of this modular approach is that the
assumptions on each module can be altered independently. As a result, in [25], several user
behavior models are tested.
The modular structure of the DTA methods used in this thesis is similar to those in [25].
In both, MSA-based routes are used to update path flows. Unlike the methods of this
thesis, which rely on simulation for network loading, He [25] proposes two algorithms to
solve the analytical Dynamic Network Loading Problem. (Farver and Chabini [19] provides
algorithms for special cases of continuous time variants of this DTA model).
Chabini [10] describes a component algorithm for DTA that is used in this thesis. This
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Dynamic Shortest Paths algorithm (Algorithm DOT) relies on the assumption that after
some time interval, the network becomes static. The algorithm first computes static shortest
paths for this time interval, and then computes dynamic shortest paths for previous time
intervals in decreasing order of time. Time intervals are defined by the travel time for any
arc in the network.
2.6 Other Topics in Route Guidance
2.6.1 Benefits of Route Guidance
In addition to design of route guidance systems, the task of identifying and quantifying the
benefits of route guidance has also been an active area of research. Different approaches to
this problem can be taken.
The approach of Adler [1] is to use a driving simulator to observe drivers' reactions to
route guidance (and descriptive traffic advisories). This paper noted that drivers unfamiliar
with a network benefited from the provision of route guidance, compared with drivers
equipped only with maps. Because it applies to drivers unfamiliar with the network, this
conclusion presumably reflects the guidance system as an aid in navigation, which should be
contrasted with the function of avoiding congestion. The study also showed that the benefits
of route guidance diminish as users gained familiarity with the network. Other conclusions
of the study pertained to route guidance and traffic advisories as tools for building spatial
knowledge.
Wunderlich [70] adopts a straightforward route guidance generation method in order to
test the benefits of deployment under a variety of conditions. This method is non-predictive
and is applied to low participation rate scenarios (less than 5% guided vehicles). Due to
this low participation rate, issues of consistency in guidance provision are minimal. This
route guidance system was tested in a network simulator.
An important conclusion of this testing was that while guided drivers experience ben-
efits, these benefits tend to decrease as the level of network congestion increases. This is
because in high congestion scenarios, the network becomes sufficiently saturated that ac-
cess to alternative routes is impeded. At very low levels of congestion, the level of benefit
experienced by guided drivers may also be low because there is little room for improvement.
The paper also adopted several different behavioral models for unguided drivers in order
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to test the sensitivity of guidance benefits to this factor. One model assumed all drivers to
be "experienced commuters"; in another the population of unguided drivers varied in their
knowledge. The paper found that guided drivers experience the same level of benefit as
the best performing unguided drivers. Thus, the benefit of guidance is not in discovering
new routes, but in assisting drivers to avoid the worst routes and lowering the day-to-day
variability in their trip times.
2.6.2 Data in Route Guidance Systems
The role of data in route guidance systems has also been studied along several dimensions.
These dimensions include the availability of data, the type and frequency of data exchange,
treatment of data to reduce errors and strategies for coping with conflicting or missing data.
Here we provide an illustrative review of work on these topics.
Sen et al. [53, 54] notes that even in route guidance systems that rely on dynamic
reports of arc travel times, the ability to produce good estimates when dynamic reporting is
unreliable or unavailable significantly affects the performance of the system. Static estimates
may be required at system startup when not enough probe vehicles exist or in situations
of equipment malfunction. Thus, [53] proposes a method for generating such estimates
and [54] provides results of a real-world test of these estimation methods.
Koutsopoulos and Xu [34] recognizes the decreasing value of data as it ages. The paper
proposes a route guidance system which relies on a dynamic shortest paths algorithm. The
algorithm uses a simple projection method to predict future travel times for current and
past data. To account for the decrease in the reliability of data as it becomes outdated, the
data supplied to this algorithm is discounted according to an exponential function until it
is rejected in favor of historical data.
Though this thesis adopts a simple linear extrapolation method to estimate future arc
travel times from past data points (see Section 4.9), adoption of more sophisticated methods
such as those described in this section may improve performance. Furthermore, though not
addressed in this thesis, real world systems will likely benefit from integration of data from
several sources. Works such as Barbier [2] present methods for filtering data for route
guidance systems.
In particular, the paper deals with guidance systems in which data collected by vehicles is
supplied to the guidance system. The paper also assumes fusion of several data sets including
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arc travel times collected by vehicles and arc flows collected by in-situ loop detectors. Two
filtering algorithms are presented. The first is designed for guidance deployed via cellular
radio; the second is for guidance deployed via short-range beacons. There are several
differences in the algorithms as they assume different available data sets. For cellular radio
guidance, travel time of equipped cars are known, as well as arc flows for arcs equipped
with loop detectors (note that this is similar to the vehicle-centric sensing assumption). For
beacon-based guidance the total amount of guided demand for each beacon could also be
used in guidance provision.
2.6.3 Hardware for Route Guidance
Von Tomkewitsch [60] describes an example of hardware technology that can be used for
route guidance provision. The paper concerns the application of the ALI-SCOUT dynamic
route guidance algorithm using infrared beacons that transmit guidance to equipped vehi-
cles. The beacons transmit a route tree to the vehicle which contains routings to various
destinations. Guidance to the destination node of each vehicle is then selected from this
tree. Vehicle positioning relies on dead reckoning with map-matching. This position infor-
mation allows vehicles to compute experienced arc travel times and transmit these travel
times to the beacons to aid in provision of guidance to other vehicles.
Though many other technologies for route guidance exist, we will not provide a detailed
review of hardware technology for route guidance in this thesis. Nonetheless, we note that
this paper provides an illustrative example of a technologically successful, albeit ultimately
prohibitively costly, system which has been deployed in a field trial. Furthermore, recent
advances in positioning and communication technology are likely to lower the cost of route
guidance deployment. Because vehicles in the system act as both sensors of network data
and consumers of guidance, this example is particularly pertinent to this thesis. Further-
more, customization of guidance within the vehicle is complementary to the vehicle-centric
concept.
2.7 Summary
Given this review of relevant literature, we now summarize the contribution of this thesis
with respect to past work. Noting the strengths and weaknesses of decentralized, reactive
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systems and centralized, predictive systems, we propose a hybrid system. Though other
authors have noted the potential advantages of hybridization and proposed hybrid logics,
we believe the approach taken in this thesis to have distinct advantages.
Other combinations of reactive and predictive logics have been proposed in which some
components operate offline. In this thesis, however, both components operate on-line, thus
increasing the ability of the system to respond to difficult-to-predict and changing network
conditions.
The proposed system is also expected to provide a superior approach to that of other
proposed online hybrid systems. In particular, though Chiu and Mahmassani [14] have
proposed one method of hybridization, closer examination of the properties of the compo-
nent logics motivates an approach which better exploits the strengths of each. Instead of
assigning guided vehicles to receive either decentralized reactive or centralized predictive
guidance as is done in [14], our approach combines both logics in each vehicle's guidance.
This combination is a natural way to exploit both rapid response of the decentralized logic
and the predictive ability of the centralized predictive logic.
Though Chiu and Mahmassani were able to equalize the travel times of centrally-guided
and decentrally-guided vehicles through dynamic reassignment of vehicles between the two
groups, this approach is not a hybridization of the logics themselves. As such, it may prove
less successful at improving guidance quality than a hybrid system which does so.
Thus, the contribution of this thesis is a method for hybridizing two logics. This hy-
bridization is accomplished by generating guidance in one layer, then revising this guidance
in another. Furthermore, unlike many decentralized logics (Pavlis and Papageorgiou [45]
and Hawas and Mahmassani [23], for example), the decentralized logic of this thesis is fo-
cused on the vehicle, combining the algorithmic advantages of a decentralization with the
deployment advantages of vehicle-centric design.
Though we note these contributions, we also note that previous work has been incor-
porated into the design and testing of the proposed system. The proposed decentralized
algorithm uses a splitting algorithm similar to that proposed in Hawas and Mahmassani [23]
and, like [23], defines both local and nonlocal data sets. The centralized layer implemented in
this thesis relies on DTA, application of which to route guidance was discussed by Kaysi [32]
and others. Modeling of the proposed system was influenced by Watling and VanVuren [67]
and Bottom [7].
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In the following chapter, we present the details of the proposed hybrid system.
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Chapter 3
Methods for Hybrid
Vehicle-Centric Route Guidance
In this chapter we present methods for hybrid centralized/decentralized guidance systems.
These methods include a hybrid architecture and an algorithm for the decentralized layer.
As discussed in Chapter 2, other approaches to hybrid route guidance exist. The approach
of this thesis is to use a centralized layer, which prescribes paths to guided vehicles in
a rolling-horizon framework, based on a DTA algorithm. These paths are revised by a
reactive decentralized layer which resides on-board the vehicle and uses data sensed and
shared locally by other equipped vehicles.
Though this thesis does not rigorously prove the superiority of the proposed approach,
we note its strengths in two ways. Firstly, in this chapter we will present a discussion of the
possible approaches to hybridization of centralized and decentralized guidance and contrast
the proposed approach with alternative approaches. Secondly, in Chapter 5 we will provide
results of experimental testing of the proposed approach.
In Section 3.1 we review the characteristics of the centralized and decentralized compo-
nent layers in order to support our analysis of possible approaches to hybridization. These
approaches are reviewed in Section 3.2 and, based on this review, we propose one approach
in Section 3.3. Given the architecture of this approach, we then present each component. In
Section 3.4, we propose a logic for the decentralized layer which includes logics for: defining
a local area, sharing data within this area, and generation of guidance. In Section 3.5, we
review a logic which can be used in the centralized layer. In Section 3.6, we review various
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properties of data sensing and exchange in the proposed system. Finally, in Section 3.7 we
note several possible extensions to the proposed system that are outside the scope of this
thesis.
3.1 Strengths and Weaknesses of Historical, Reactive and
Predictive Guidance
To date, much work on route guidance has assumed a centralized guidance architecture,
motivated by the desire to provide consistent, predictive route guidance. If network state
estimates and predictions are accurate, route guidance solutions (which in this thesis consist
of prescribed paths for guided vehicles) generated by predictive methods typically offer a
greater reduction in individual vehicles' travel times than reactive systems.
Because the act of providing route guidance affects the future state of the traffic net-
work, generation of consistent, predictive route guidance is a complex problem. Its solution
requires estimation of the OD demand matrix for future time intervals. Candidate guidance
solutions based on these demands are generated, then evaluated according to some model of
the network's behavior. This model must capture not only the performance of the network's
supply (via some model of arc delay), but the behavior of demand (via an accurate driver
behavior model that includes reactions to guidance).
Clearly, the success of any algorithm for generating guidance is vulnerable to the inac-
curacy of the component models and estimates. Inaccuracy in guidance generation may be
due to either sensing error, which is in turn due to the imperfections in the surveillance
system, or prediction error, which is introduced through any component routine which relies
on estimates or models of true behavior. The heavy reliance of predictive guidance routines
on network modeling makes them particularly vulnerable to this latter type of error.
Another weakness of centralized, predictive route guidance is that execution of relevant
algorithms is often computationally intensive and requires significant computation time.
Thus, once guidance is computed. it is applied to a network whose state may differ from
the state upon which guidance was generated. Though predictive systems should be able to
address this when the network changes in predictable ways (i.e. in response to predictable
changes in demand), incidents and other highly stochastic events may be scenarios in which
the computational time lag is particularly problematic.
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Reactive approaches to route guidance have been proposed to address some of these
weaknesses of predictive route guidance. Such approaches are typically less computationally
burdensome than predictive approaches and so respond more quickly to changing network
conditions. Their major weakness however is that the resulting guidance is myopic. Drivers
are given paths which are known to be shortest if the travel times on network arcs do not
change. Clearly this may not be a valid assumption in traffic networks as it accounts for
neither the time-dependent nature of travel demand nor the effect of providing guidance.
Though predictive and reactive approaches to route guidance constitute the most active
areas of research, we also note that guidance can be based solely on observations of past net-
work behavior and use of off-line traffic models. This is the type of guidance most prevalent
in deployed systems today. The quality of this "historical" route guidance depends on the
sophistication with which current conditions are matched with stored guidance solutions.
One way to view the strengths and weaknesses of reactive, predictive and historical
route guidance is to weigh them with respect to the time horizon over which guidance is
provided. This time horizon is a function of both departure time and the length of the trip.
For time intervals in the far future, predictive guidance is likely to be poor because
prediction errors increase with the time horizon. However, reactive route guidance is also
not appropriate here because the ability to sense and respond to current conditions tells us
little about the distant future. Thus, for the far future, the best guidance relies on historical
data which describes typical network conditions.
In the nearer term, predictive route guidance is likely to be the most successful. Consider
a time interval over which we can estimate the network's future state in a more accurate
manner than simply assuming this future state to be equal to the historical average. Fur-
thermore, if such a time interval is sufficiently long, we can estimate the network's future
state in a more accurate manner than simply assuming this future state to be equivalent
to its current state. If these conditions are satisfied, predictive route guidance will be more
accurate than either historical or reactive route guidance.
Finally, if we consider a time interval short enough that the network will not change
substantially, prediction may be unnecessary and reactive guidance will prove sufficient.
Clearly the best route guidance system should provide the best type of guidance for
the time horizon of interest which, for long trips, may include both near-term and far-term
time intervals. This task involves combining historical, predictive and reactive methods in
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order to balance the strengths of each. In this thesis, we focus on combining the latter two
methods to provide route guidance that is highly effective both in the short term and in the
medium term1. By combining these methods, we seek to generate guidance that is superior
to guidance generated by either method alone. In designing an architecture for this hybrid
approach, this thesis employs the vehicle-centric design concept motivated in Chapter 1.
3.2 Design of Hybrid Guidance Logics
Given the motivation to combine centralized, predictive guidance with decentralized, reac-
tive guidance, we can envision several approaches to developing hybrid methods. In dis-
cussing these approaches we refer to the centralized, predictive logic and the decentralized,
reactive logic as the two components in a hybrid system.
One approach is to divide the guided population into two groups, each receiving guidance
from a different guidance component. An obvious disadvantage of this approach is that the
quality of guidance may differ significantly between the two groups. Despite this, there
may be algorithmic approaches which address this problem intelligently. For example,
in the game theoretic approach of Chiu and Mahmassani [14] the two groups participate
in a game with a shared system optimal objective. Nevertheless, experimental study of
this approach showed a disparity in guidance quality2. Furthermore, the system-optimal
formulation of the algorithm is limiting.
Another approach is for all guided vehicles to receive guidance that is computed using
both centralized and decentralized component algorithms. This approach has the advantage
of providing guidance of similar quality to all participating vehicles, and is adopted in
this thesis. Even given this dimension of hybridization, however, several approaches to
algorithmically combining the two component logics can be envisioned.
One approach, which we will term a "revising" approach, is for one component to
generate an initial solution while the other revises this solution. Another approach is for
the two layers to work on different parts of the solution; we will term this a "combining"
approach. As we will note in this section, these two approaches are not exclusive and some
1Koutsopoulous and Xu [34] provides a methodology for incorporating historical data into systems that
rely on sensed data.
2It should be noted that the difference in guidance quality may not be an entirely negative attribute.
If the deployed system differentiates between guidance products (i.e. predictive and reactive) via different
pricing structures, this approach may be beneficial. In general however, variation of guidance quality among
"identical" users is considered unfavorable.
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logics can reasonably be viewed as having both combining and revising structures.
Let us first consider revising logics. In revising logics, we note that the centralized layer
is more suited to generation of the initial solution while the decentralized layer is more suited
to revising the solution. This is because the most compelling reason to revise a guidance
solution is the availability of new data, not previously considered. Rapid detection of, and
response to, changing network conditions is a strength of reactive algorithms and thus the
revising role is best suited to the decentralized layer.
In revising logics it is assumed that the revising component has information not available
to the generating component which allows it to revise the solution intelligently. If the
revising solution is decentralized and reactive, this information is likely to be real-time
information on the local network state. While such information is valuable for revising the
near-term portion of a vehicle's path, it is not helpful (and may be detrimental) for revising
the later portion of the vehicle's path.
To address this, one can revise the solution frequently enough that revision of near-term
decisions is always intelligent. Nevertheless, if the system is permitted to revise long-term
decisions with only reactive data, it is likely that the solution will be "led astray" by reactive
data and the value of the initial predictive solution will be lost.
A related approach is to permit the revising layer to alter only the portions of the solution
for which it has accurate information. This approach bears similarity to a "combining"
approach because the revising layer in effect controls near-term routing while the generating
layer controls long-term routing. The system as a whole is then effectively combining local
and non-local solutions.
Other combining logics are also possible. One such logic is to decompose the network
according to the size or significance of each arc. Guidance on a subnetwork of large arcs, such
as highways and arterials, could be generated by the centralized, predictive layer while the
decentralized reactive layer could handle generation of guidance on subnetworks of smaller
feeder arcs.
One problem with this approach is that it implicitly assumes that the best paths are
generated by accessing the subnetwork of large arterial arcs via smaller feeder arcs, trav-
elling through this subnetwork, then using feeder arcs to access the vehicle's destination.
This approach may not be well-suited to generating paths which use smaller arcs to avoid
congestion on larger arcs. It can reasonably be argued that the ability to generate routes of
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this latter type is the greatest promise of route guidance systems. Drivers are often aware
of alternate routings on arterials but are less savvy about how to navigate in a network
of small, unfamiliar surface streets. Thus, a significant disadvantage to this type of com-
bining approach, which uses topological decomposition, is that it may not generate useful
guidance 3.
In addition to combining and revising approaches, another possible approach (which
we will term a "selecting" approach) is to use one guidance component to generate several
possible solutions and the other component to use additional information to select among
these solutions. This approach was adopted in Peeta and Zhou [47], but the generation
of candidate solutions was conducted off-line; thus the system is not directly comparable
to the options considered here because it does not incorporate a centralized, predictive
layer which responds to estimates of realized demands and detected incidents. While the
generation of candidate solutions on-line is possible, perhaps the primary motivation for
off-line generation of these solutions is the required computation time. Because centralized
predictive algorithms require significant computational to generate a single solution, the
computation cost of generating multiple solutions could be prohibitive. Furthermore, given
the ability of an on-line system to sense network data, the benefit of generating candidate
solutions which are based on differing estimates of network state is unclear.
Given this review of possible approaches to hybridization, one method appears to have
particularly strong merits which motivate its further study. This method uses the cen-
tralized predictive layer to compute guidance, the local portion of which is revised by the
decentralized layer. The approach provides guidance of similar quality to all users of the
system, which may be advantageous in building user confidence. Furthermore, it combines
the strengths of "revising" and "combining" logics. This approach is described in more
detail in the following sections.
3 It should be noted that significant public policy concerns exist regarding the routing of non-local traffic
through neighborhood street networks.
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3.3 An Architecture for Hybrid, Vehicle-Centric Route Guid-
ance
In this section we propose an architecture in which predictive route guidance solutions are
computed by a centralized component and disseminated to equipped vehicles. Reactive
route guidance algorithms are then executed at the vehicle level in order to alter the local
portion of this guidance based on real-time data that vehicles detect.
A simple schematic of this architecture is given in Figure 3-1. The centralized layer
computes guidance (in the form of prescribed paths) and passes this guidance to vehicles
in the decentralized layer. The centralized layer may also pass other data for use in the
decentralized layer's reactive algorithm. Historical data may also be an input to both layers.
Finally, the centralized layer may rely on some database of current network data.
Within the decentralized layer, a reactive algorithm is executed at the vehicle level. This
algorithm revises the local portion of the paths computed by the centralized layer. Data
for this reactive layer is sensed by equipped vehicles and communicated to other equipped
vehicles.
The design of the above architecture is motivated by a desire to balance the strengths
and weaknesses of predictive and reactive route guidance given in Section 3.1. In this ar-
chitecture, the strengths of predictive route guidance are exploited in the centralized layer
which can: (a) gather the necessary network database, and (b) execute the computation-
ally intensive algorithms needed to generate consistent guidance. Recognizing that this
guidance may not be responsive to rapidly changing network conditions, the decentralized
layer executes reactive algorithms whose computational burden is suitable to vehicle-level
computation. By combining these strengths, we anticipate that the proposed guidance
architecture can provide higher quality guidance than either layer operating alone.
Finally, we note that the proposed hybrid architecture takes advantage of the vehicle-
centric concept by focusing the design of the system on the vehicle. In the proposed archi-
tecture the vehicle acts as:
* a sensor of network data;
* a communicator of network data;
* a consumer of centralized guidance; and
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* a computer and consumer of decentralized guidance.
3.4 A Logic for the Decentralized Layer
In this section, we propose a logic for a reactive algorithm that resides on-board the vehicle.
Given a population of equipped vehicles each employing this logic, this population forms
the decentralized layer of the proposed hybrid, vehicle-centric route guidance system.
In later sections, we will discuss in greater detail an algorithm for the centralized, pre-
dictive layer and the flow of data through the hybrid system. For now, we will simply
summarize several relevant points.
Firstly, let us assume that centralized, predictive guidance is computed at intervals (i.e.
roll periods). During each roll period the centralized layer provides to each guided vehicle
a prescribed path from its current location to its destination based on predicted arc travel
times. It also communicates to guided vehicles a database of time-dependent travel times
from each network node to each destination node via the best available path.
3.4.1 Use of Local Data
According to the definition of decentralized route guidance provided in Section 1.1.3, a
decentralized logic must operate on a partial set of network data. In this section, we
will define the set of network data available to the equipped vehicles which each execute a
decentralized guidance algorithm and comprise the decentralized layer of the hybrid system.
In order to obtain this data, a vehicle-centric approach is employed in which each equipped
vehicle acts as a sensor of network data, reporting experienced arc travel times to other
vehicles (and also to the centralized layer).
According to the discussion of Section 3.1, the decentralized reactive layer is best suited
to making near-term improvements to paths prescribed by the centralized layer. Given the
expected superiority of predictive data in the longer term, the reactive data will not be
valuable in the far future. Thus, the real time data that is most useful to a vehicle is that
which concerns arcs it is likely to traverse in the near future; these are the arcs which are
nearest to the vehicle.
This property allows us to significantly limit the extent of inter-vehicle communication
by requiring communication only between vehicles for which this real-time data is useful.
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Figure 3-1: An architecture for hybrid vehicle-centric route guidance.
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A simple measure by which we can define the set of vehicles affected by the report of an
experienced arc travel time is the set of vehicles currently within some radius r (according
to Euclidean distance) of the relevant arc. We will call the area described by this radius
the r-neighborhood of the arc. Similarly, a vehicle on the arc has an r-neighborhood with
respect to its position.
In the decentralized layer, vehicles communicate experienced arc travel times to all other
equipped vehicles within their r-neighborhood. Similarly, as they travel, equipped vehicles
listen for broadcast experienced arc travel times of vehicles within whose r-neighborhoods
they are located.
Each equipped vehicle communicates static data points which are its experienced arc
travel times. Each equipped vehicle also listens to experienced travel time broadcasts from
other vehicles and may collect several data points for each arc. These multiple data points
can be used to generate a heuristic dynamic estimate of each arc's travel time.
3.4.2 Improvements to Prescribed Paths
Given that each equipped vehicle receives local experienced arc travel time estimates, we
now consider a logic for using this data to improve upon centrally-prescribed paths.
Because data is available only for arcs within each vehicle's r-neighborhood, it is only
possible to consider path improvements which alter the portion of the path that lies within
the r-neighborhood. Improvements to the path which involve arcs outside the r-neighborhood
are not possible, because local data is not available to support evaluation of such candidate
improvements. Conversely, if we consider only improvements within an area smaller than
the r-neighborhood, inter-vehicle communication becomes inefficient because some portion
of the shared data is never used. Thus, in the logic for the decentralized layer, the r-
neighborhood defines not only the area for data sharing among vehicles, but the candidate
area within which the vehicle considers improvements to its prescribed path.
Let us now consider the concept of "improvements" to a prescribed path. Clearly, an
improvement to a path is a revision of it which lowers the cost of travel from the path's
origin to its destination. Furthermore, if this revision is to be considered an improvement
to an existing path rather than simply a new prescribed path, it must share arcs with the
original path.
This concept of an improvement is compatible with the above concept of the r-neighborhood.
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For a given prescribed path, revisions are considered within the r-neighborhood; however
the portion of the path lying outside the r-neighborhood is fixed. The benefit of fixing this
latter portion is to retain the benefits of the centralized layer prescriptions. An improve-
ment to the prescribed path will share with the original path the set of arcs lying outside
the r-neighborhood. If the revision from the original path lowers the travel time from the
path's origin to destination, it is an improvement.
It should be noted that whether the improvement criterion is satisfied may not be known
with certainty because a reactive algorithm can only heuristically estimate an arc's time-
dependent travel time function. The inaccuracy of this heuristic limits the accuracy with
which we can estimate the travel time of a candidate improving path. Furthermore, because
of errors in the centralized layer, the original path's travel time may also be inaccurate.
Thus, there is no assurance the revision is actually an improvement.
For simplicity, in the remainder of this thesis, we refer to a path whose expected travel
time is lower than the original path's expected travel time as an improving path. As
we will see in Section 3.4.3, a k-shortest paths algorithm can be used to compute paths'
expected travel times. This algorithm will rely on static expected arc travel times which
are heuristically computed from experienced arc travel times.
To summarize the concept of local improvements to prescribed paths, consider Figure 3-
2. An equipped vehicle is located at node i with destination s. The vehicle has a path,
prescribed by the centralized layer, which is shown in bold; the vehicle's r-neighborhood
is also shown. The vehicle can obtain estimates of the travel times of arcs within the r-
neighborhood from other equipped vehicles. The vehicle then considers improvements to
the portion of its prescribed path within the r-neighborhood.
3.4.3 Generation of a Set of Candidate Improvements
Let us now discuss how to generate a candidate set of improving paths. Firstly, let us note
that an improving path is composed of two subpaths. The first subpath is the revision of
the original path; the second subpath is the portion of the original path that has remained
unchanged. Generation of candidate improvements can then be decomposed into two tasks:
generation of a set of nodes at which the original path can be rejoined, and generation of
paths from the vehicle's current position to nodes within this set.
We will first consider the task of generating paths from the current position to a given
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Figure 3-2: A vehicle updates the portion of its path that falls within its r-neighborhood.
node. Let us call this node the rejoining node and denote it by j. Given some set of local
experienced arc travel times, we can use some heuristic function to map these data into
static expected arc travel times. Any of several logics can be used for this task, depending
on factors such as available memory, computation time and desired accuracy. For now we
will not specify a particular method, but rather note that some logic is necessary to map
data from multiple sources into a single static travel time estimate for each arc. Using
a static shortest path algorithm, such as Dijkstra's algorithm, we can then generate the
shortest path from i to j.
As we will see in Section 3.4.4 however, it may be fruitful to generate more than one
candidate path for a given rejoining node j. In this case, a k-shortest paths algorithm can
be used. Such algorithms proceed similarly to standard (1-) shortest paths algorithms but
with efficient manipulation of multiple labels for each node. If we wish to generate paths
to more than one such node j, a k-shortest paths algorithm for one-to-many or one-to-all
nodes is satisfactory.
We now consider the task of generating the set of rejoining nodes. Perhaps the most
obvious such set is the set of all rejoining nodes on the prescribed path which lie within
the r-neighborhood. The disadvantage of this approach is that many of the resulting paths
will be redundant. Consider Figure 3-3. A subpath which rejoins the path at node jl can
also be viewed as a subpath which rejoins the path at node 2 and includes arc (jl,j2)-
Thus if a one-to-many k-shortest paths routine is used for all rejoining nodes within the
r-neighborhood, the resulting set of candidate paths may need to be pruned to remove
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Figure 3-3: Some paths found by generating subpaths to different nodes are equivalent.
redundant paths.
An alternate approach without the disadvantage of generating redundant paths is to
generate one-to-one k-shortest paths to the node that is furthest downstream on the pre-
scribed path, but still within the r-neighborhood. Such an approach is effective in the
network of Figure 3-3. In this network, all nodes on the prescribed path and within the r-
neighborhood follow in sequential order, i.e. there are no nodes outside the r-neighborhood
that are both downstream and upstream of nodes that are within the r-neighborhood. Thus,
by generating k-shortest paths to node j, for sufficiently large values of k, we can generate
the same set of paths as generated using a one-to-many algorithm. Depending on our choice
of k-shortest path algorithm, this may be more efficient.
This situation is probably typical of real networks, though not true in all networks.
Consider Figure 3-4 in which the prescribed path leaves the r-neighborhood at node jl and
reenters the r-neighborhood at node j2. In this network, there exist candidate paths which
could be found by generating k-shortest paths to node jl but not by generating k-shortest
paths to j2, regardless of the value of k. This case motivates the use of the one-to-many
k-shortest paths algorithm (with pruning) for generating the set of candidate paths, as is
done in this thesis4.
4Though other non-Euclidean definitions of the local area may avoid this problem.
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Figure 3-4: Generation of paths to one node may yield paths not found by generating paths
to another.
3.4.4 Selecting Among Candidate Paths
In the previous section, we presented a method for constructing a set of candidate paths.
Implicit in this discussion is the assumption that it may be advantageous to select a path
whose expected travel time is not a minimum. In this section, we will justify this assumption
and present a method for selecting among the set of candidate paths.
Selecting paths with expected travel times that are not minima is intended to spread
flow among several paths. In a transportation network, an increase in the flow on an arc
tends to increase the travel time on that arc. In a route guidance system, if flow between an
origin and destination is always assigned to the path whose current travel time is minimum,
the travel time of the path may increase. If this increase is sufficiently large, the path's
travel time may no longer be a minimum and some vehicles could experience lower travel
times by selecting an alternate path.
This problem illustrates the difficulty of providing consistent route guidance in reactive
systems. Because reactive systems make simplistic assumptions regarding the behavior
of traffic networks, in congested conditions it is difficult to generate guidance such that
expected travel times are in fact experienced by guided drivers. Furthermore, this limitation
of reactive systems makes it difficult to balance flow among paths in order to equalize travel
times for vehicles with the same O-D pair, departing at the same time (and thus achieve a
user-optimal solution).
In order to rigorously balance flow among alternate paths and achieve a user-optimal
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solution, an iterative route guidance algorithm which contains a model of arc performance
would be necessary. Dynamic Traffic Assignment is an example of one such algorithm (which
can be used under ideal conditions), however the computational burden of such algorithms
is not appropriate to this decentralized, vehicle-level layer. For this reason, we propose a
heuristic method to balance flows among alternate paths. This heuristic method has a low
computation burden, appropriate to the decentralized layer.
As noted in Section 2.1, several methods for balancing flow among several paths have
been proposed in the literature. Methods proposed by Papageorgiou et al. (see, for example,
[45]) split flows among the outgoing arcs of a node when there are at most two such arcs.
As briefly noted before and discussed in Appendix C, this assumption can be problematic
in terms of implementation.
Another approach is presented by Hawas and Mahmassani ([24], [36]) in which an equa-
tion with a form similar to a logit model is used to split flows among the outgoing arcs of a
decision node. It should be noted that while the functional form of this equation is that of
a logit model, it is used here to prescribe behavior to guided vehicles rather than describe
observed choices among a discrete set of alternatives. The equation is as follows:
e-(cr-z)
p = ekEK e-(Ck- ) (3.1)
In this equation p is the likelihood of being assigned to some path p which is contained
in some set of alternatives K. Once the values of 3 are computed, a random number is
generated and a path selection is made according to the probability mass function (PMF)
of l3.
It should be noted here that though (as described in Section 3.4.3), we may cull the set
of paths to remove duplicates, equation 3.1 takes no account of the similarity of paths. If
some paths in the path set are similar to each other, splitting among the paths may not
achieve the objective of balancing flows to heuristically equalize experienced travel times.
Imagine a path set of three paths, each with equal estimated costs. If two of these paths
are almost identical but dissimilar to the third, splitting equally among the three may not
balance flows to achieve similar travel times, as is desired. More sophisticated heuristics
can doubtless be developed to address this problem; this topic is left to further research.
The equation depends on the value of Cp for each alterative path p. The estimation of
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this value will be discussed in Section 3.4.5. The equation also depends on the value of the
parameter 0. This parameter controls the tendency to assign vehicles to alternatives that
are similar in expected travel time. To maintain computational tractability of the above
equation, the term is introduced where c is any positive constant.
If the value of 0 approaches 0, the algorithm will split flows approximately equally
between alternate paths, regardless of their expected travel time. If the value of 0 approaches
oo, preference will be given to paths with lower travel times. Essentially, a high value of
0 increases the likelihood of a vehicle being assigned to a path whose expected travel time
is minimum while a low value of 0 increases the tendency to balance flow among available
alternatives.
Once a path is selected, the new path becomes the path upon which subsequent updates
attempt to improve. Thus far we have referred to improvements to the prescribed path.
For the remainder of this thesis, however, we will refer to improvements to the default path.
The default path is the path to which an equipped vehicle is assigned. Immediately after
execution of the centralized algorithm, the default path is prescribed by the centralized
layer. Subsequently, however, the default path is the path that resulted from the most
recent execution of the decentralized layer.
This revision of terminology acknowledges that, as the default path is changed in view
of real-time data, there is no guarantee that any portion of the actual path will be on the
originally prescribed path. As the vehicle moves, its r-neighborhood moves. Initially, all
paths assume the portion of the path outside the initial r-neighborhood to be equivalent
to the prescribed path. However, as the r-neighborhood moves, the vehicle can revised any
portion of the prescribed path. At all times however, the non-local portion of the default
path is a subpath of the path prescribed by the centralized layer5.
3.4.5 Estimating the Cost of Paths
Inspection of Equation 3.1 shows that in order to select among candidate paths, the de-
centralized algorithm must estimate the cost of each candidate path. As stated in Chapter
1, the objective of the proposed route guidance system is to minimize individual vehicles'
travel times; thus we consider travel cost to be equivalent to travel time. Using inter-vehicle
communication, the decentralized algorithm can estimate the cost of the portion of the im-
5Though the prescribed path may changed as guidance is refreshed by the centralized layer.
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proved path that occurs prior to reaching the rejoining node (the revised portion). We
assume that the cost of the remainder of the default path is known from the most recent
execution of the centralized algorithm.
We denote the estimated cost of the revised portion of the path by dPj, where i is the
current node, j is the node at which the vehicle rejoins its default path and p is the path.
dP _j is computed as output of the k-shortest paths algorithm of Section 3.4.3. dj is a
static estimate that is computed based on the static estimates of arc travel times which are
based on reported experienced arc travel times (although some heuristic function may be
used to estimate their value based on trends in past data and data from multiple sources).
As noted in Section 3.4.3, many nodes that were not on the path originally prescribed
by the centralized layer may be included on the default path in subsequent executions of
the decentralized algorithm. Thus, each vehicle must maintain a database of Jj-s, for all
values of j, where j-,s is the estimated cost of travel between some rejoining node j and
the vehicle's destination s.
In order to improve accuracy, j-s is a time-dependent estimate j-s(t), which is the
estimated cost of travel from j to s, departing j at time t. The potential benefit of using
a time-dependent estimate depends on the amount of time between executions of the cen-
tralized algorithm (the roll period), and the level of discretization of j-s(t) that is used.
The tradeoff for providing a finer discretization is the memory required to store the array
6 on the vehicle, and the time and bandwidth to transmit the array to the vehicle from
the centralized layer. It should be noted that computation of ji,,(t) in the centralized
layer will require no significant computation time because the centralized layer predicts the
future network state in any case.
In summary we have discussed the estimation of cost of the revised portion of the path,
and the estimation of the cost of the default portion of the path. To estimate the total path
cost, we simply sum these components as follows:
Cp = dj + j- (t) (3.2)
where t is the estimated time at which the vehicle arrives at (and departs from) j.
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3.4.6 Execution of the Decentralized Algorithm
To summarize the previous sections, consider Figure 3-5 which is a schematic of the decen-
tralized layer. The center of the figure describes the logic that resides on-board an equipped
vehicle. The vehicle receives data from the centralized layer (in the form of guidance and
network travel time estimates) and from other local equipped vehicles in the decentralized
layer (in the form of experienced arc travel times).
Though this data exchange will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.6, we briefly note
here that data exchange with the centralized layer occurs at each roll period. At specified
times, the vehicle is queried for its current position and guidance is provided accordingly.
In addition, guided vehicles transmit their current location to the centralized layer to aid
in estimation of the realized OD matrix. Data exchange with other vehicles is ongoing and
occurs whenever new data is available.
Given relevant data, the vehicle revises its path and the vehicle travels on its next
outgoing arc. As travel on each arc is completed, experienced arc travel times are reported
to other local equipped vehicles.
We now describe a vehicle's revision of its path in greater detail. When the vehicle
reaches a node, it considers revising its default path. To do so, it first builds a set of
candidate revisions from its current position to the set of rejoining nodes within the r-
neighborhood using a one-to-many k-shortest path algorithm based on the local travel time
data. For each revision, it computes an estimated path travel time to the destination
according to both the local and non-local travel time estimates. For each candidate path,
the vehicle computes the probability of selecting the path according to Equation 3.1. The
vehicle then generates a random number and selects a path according to the probability
array /. Once a selection is made, the new path, including the revised portion, becomes the
default path which the vehicle considers revising in future executions of the decentralized
algorithm.
Below is a statement of the decentralized algorithm, as applied by a vehicle at each
node. This algorithm statement assumes relevant databases to be updated as new data is
received. The algorithm takes as input the parameters and r, any constant sufficient to
maintain the computational tractability of equation 3.1, the vehicle's current node i, the
database of dynamic travel time estimates (t), the vehicle's current path Pc,,,rr and the
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Figure 3-5: The decentralized layer of the proposed hybrid system
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vehicle's destination s. We denote by pij the portion of some path p that lies between some
pair of nodes i and j. In the algorithm statement below we assume pruning of redundant
candidate paths is addressed via the use of an appropriate data structure.
DECENTRALIZEDROUTINGALGORITHM (t, 0, r, c, i, , Pcurr, s)
1 if i s then
2 P4-0;
3 for each node j that is within r and on Pcurr do
4 K - (k-shortest paths from i to j) + (portion of Pcurr after j);
5 P PUK;
6 endfor
7 forp EP do
8 j - terminal node of p;
9 estimate d._j;
t10 Cp d + 6d_~(t + dj);
11 endfor
12 for p E P do
13 3P E e-(Cp-a)°;
14 endfor
15 rand - generate a random number;
16 select path p, given rand and the vector ;
17 j +- terminal node of p;
18 pcurr - p;
19 send vehicle on first arc of Pcurr;
20 endif
3.5 Generation of Predictive Route Guidance in the Central-
ized Layer
Though methods for generation of predictive, consistent route guidance are not a contribu-
tion of this thesis, we will briefly review one such method here in order to provide a complete
treatment of the hybrid vehicle-centric route guidance architecture. Various methods for
generation of such guidance exist and were briefly reviewed in Section 2.1. Any method
that outputs predictive path assignments for guided vehicles could be used in the centralized
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layer. Here, we briefly review Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) which is a valid method
when several conditions hold.
Firstly, use of DTA assumes guidance to be "ubiquitous" (i.e. guidance can be communi-
cated to a vehicle at any point or time). Secondly, DTA assumes input data to be accurate,
precise and current. Because these assumptions are reasonable in the testing environment
of this thesis, DTA methods are employed.
DTA uses several component algorithms in iterative fashion to generate a dynamic user-
optimal assignment of OD demands to paths. The first of these algorithms is a Dynamic
Shortest Paths (DSP) algorithm, which computes time-dependent shortest paths, given a
network with time-dependent arc travel times. The second of these algorithms is a Dynamic
Network Loading Problem (DNLP) algorithm, which computes time-dependent arc travel
times, given a model of arc delays and an assignment of demand to paths.
Clearly these two tasks are interdependent, reflecting the flow-dependency of delay
in transportation networks. By using a third algorithm, a Dynamic Traffic Assignment
(DTA) algorithm, we can iteratively execute the DSP and DNLP routines until a solution
is achieved. The purpose of the DTA algorithm is to generate an assignment of OD demands
to the network, given the output of the DSP routine. This assignment then becomes the
input to the DNLP routine.
The DTA routine initially assigns all demand to the dynamic shortest paths. This
assignment alters the travel time on each of the arcs in these paths. A new assignment is
then generated, reflecting the new arc travel times. In a path flow-based DTA algorithm
based on the Method of Successive Averages (MSA), the time-dependent flow assigned
to each path is averaged with the previously assigned flow and the DTA loop is again
traversed. The DTA routine terminates when two successive assignments of flow to paths
produce sufficiently similar results 6 .
Many variants of DTA routines exist. For example, the DNLP algorithm may be based
on analytical flow-based models or on simulations. Simulations may be executed at various
levels of detail. The DTA algorithm itself may vary, with different variants possessing
different convergence properties (for example, different averaging methods can be used).
Stochastic and dynamic DTA variants also exist. In Chapter 4, an experimental design
6Satisfaction of this termination criteria is not always indicative of a consistent solution. However, in
the experimental work of this thesis, performance of the centralized layer using this termination criteria was
found to be satisfactory.
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which uses a DTA method will be described. This method is deterministic and relies on a
mesoscopic simulator for network loading. At each iteration it assigns demands to a pre-
computed set of k-shortest paths. The DTA algorithm is based on MSA. Details of the
implementation of this algorithm can be found in Appendix B. Figure 3-6 summarizes the
DTA algorithm used in this thesis.
It should be noted that, prior to execution of the DTA algorithm, the OD demand matrix
must be estimated. In a hybrid system, data sensed by vehicles may be one of several sources
of data used to support this operation. As described in Chapter 4, in this thesis position
data from guided vehicles is combined with historical OD matrices to generate estimated
OD matrices. In the case of incidents, it may also be necessary to use network data to
detect the occurrence of the incident and estimate its impact. Though not done in this
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thesis, vehicle-sensed data may support this task as well.
A schematic of the centralized layer is given in Figure 3-7. It illustrates that the cen-
tralized layer takes as input both historical data and current network data. From these
data, the centralized layer uses some routine to estimate current and future OD demands.
These demands, in addition to detected incidents and assumptions made regarding the path
choices of unguided vehicles, allow the centralized layer to compute guidance.
Other data may also be output from the centralized layer, according to the requirements
of the decentralized algorithm. As stated in Section 3.4.5, the decentralized algorithm
proposed in this chapter relies on estimates of the time-dependent travel time from all
network nodes to all destination nodes.
3.6 Data Collection and Exchange in the Hybrid Architec-
ture
In this section, we discuss issues of data collection and exchange relevant to the proposed
hybrid system. Section 3.6.1 outlines the data exchange between the centralized and decen-
tralized layers. Section 3.6.2 discusses the individual vehicle as a sensor of arc-based data.
Finally, Section 3.6.3 considers the strengths and weaknesses of reliance on a network of
vehicle-based sensors.
3.6.1 Communication between Centralized and Decentralized Layers
In this section, we will briefly review the nature of communication between the two layers
of the hybrid guidance system. In this discussion, we will assume that both layers have full
knowledge of the network's topology.7
Because the decentralized layer resides on each equipped vehicle, the centralized layer
must provide data to each equipped vehicle in the network. This data consists of two
components.
The first component of data is a prescribed path for each equipped vehicle. This path is
computed from time-dependent travel times and is based on a consistent, anticipatory route
guidance routine (such as Dynamic Traffic Assignment). This path prescribes the vehicle's
7Practically speaking, this knowledge could reside on the centralized layer and be downloaded to the
in-vehicle guidance device at startup.
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route (given accurate predictions of the current and future network states) from its current
position to its desired destination. In order to prescribe this path, the central component
must know the vehicle's current position. This can be accomplished by querying the vehicle
immediately before sending the prescribed path; alternately, the central component could
transmit prescribed paths from possible current origin nodes to the vehicle's destination,
allowing the vehicle to select the appropriate path.
In order to spread flows in the network and achieve a user-optimal assignment, the
central layer may prescribe different paths to vehicles with the same origin, destination and
departure time. Furthermore, to operate with the decentralized algorithm of Section 3.4.6,
the centralized layer must prescribe a full path rather than simply the next outgoing arc.
The second component of data that is communicated to guided vehicles is a database of
time-dependent estimated future travel times from each node in the network to the destina-
tion node. The use of this data is not specified in the architecture of Section 3.3, which notes
only that some data may be passed from the centralized layer to the decentralized layer, in
addition to the guidance. The type of data that is passed is specific to the algorithm for
the decentralized layer presented in Section 3.4.6.
In addition to specifying the data that is communicated, we must also specify the interval
for communication. Because of the computational burden of the predictive centralized layer,
it is likely to have a "roll period". This roll period is the time interval between executions
of the centralized layer's algorithm. Though the route guidance solution of the centralized
layer is time-dependent, within a given roll period it will not change. In short, though it
computes time-dependent functions, the specification of each function is fixed within the
roll period. For this reason, guided vehicles need only query the centralized layer once
during each roll period. As soon as new centralized guidance becomes available, a guided
vehicle may then query for:
* a prescribed path from its current position to its destination and
* an updated database of (time-dependent) estimated travel times from each node to
its destination.
3.6.2 Vehicle-based Sensing
In this section, we will briefly review the flow of data within the decentralized layer.
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Firstly let us consider the type of data that is shared. The algorithm of Section 3.4.6
relies on intervehicle communication of arc travel times. To motivate this approach, let us
contrast it with another.
Consider instead that because the data is sensed by the vehicles themselves, perhaps the
most natural approach is to share the speed and acceleration of each vehicle. This data could
be used to infer the level of congestion on each network arc. In terms of data accuracy,
this is perhaps the best approach as the vehicle is able to sense these parameters with
high accuracy. However, certain properties of traffic networks can render such estimates
misleading. In particular, in traffic networks queues are often experienced at the ends of
network arcs, where delays occur due to signals or other traffic control measures. A vehicle
reporting speed or acceleration on an arc is likely to report high speeds near the arc's tail
and low, or even zero, speed near the arc's head.
For this reason, most guidance generation routines rely on estimates of arc travel times.
A vehicle may generate an estimate of its current arc travel time in one of two ways.
Firstly, it may wait until it completes travel on the arc to report its experienced arc travel
time. Secondly, at any time during its travel on the arc, it may use position, velocity and
acceleration information, to estimate its total arc travel time. Due to the likelihood of
queues at the end of the arc, in this second method, some model of arc performance is
needed.
Each of these approaches has strengths and weaknesses. The first approach requires no
modeling of the arc's performance function. This may slightly reduce the computational
burden on the vehicle, but the main advantage of this approach is that no error is introduced
from arc delay modeling. The most significant problem of this approach, however is the time
lag in the reporting of experienced arc travel times. Though the reported experienced arc
travel times are static data, they may be used via some function to estimate the dynamic
behavior of an arc. A vehicle does not report its travel time until it has completed travel
time on the arc. Consider a vehicle entering an arc at time to and completing its travel at
time t. The vehicle reports this data to the network at time t, but as it does so, the data
is already outdated by t - to. Conversely, the second approach may introduce error from
the modeling of arc delay, but provide arc travel time estimates with less time lag.
Whichever method is used to estimate arc travel times, vehicles must be able to discern
their position and relate that position to a map of the network. This is necessary to
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determine when travel on an arc starts and when it is completed. Practically speaking, this
requires the vehicle to have GPS technology with sufficient accuracy to match the vehicle's
position to a map of the network.
Accuracy here may be important. Consider a congested network with spillback. If a
position estimate is inaccurate, it may be difficult to discern whether a vehicle is currently
at the head of one arc or at the tail of an adjacent arc. Inaccuracies in position estimation
could cause a vehicle to report an experienced travel time when in fact it has not left the
relevant arc. Perhaps most problematic is that if the system oscillates between assuming a
vehicle to be on two adjacent arcs, significant errors could arise.
Despite the implication on necessary positioning technologies and possible disadvantage
in data lag, for reasons of simplicity, inter-vehicle communication of arc travel times (rather
than speed or acceleration) is the approach adopted in this thesis. As we will see in Chapter
4, this assumption is appropriate to the (mesoscopic) simulation methodology used to test
the algorithms presented in this chapter.
A final topic related to vehicle-based sensing is the logic for combining data from many
sources. Various logics can be used for this task. A naive approach is always to use the
most recently reported data point as the estimate of an arc's travel time. One problem with
this approach is that trends in the arc's travel time will not be exploited. For example,
it may be effective to use a simple linear regression to project the arc's travel time in the
near future or alternately to "discount" data as it becomes out-of-date. Even simpler than
these methods is to extrapolate the trend described by the past two data points. This latter
approach is adopted in this thesis.
When vehicle-sensed data is sparse, it may also be effective to default to historical arc
travel time databases. Koutsopoulos and Xu [34] describes a methodology for discounting
real-time data until it is discarded in favor of historical data.
3.6.3 Reliance on Vehicle-Sensed Data
As defined in Section 1.2.2, a vehicle-centric route guidance system must rely solely or
primarily on vehicle sensed data. The intent of this definition is to emphasize the role
of vehicle-sensed data without ignoring the potential contribution of additional data from
historical databases and/or stationary sensors. If such data is available at an acceptable
cost and with sufficient accuracy it may be beneficial to incorporate it into route guidance
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provision (particularly in the centralized layer).
An advantage to using vehicle-sensed data is that, given a set of vehicles that cover the
network, data is available for the full network without the installation of in-situ sensors.
Furthermore, the quality of such data on any given arc improves as the density of equipped
vehicles on the arc increases. Thus, on the most used arcs, which are also likely to be the
most congested, data provision by probe vehicles is likely to be effective (though time lag
of data may be increasingly problematic). While data may be sparse on lightly used arcs,
these arcs are likely to have travel times that are close to free-flow and thus may not require
frequent updates. Thus, use of vehicles to sense data naturally focuses sensing resources on
the most congested portions of the network.
On problem with the vehicle-based sensing approach as it is implemented in this thesis
is the time lag mentioned in the previous section. It should be noted that, particularly in
incident situations, this time lag may be severe enough to merit an alternate approach to
estimation of travel times. This topic is left to future work.
A disadvantage of using vehicle-sensed data is that low participation in the guidance
system can result in poor travel time estimates and thus poor routing decisions This is
particularly important if vehicle based sensing is used to support not only the decentralized
layer but the centralized layer as well. One important research question is to determine the
minimum rate of participation in the guidance system that results in acceptable guidance.
Other works (such as [71]) have also addressed this subject, though most have focused on
the upper bound of participation beyond which it becomes difficult to provide high quality
guidance.
3.7 Extensions to the Proposed Architecture
The architecture described in this chapter has assumed that the centralized layer uses both
current and historical network data to generate predictive guidance. We have not yet been
specific as to the source of the current data. Clearly, in a vehicle-centric approach it is ideal
to use vehicle-sensed data to estimate the time-dependent OD matrix, detect the occurrence
and severity of incidents, and in other ways support the operation of the centralized layer.
For reasons of implementation difficulty, this approach is not adopted in this thesis.
While methods exist for estimating OD demand matrices using vehicle-sensed data, these
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methods are complex and outside the scope of this thesis. Furthermore, by explicitly per-
forming this task, we must make many significant assumptions about the error generation
properties of these sensing methods. Thus, in order to focus this thesis on the structure and
algorithms of the proposed hybrid system, rather than on the task of OD matrix estimation,
this thesis adopts another approach.
In this thesis data input to the centralized layer is estimated by perturbing a known
time-dependent OD matrix with a controllable amount of error. The method for doing so
is described in Chapter 4. For now we simply note that this method makes no assumptions
on the source of current data to the centralized layer; this data could come from either
vehicle-based sensors or stationary sensors. An extension to the modeling approach of this
thesis would then be to explicitly model the use of vehicle-sensed data in the centralized
layer.
If vehicle-sensed data were used as input to the centralized layer, we note that because
the centralized layer only requires data prior to executing an update of the predictive algo-
rithm, this data transmission could occur periodically, immediately prior to generation of
a new centralized guidance solution. The data from the decentralized layer could be used
to estimate the current (and perhaps, future) origin-destination demand matrix. Further-
more, this data could be used to estimate the fraction of these demands participating in
the guidance system. Given knowledge of the network topology and the properties of its
component nodes and arcs, the centralized routine uses this data to compute guidance.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Design
In this chapter we describe the design of an experiment to study the performance of the
hybrid route guidance system. This experiment uses a mesoscopic simulation environment
on a test network to evaluate the performance of the algorithm as it relates to seven fac-
tors of interest including environmental parameters and system parameters. Environmental
parameters are those which can reasonably be assumed to be beyond the control of the
implementor including the level of demand, the presence of incidents and the rate of partic-
ipation in the system. System parameters include parameters of both the centralized and
decentralized layers. A factorial experimental design is used in which the factors of interest
take on various values. Additionally, performance of the hybrid system is compared with
that of fully centralized and fully decentralized systems.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 outlines the goals of the experimental
work and Section 4.2 outlines the performance measures that will be used. Section 4.3
contains details of the test network. In Section 4.4, we briefly review the properties of the
mesoscopic simulation environment that is used in the experiment. Section 4.5 describes
the factors of interest studied in the experiment and the values for each factor that were
selected for testing. Section 4.6 presents the factorial experimental design that varies these
values.
The remaining sections of the chapter summarize other experimental parameters and
assumptions. Section 4.7 describes a method for generating the paths of unguided vehicles.
Section 4.8 presents details of the implementation with regard to data exchange in the
route guidance system. Finally, Section 4.9 describes a simple method used for estimating
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arc travel times in the decentralized layer. Appendix B contains detailed descriptions of
relevant algorithms.
4.1 Goals of Experimental Work
The primary goal of this experimental work is to compare performance of the hybrid system
with that of fully centralized and fully decentralized systems. In particular, we seek to
establish whether performance of the hybrid system is superior to that of either of the other
two systems, under a variety of environmental conditions.
The second goal of the experimental work is to evaluate the impact of system and
environmental parameters on algorithm performance.
4.2 Measures of Guidance Quality
Various measures can be used to assess guidance system performance, each having merits.
In selecting among these measures, it is important to consider the goal of the proposed
system. In Section 1.2.2, we noted that the goal of this thesis is to propose a route guidance
system that is suitable for deployment by a private entity for the benefit of its customers.
With this in mind, the primary measure of this guidance system's performance should be
its benefit to system users. However, it is also insightful to examine the effect of the system
on unguided vehicles and on the system as a whole. Thus, three measures of guidance
quality are used in the experimental work of this thesis: the average travel time of guided
vehicles, the average travel time of unguided vehicles and the average travel time of all
vehicles. These response variables are computed by averaging the travel times of drivers
over all departure times.
Each of these measures provides insight into the benefit to guided vehicles. Consider
a guidance system that, as compared with a no-guidance scenario, lowers the travel times
of both guided and unguided vehicles. Such a system benefits guided vehicles by lowering
their travel times but, because the average travel times of unguided vehicles are also lowered,
there may not be a strong incentive for the individual driver to use the guidance system
(particularly if there is a cost associated with doing so). For a commercial entity, the most
desirable guidance solution will both lower the average travel times of guided vehicles and
provide a substantial benefit compared with unguided vehicles.
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Though these measures are identified as the most important indicators of guidance
quality, we note that they have several shortcomings. Firstly, because they distill the data
of each test run into just several values, they cannot capture the time-dependent nature of
the network over the 7200s analysis period. Secondly, they do not express the variability in
travel times among vehicles with the same departure time. Though both of these aspects of
the proposed guidance system may provide interesting topics for further work, for simplicity
we confine our analysis to average travel time, the most straightforward measure of guidance
quality. As we shall see in Chapter 5, some qualitative analysis is conducted to understand
the variability in and time-dependent nature of the proposed system's performance.
4.3 Network Topology
In order to draw general conclusions regarding the behavior of a route guidance algorithm,
it is necessary to test its behavior in (a) networks of different topologies and (b) networks
whose topologies mimic patterns found in real-world traffic networks. The effect of network
topology on algorithm performance is a result of differences in the availability of alternate
routes and the effect of queue spillback on upstream arcs.
In this thesis, a single small grid network was used for testing. Though the use of a single
test networks limits the generality of the results, early testing showed alternate networks
to add little value, largely due to the computational constraints of test network size.
Because of the computational burden of the experimental environment of this thesis, it
was only possible to test the proposed system in small test networks. Among such networks,
it is difficult to identify topologies which provide sufficient opportunities for path revision
to generate meaningful results. Though small, the grid network of this thesis does provide a
number of alternate routes. Other typical topologies (such as networks with arterials) were
not found to produce meaningfully different results in this small scale.
The use of the "grid" topology is also attractive for reasons of realism. One method that
is occasionally employed to study various network topologies is to use randomly generated
networks. The disadvantage of this approach is that it is difficult to randomly generate
networks that mimic real-world networks. For traffic networks for example, it is difficult to
generate random networks that mimic arterials and other typical traffic network character-
istics.
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Figure 4-1: Test network.
Table 4.1: Test Network OD Pairs
Pair Number OD Pair
0 (18, 17)
1 (19, 0)
2 (20, 5)
3 (21, 12)
The test network is shown in Figure 4-1. This network has a regular structure and,
though small, offers a moderate number of revision opportunities. It should be noted that
the top and bottom rows of arcs comprise slower corridors for east-west travel while the
center row is a faster arterial. The dummy arcs (centroid connectors) in this network are
54, 55, 56 and 57. The OD pairs for the network are given in Table 4.1.
Arc attributes for the test network are given in Table 4.2. This table, combined with
the topology shown in Figure 4-1, fully defines the test network. Additionally, we noted
that, for the purposes of defining the local area, all network arcs are assumed to have a
length of 20. This quantity is unitless and applies only to the decentralized algorithm.
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Table 4.2: Test Network Data
Arc Number Free Flow Travel Time (s) Exit Cap. (veh/s) Storage Cap. (veh)
0-9, 44-53 30 0.5 100
10-21, 32-43 10 0.5 100
22-31 20 0.5 100
54-57 0 cc oo
4.4 Simulation Environment
A mesoscopic simulation environment was selected to test the performance of the hybrid
algorithm for various values of the factors of interest. This type of simulation environ-
ment was selected because it balances implementation ease with a level of simulation detail
sufficient to provide meaningful results.
Details of this simulation environment are included in Appendix B. Here we briefly
summarize some properties of the simulator. The simulator models the movements of
individual vehicles through the network, but does not model detailed vehicle dynamics
(such as acceleration and lane changing). Each arc in the network has three parameters;
a free flow travel time, a storage capacity and exit capacity. Each arc maintains a single
queue to control exit flow rate and vehicles are permitted to move from arc to arc when
necessary free flow travel time and exit capacity conditions are satisfied. Importantly, this
model permits queue spillback when the storage capacity of an arc is reached.
This simulation environment has several sources of stochasticity. These are: the gener-
ation of vehicles, the probabilistic assignment of demands to paths, the order of processing
of arc queues, the realization of stochastic demand profiles and the occurrence of incidents.
Though the latter two sources of stochasticity are not strictly properties of the simulator
but of the experimental design, we note them here for completeness.
Stochasticity in the generation of the vehicles results from a Poisson generation process.
Stochasticity in the processing of arc queues is necessary to minimize bias in the simulator's
operation. Stochasticity in the generation of demand realizations occurs according to a
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method described in Section 4.5.2. Finally, stochasticity resulting from incident generation
is described in Section 4.5.1.
Practically speaking, the amount of stochasticity in this simulation environment is suf-
ficient to generate observably different results even under identical testing parameters. Not
surprisingly the magnitude of this variation is greater in congested than in free flow condi-
tions. This can be observed by examining Appendix D, which shows results of individual
tests.
By way of illustration we may observe that in one tested hybrid system (Test 1, 10%
participation) travel times of guided vehicles under low demand, non-incident conditions,
were 375, 376, 377 and 377s for four replications. In contrast, the same tuning under high
demand incident conditions yielded average travel times of guided vehicles of 609, 617, 606
and 593s.
This stochasticity was addressed in the experiment design by replicating each set of
testing conditions four times. In Chapter 5 we present results averaged over these four
replications, noting that this amount of replication was sufficient to yield some statistically
significant conclusions on the behavior of the system. Though significance of all terms is of
course desirable, further replication was not practical for reasons of computational burden.
The simulator described in this section was coded in Java. Though "off-the-shelf"
software packages for mesoscopic traffic simulation exist, they generally do not provide
the flexibility necessary to simulate the guidance algorithm. In particular, simulation of
vehicle-to-vehicle communication and the execution of the vehicle-level layer is not possible
in typical simulation packages.
4.5 Factors of Interest
This section identifies the guidance system parameters that were studied in the experimental
work of this thesis and briefly discusses the expected effect of each. The factor levels chosen
for the experimental design are also presented and discussed. In Section 4.6 these factors
are incorporated into a fractional factorial experiment design.
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4.5.1 Incidents
This section describes assumptions made regarding the occurrence of incidents in the net-
work and the detection of these incidents by the centralized layer of the guidance system.
Occurrence of Incidents
Because it is likely that the greatest benefits of the hybrid algorithm will occur in incident
scenarios, it is important to simulate the occurrence of incidents in the testing environment.
In order to limit the number of parameters in this analysis, a single test incident was
used. This incident occurs on Arc 26 of the test network and reduces the arc's exit capacity
by 50% for a duration of 30 minutes, starting at t = 1000s.
Non-incident scenarios were also run.
Detection of Incidents
Incident detection by the centralized layer relies on several assumptions. Firstly, we assume
that the centralized layer detects the occurrence of an incident 120s after it begins. Similarly,
the centralized layer detects the end of an incident 120s later. This assumption is intended
to model the effect of a rolling-horizon guidance layer in which there is a time lag in incident
detection.
When an incident is detected, the roll period of the centralized layer is reset. Likewise,
when the end of an incident is detected, the roll period is reset again. Thus, once an
incident occurs, the centralized layer detects the incident and begins computation of a
revised solution 120s later. If the system's roll period is 900s , the next roll period then
occurs 1020s after the incident occurs (assuming the incident has not yet cleared).
Secondly, we assume that once detected, the incident's severity (in terms of the mag-
nitude of the exit capacity reduction) is known without error. Though unrealistic, this
assumption is intended to minimize the already considerable number of parameters con-
tained in this experimental evaluation. Though we assume the incident's severity is known,
we assume its duration is unknown to the guidance system.
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Figure 4-2: Demand profile for the test network.
4.5.2 Demand
In this section we present the average demand profiles for each network and describe the
method for generating demand realizations from these functions.
Average Demand Profiles
As we will see in Section 4.7, generation of the paths of unguided drivers is based on average
demand profiles for the test network. These demand profiles are shown in Figure 4-2. They
are stepwise approximations to a trapezoidal demand profile, which is typical of peak period
demand in urban networks. In particular, the demand profiles are stepwise approximations
to a profile similar to those used in Pavlis and Papageorgiou [45].
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Demand Realizations
Though the given demand profiles represent average conditions in each network, each test
run is based on a realization of the corresponding average demand profile. These realizations
are intended to model the stochastic nature of transportation demand. We now briefly
discuss the method used to obtain these realizations, which is based on the approach used
by Kaysi [32].
For each demand profile, we assume two coefficients. The first is a daily factor which
represents the systematic variation around the mean for the entire demand profile. This
factor is the net effect of day-of-week, weather, special events and all other factors which
may affect travel demand throughout the demand period. We denote this coefficient by fd.
The second coefficient is the time interval factor. This factor, denoted by vi, captures the
variation within the demand period. This can be interpreted as the net effect of all factors
that cause demand values for each time interval within the demand period to deviate from
the average.
These two factors are combined according to the equation:
Pid = (1 + vi) * fd * i (4.1)
where:
Qid = the demand during time interval i on day d
ji = the average demand during time interval i
In accordance with the values given in Kaysi [32], the time interval factor, vi of each
interval was assumed to be independent and normally distributed with a mean of 0 and a
standard deviation of 0.3. Unlike Kaysi [32], the daily factor, fd was restricted to several
fixed values, rather than being modeled as a uniform random variable. Three values of the
daily factor were selected to represent low, average and high demand: 0.9, 1, and 1.1.
The primary reason for this assumption was that initial testing showed that variation
in the daily factor yielded high variability in test results. While it was desirable that tests
capture the stochastic properties of transportation networks, it was also desirable to capture
the effect of this stochasticity via an experimental design of moderate size. By limiting the
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daily factor to three values, this parameter could be incorporated into the experiment design
of Section 4.6 while providing a suitable representation of demand variability in the testing
environment.
4.5.3 Guidance System Participation Rate
The fraction of drivers participating in a given guidance system has been shown in many
analyses to significantly affect guidance quality (see, for example, [32]). In general, this
is because as the fraction of guided drivers increases, the ability of the system to identify
alternate routes that are superior to the routes of unguided drivers declines.
In this thesis we refer to the fraction of drivers using route guidance as the participation
rate. If the participation rate is low, generating guidance which exploits network stochastic-
ity and the occurrence of incidents to identify attractive alternate routes is comparatively
easy. As the participation rate increases, these alternate routes become loaded with guided
vehicles and their travel times increase. Conversely, as traffic is removed from congested
routes, travel times of unguided drivers also tend to decrease. Eventually the travel times
of guided drivers may equal the travel times of unguided drivers and at this point there is
no benefit to individual drivers of using the guidance system 1.
Preliminary work on the route guidance system of this thesis [17, 18] indicated that
the decentralized algorithm shares this property with other route guidance systems. In
addition, because the proposed system relies on data sensed by participating vehicles, it
may also be adversely affected by low rates of participation. Low participation rates may
result in insufficient data updating and cause the system to prescribe routes based on
outdated information. Thus, it is important to identify a range of participation rates for
which the system generates effective guidance.
Prior to discussing the selection of experimental values for this factor, we will briefly
clarify the definition of "participation" in the guidance system. Because guided vehicles
have multiple roles in the system, including data sensing and communication, one could
imagine vehicles that participate in the system by providing data, but do not receive guid-
ance. Similarly, vehicles could be considered to participate if they receive guidance but do
not provide data. Furthermore, participation could be defined as either simply receiving
guidance or as adhering to guidance that is prescribed.
1 Though there may be a benefit to the system as a whole.
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For simplicity, in this thesis we assume all vehicles that receive guidance also act as data
sensors and communicators. We also assume that all vehicles which sense data also receive
guidance. Perhaps most significantly, we assume that all vehicles which receive guidance
adhere to this guidance perfectly. This last assumption is made in order to simplify the
study of the proposed system; it is expected that future work will relax this assumption for
greater realism.
It should be noted that the first two assumptions should reflect the deployment strategy
of the system. It may be attractive, for example, to allow vehicles with communication
capabilities, but not advanced sensing capabilities, to participate in the guidance system
by receiving guidance (perhaps offset by a greater cost to the user). Similarly, it may
be attractive to provide incentives for data provision by users who do not wish to receive
guidance.
Four values of the participation rate were tested: 0%, 10%, 50%, and 100%.
The 10% scenarios serve as cases where acceptable quality guidance can reasonably be
expected. In these cases, we expect the number of equipped vehicles in the system to be
sufficient to provide high quality real-time data. Furthermore, in these cases it is unlikely
that alternate routes will become saturated with large numbers of guided vehicles.
The 50% scenarios are intended to show the behavior of the system when a high fraction
of the population participates in the guidance system. In these scenarios, we expect the
route guidance system to struggle to locate alternate routes that are superior to those taken
by unguided drivers. The 100% scenarios are also not expected to yield strongly favorable
guidance, but serve as a benchmark for comparing the other results.
For each network, a 0% participation scenario was also run to illustrate the behavior of
the network without guidance. This case also serves as a benchmark for comparison with
the guidance scenarios.
4.5.4 Decentralized Algorithm Parameter r
Another factor of interest in this study is the parameter of the decentralized algorithm,
r. This parameter describes the local area with respect to an equipped vehicle in terms
of a circle defined by radius r. This neighborhood defines the area within which direct
vehicle-to-vehicle communication occurs. Furthermore, this radius defines the area within
which each equipped vehicle can consider revisions its default path (see Section 3.4.3).
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Selection of an appropriate value of r should reflect the rate of change of network data.
If network data changes quickly, it is better to rely on reactive network data only in the
very short term; in the longer term predictive routes may be more accurate. If network
data does not change quickly, the time horizon for which we can effectively rely on reactive
data is increased. Other factors, such as network topology, may also affect the selection of
an appropriate value of r.
Though it may intuitively seem that higher values of r are superior because they provide
more data to the decentralized layer, this is not necessarily the case. If data for arcs that
are far from a vehicle will be out of date when the vehicle reaches them, their inclusion may
have a negative effect because it results in inconsistency.
In this experiment three positive values of r were selected for study. Since the test
network is relatively small, any r-neighborhood will contain a significant fraction of the net-
work's arcs. For this reason, values of r were selected to represent a smaller r-neighborhood,
which covers approximately half of the total network; a larger r-neighborhood, which covers
most of the test network; and a third value in between. The values of r selected for these
purposes were 50, 75 and 100.
In the real world r would likely encompass a smaller fraction of the network. However,
in the small test network used in this study, smaller r neighborhoods would provide little
opportunity for revision and thus be of limited interest. Thus, while the values of r selected
define appropriately sized local areas, these areas are large compared with the size of the
networks. This is a limitation of the use of small test networks, which is motivated by the
limitations on the size of networks whose behavior can be simulated in a reasonable amount
of computation time.
Also of interest is the convention that was adopted to determine whether a given arc
lies within the r-neighborhood of a vehicle. We assume that an arc lies within the r-
neighborhood if either its head node or its tail node is within the r-neighborhood.
4.5.5 Decentralized Algorithm Parameter 0
The parameter 0, which appears in the decentralized routing algorithm, is the third factor
of interest in this study. As discussed in Section 3.4.4, this parameter controls the tendency
of the algorithm's exponential splitting equation to split flows among paths of comparable
travel times.
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As 0 approaches zero, all paths become equally likely. As 0 increases the algorithm will
give stronger preference to lower travel time paths. In short, for higher values of 0 the
algorithm will strongly favor paths whose travel time is even slightly lower.
Three values of 0 were tested in this experiment. These values were selected based on
initial testing of the decentralized algorithm which provided insight into the reasonable range
of values for acceptable algorithm performance. This testing showed values of 0 = 0.05 -0.1
to provide acceptable guidance. Lower and higher values of 8 were generally found to provide
unacceptable guidance in which the average travel times of guided vehicles exceeded those
of unguided vehicles.
Based on these results, the three values of 0 that were tested in this factorial experiment
were 0 = 0.05, 0 = 0.07 and 0 = 0.1, which represent the acceptable range of values. It is
expected that the desirable range of values may depend heavily on properties of the testing
environment such as network topology. Whether the values used in these experiment are
in the same range as desirable values for other experimental environments is a topic left to
future work.
4.5.6 Length of Roll Period
Because this thesis concerns a hybrid route guidance system with both centralized and
decentralized components, the sensitivity of system performance to parameters of both
components is of interest. Perhaps the most important parameter of the centralized layer
is its roll period.
Unlike the decentralized parameters r and 0, which can be thought of as tuning param-
eters, it can reasonably be assumed that the centralized layer employs a roll period that
is as short as possible, given constraints such as the size of the network and the computa-
tional resources available. Nevertheless, it is of interest to asses how system performance is
affected by the length of the roll period.
Clearly, if the centralized layer is never executed (in which case the roll period can
be viewed as infinite) the system becomes fully decentralized; if the centralized layer is
executed more frequently than the data in the decentralized layer changes, the system
becomes effectively fully centralized. In this experiment we test several finite values and
compare their effect on guidance quality.
Three finite values of roll period length were selected in order to study the balance
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Figure 4-3: Illustration of the roll period and computation time of centralized guidance.
between the centralized and decentralized layers: 300s, 600s, and 900s. These values were
selected based on typical roll period lengths proposed for centralized, predictive route guid-
ance systems (see for example, Weymann et al. [68]).
Also of note is the assumed length of time for computation of guidance in the centralized
layer. Because of the computational burden of computing predictive route guidance, it is
assumed that the generation of centralized guidance requires a significant amount of com-
putational time. In this analysis, it was assumed that computation of centralized guidance
takes 300s. For simplicity, we assume that the centralized layer is always able to generate
a solution which meets the specified termination criteria within the allotted computation
time.
The relationship between the roll period and the computation time is illustrated in
Figure 4-3. At the beginning of each roll period, guided vehicles estimate the current
state of the network. Centralized guidance is then generated, and this operation has some
computation time. At the end of this computation time, the guidance is disseminated to
guided vehicles.
In the real world it is likely that computation of centralized guidance would require the
full length of the roll period. This is because once a guidance solution is output there is
no advantage to the system to wait before generating a revised guidance solution. Despite
this, there are significant reasons for using a single computation time value throughout the
experiment.
In particular, we assume the amount of computational power available to the centralized
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layer is fixed. If the computation time of the predictive solution is altered, this assumes an
alteration of the associated computational power. If instead the computation time is held
constant, the initial solution quality of the predictive guidance is the same throughout the
experiment; when the roll period is longer this solution becomes more out of date toward the
end of each roll period. By maintaining a single value of the computation time throughout
the experiment, we are testing the ability of the decentralized layer to compensate for an
outdated solution.
4.5.7 OD Demand Prediction Error
As noted in the route guidance literature (for example, Chiu et al. [13]), the effectiveness of
most predictive route guidance systems is highly dependent on the accuracy of underlying
predictions of OD demands. Simulation-based testing of proposed route guidance logics
reflects assumptions made by the implementor on the ability of the guidance system to
predict OD demands.
In order to simulate the error in OD demand prediction, one of two approaches can be
taken. Firstly, the causes of the error itself can be modeled explicitly. These sources of error
may include measurement error, prediction error and other stochastic errors of unknown
origin. To simulate error in this manner, error sources (such as sensors) must be explicitly
modeled with attention to their error generation properties.
Alternately, a known function can be perturbed by a controllable amount of simulated
error. This second approach to simulation of error is adopted in this thesis for several
reasons. Firstly, given the use of a mesoscopic simulator (which does not model low-level
"microscopic" traffic phenomena), it is more appropriate to the level of detail of the simu-
lation environment. 2 Secondly, it allows the modeler more control over the resulting error
in the simulator. We can, for example, estimate OD demand prediction error to be at most
5% and compare the results of such a simulation to those with at most 10% prediction error.
In this thesis, we assume the estimated demand on each OD pair in each time interval
to be independent and normally distributed around its true value. This true value is a
realization of an average demand function (generation of this realization is discussed in
Section 4.5.2). The variance of the distribution takes on three values, representing varying
2It would, for example, be inappropriate to explicitly model the error in a loop detector when the model
of the network itself is not sufficiently detailed to include models of vehicle movements at intersections and
thus the location and operation of the detector itself.
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accuracy in the estimation of OD demand.
It can reasonably be assumed that, with monitoring over an extended period of time,
the average time-dependent demand profile for a network can be accurately estimated. The
goal of the route guidance system (and in particular, the centralized layer) is to estimate
each day's realization of this demand and use this estimate to generate guidance. It is
assumed that this estimate is more accurate than simply assuming each day's realization is
equal to the average demand profile.
For each demand profile, we assume a coefficient i. This factor captures the variation
within each time interval of the estimated demand realization from the actual demand
realization. The i are assumed to be independent normally distributed with mean 0. The
standard deviation of this distribution takes on three values, representing low, moderate
and high degrees of error in OD demand prediction: 0.05, 0.075 and 0.1, respectively. The
magnitude of the selected values was chosen to be similar to other works in the literature (for
example, [14]). The equation for this model is similar to the equation used for generating
realizations of average demand given in Section 4.5.2:
Pid = (1 + i) * Qid (4.2)
where:
Qid = estimated demand during time interval i on day d
Qid = actual demand during time interval i on day d
While the above formula is used to estimate demand, as described in Chapter 3, the
centralized layer also receives position data for guided vehicles currently in the network.
This data is combined with the above equation to estimate demand as follows.
Unguided demand is estimated according to equation 4.2. This applies to both demand
currently in the network and future demand. Positions of unguided vehicles currently in
the network are estimated according to their path splits, which are assumed known to the
guidance system.
Equation 4.2 is also used to estimate the future demand of guided vehicles. Finally,
guided vehicles currently in the network are counted. Because of the existence of the
decentralized layer, their positions may not be accurately estimated based on previous
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guidance solutions. Thus, the OD matrix of guided vehicles currently in the network is
generated by receiving position and OD information from each guided vehicle and no error
is applied to these counts. This data is sent to the centralized layer by equipped vehicles
at each roll period, immediately prior to execution of the centralized algorithm.
4.6 Factorial Experiment Design
A factorial experiment design is used to vary the factors of interest. Because a full factorial
experiment design (in which all possible combinations of the factor values are tested) results
in a very large experiment, this thesis employs a fractional factorial experiment design. This
design is summarized in Table 4.3.
Each test number in the table refers to 24 runs with the stated factor values. These 24
runs reflect all six combinations of the demand and incident factor values. Each combination
was then repeated four times. Data analysis in Chapter 5 will confirm whether the level of
variance within each test is sufficiently low to draw meaningful conclusions regarding the
differences in performance between tests.
This experiment is designed to be "balanced" meaning that each factor value is repeated
a fixed number of times in the experiment. These tests can be divided into four groups.
The first is a single test which represents a no-guidance base case. The second group are
the tests which concern the hybrid guidance system. The third group of tests concern a
fully centralized system and the fourth group concern a fully decentralized system.
In the second group, 27 tests are conducted. For each positive value of the participation
rate, nine tests are run. Among these nine tests, the remaining four factors (r, , roll
period length and demand prediction error) take on various values according to a fractional
factorial experiment design3. The balance of the experiment design ensures that each factor
value is represented an equal number of times.
To compare the performance of the hybrid system with centralized and decentralized
systems, 12 additional tests are performed on the test network. Three of these tests con-
cern the fully centralized system while nine concern the fully decentralized system. These
tests are intended to establish the "best case" performance of a given system under each
combination of environmental conditions (demand, incidents and participation rate).
3 This is a Taguchi 34 - 2 experiment design
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The purpose of testing only "best case" performance of the fully centralized and fully
decentralized systems is to limit the size of the experiment while providing sufficient insight.
The purpose of these tests is not to study the behavior of fully centralized or fully decen-
tralized systems in detail but rather to assess their performance relative to the proposed
hybrid system. If, for a given participation rate, a set of the other four factor values (r, ,
roll period length, demand prediction error) for the hybrid system can be found such that
the hybrid system outperforms the best case performance of the fully centralized or fully
decentralized systems, then no further tests on the latter systems are necessary.
To test the performance of a fully centralized system the value of r was set to zero.
Thus, the value of 0, which is a parameter of the decentralized algorithm, is irrelevant. The
values of the roll period length and demand prediction error were then set to the best case
value for each of these tests. All else equal, it can reasonably be assumed that a shorter
roll period and lower level of demand prediction error will yield higher quality guidance.
Because the participation rate significantly affects algorithm performance one such test was
run for each value of the participation rate.
To test the performance of a fully decentralized system, the length of the roll period
was set to oo. In this case, the level of demand prediction error, which affects only the
centralized layer, is irrelevant. Unlike the centralized layer, in the decentralized layer it is
not clear a priori which values of r and 0 will yield best case performance. Thus, a fractional
factorial experiment on the decentralized layer was run in which the parameters r and 
take on 3 combinations of values for each of the three positive values of the participation
rate.
4.7 Paths of Unguided Vehicles
Unguided vehicles are assumed to travel on user-optimal paths, given some average demand
profile. To generate such paths, a DTA routine is run for the given average demand profile.
This DTA routine is comprised of a subroutine to generate a set of candidate paths
and a simulation-based subroutine to load demand on these paths. These two subroutines
are combined using an MSA-based DTA algorithm. Details of the algorithms are given in
Appendix B. The output of the DTA routine is (a) a set of candidate paths between each
OD pair in the network and (b) an assignment of demand to each of these paths that results
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Table 4.3: Factorial Experiment
Test Participation Roll Demand Prediction
Number Rate r 0 Period (s) Error 
0 0 n/a n/a n/a n/a
Hybrid
1 0.1 50 0.05 300 0.05
2 0.1 50 0.07 600 0.075
3 0.1 50 0.1 900 0.1
4 0.1 75 0.05 900 0.075
5 0.1 75 0.07 300 0.1
6 0.1 75 0.1 600 0.05
7 0.1 100 0.05 600 0.1
8 0.1 100 0.07 900 0.05
9 0.1 100 0.1 300 0.075
10 0.5 50 0.05 300 0.05
11 0.5 50 0.07 600 0.075
12 0.5 50 0.1 900 0.1
13 0.5 75 0.05 900 0.075
14 0.5 75 0.07 300 0.1
15 0.5 75 0.1 600 0.05
16 0.5 100 0.05 600 0.1
17 0.5 100 0.07 900 0.05
18 0.5 100 0.1 300 0.075
19 1 50 0.05 300 0.05
20 1 50 0.07 600 0.075
21 1 50 0.1 900 0.1
22 1 75 0.05 900 0.075
23 1 75 0.07 300 0.1
24 1 75 0.1 600 0.05
25 1 100 0.05 600 0.1
26 1 100 0.07 900 0.05
27 1 100 0.1 300 0.075
Centralized
28 0.1 n/a n/a 300 0.05
29 0.5 n/a n/a 300 0.05
30 1 n/a n/a 300 0.05
Decentralized
31 0.1 50 0.05 n/a n/a
32 0.1 75 0.07 n/a n/a
33 0.1 100 0.1 n/a n/a
34 0.5 75 0.1 n/a n/a
35 0.5 100 0.05 n/a n/a
36 0.5 50 0.07 n/a n/a
37 1 100 0.07 n/a n/a
38 1 50 0.1 n/a n/a
39 1 75 0.05 n/a n/a
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in the user-optimal DTA solution.
This assumption implies that unguided drivers are very familiar with the network. It
is assumed that over an extended period of time they have built sufficient understanding
of network congestion levels and alternate routes that they effectively equalize travel times
within the network. In a practical sense, such drivers may be viewed as commuters who
undertake the same journey at the same time each day.
The impact of this assumption is that in order for the guidance algorithm to be successful
it must respond effectively to (a) stochastic variations in network demands and/or (b) the
occurrence of incidents in the network.
Figure 4-4 provides an illustrative example of the assignment of OD demand to paths
in the network. This example concerns OD Pair (18, 17) in the test network. Among the 8
shortest paths generated for this OD pair, paths 0, 2, 5 and 6 have positive, time-dependent
assignments of flow. These paths are:
Path 0: (54, 11, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 43)
Path 2: (54, 0, 13, 24, 26, 28, 30, 43)
Path 5: (54, 0, 2, 15, 26, 28, 30, 43)
Path 6: (54, 11, 22, 24, 37, 48, 50, 52)
It should be noted that given the assignment of unguided vehicles shown in Figure 4-4,
some links will be empty.
The termination criterion for this DTA algorithm is that the total difference between
the assignment of demands to paths (a set of path flows) in the current iteration and that
of the previous iteration must be no more than 1% of the total assigned demand.
Because the DTA algorithm described in Appendix B relies on a simulator for network
loading, it may be helpful to run this simulator more than once per DTA algorithm iteration
to minimize the impact of stochasticity on simulator results. In this thesis, DTA solutions
were based on two simulator runs for each assignment iteration. This level was found to
yield satisfactory behavior of the DTA algorithm. Furthermore it should be noted that,
given a fixed DTA termination criterion, the impact of these implementation assumptions
will not significantly affect experimental results, but will only affect the speed with which
DTA solutions are computed4 .
4 This assumes that DTA solutions are in fact found.
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Another parameter of the DTA algorithm is the maximum number of paths in the
candidate path set for each OD pair. As described in Appendix B, this implementation of
the DTA algorithm relies on computing a fixed set of candidate paths a priori and then
selecting among this set at each iteration. 8 non-looping paths per OD pair were generated
for the test network. These paths sets were found to be sufficient to provide reasonable
alternatives to congested routes.
4.8 Data Exchange
As specified in Section 3.4.6, revised guidance is passed from the centralized layer to the
decentralized layer at intervals. Additionally, data sensed by vehicles is shared locally to
support execution of the decentralized algorithm. In this section, we briefly review the
implementation of these data exchanges.
The architecture of Section 3.4.6 also illustrates that data sensed by vehicles in the
decentralized layer can be used to support the execution of the centralized layer. This data
can be used by the centralized network to estimate the current network state. In this thesis,
however, this task is not undertaken because the estimation of the current network state
from probe data is a difficult task and beyond the scope of this work. Instead, as described
in Appendix B, the current network state is estimated by loading the network according to
the realized demand profile.
4.8.1 Transmission of Data from Centralized Layer to Decentralized Layer
In the implementation in this thesis, data passed from the centralized layer to the decen-
tralized layer consists of two items. The first is a revised set of guidance. The second
is a time-dependent travel time estimate from any network node to any destination node.
When this data is passed to the decentralized layer, guided vehicles in the network update
their current path in accordance with the revised guidance. The estimated travel time
database replaces the previous such database, and is queried at subsequent executions of
the vehicle-level algorithm according to the methods described in Chapter 3.
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4.8.2 Transmission of Data from Centralized Layer to Decentralized Layer
Immediately prior to computation of guidance by the centralized layer, all guided vehicles
transmit their position and OD pair to the centralized layer. As described in Section 4.5.7,
this data is used to support estimation of the OD demand matrix, but could also be used
in other ways to support the centralized layer.
4.8.3 Exchange of Data Within the Decentralized Layer
Within the decentralized layer each equipped vehicle broadcasts its experienced arc travel
time to all other arcs within its r-neighborhood. Each guided vehicle on each of these arcs
then updates its database of arc travel time estimates with the new datum.
4.9 Estimation of Arc Travel Times
As noted in Chapter 3, several methods may be used to estimate arc travel times within
the r-neighborhood of a guided vehicle. These estimates are used in the decentralized layer
of the guidance system.
In this thesis we employ a simple linear extrapolation method to generate these es-
timates. Though there are drawbacks to this method, in initial testing it was found to
generate better results than assuming current arc travel times to equal the most recently
reported experienced arc travel times.
This method requires each equipped vehicle to store the two most recently reported
experienced arc travel times for each arc. When a new report of an experienced arc travel
time is received, the older of these estimates is discarded and the new report is stored.
Denote by t the time at which the first report was received and by cl the corresponding
experienced arc travel time. Denote by t 2 and c2 the time and value of the second experi-
enced arc travel time report. If the current time is t', an estimate of the current value, c'
can be computed according to:
c' 2 - C1tlt'+c 2 -(C2 t2C1t (4.3)t2 - tl t2 - tl
If either, or both, of these data points is not available, the method defaults to one or more
historical (though time dependent) data points.
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The drawbacks to this method are several. Firstly, because it relies on only two data
points, it cannot sense or account for nonlinear trends in travel time. Secondly, for the
same reason, it is vulnerable to data errors and noise. Finally, this method risks discarding
potentially useful data.
Despite these drawbacks, the major factor motivating this simple linear extrapolation
approach is its simplicity. Exploration of other approaches is left to future work.
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Chapter 5
Results
As described in Chapter 4, the primary purpose of the experimental work of this thesis
is to determine whether guidance provided by the proposed hybrid system is superior to
both fully centralized and fully decentralized guidance. Clearly, this may depend on many
factors such as the level of demand, the participation rate and the presence of incidents in
the network. Furthermore, it is expected that performance of the hybrid system may vary
with the values of system parameters and that optimal tuning of these parameters may
vary with network conditions. Thus, a secondary purpose of this experimental work is to
understand the relationship between experimental factors and system performance.
This analysis proceeds by first conducting a qualitative analysis in which plots of selected
experimental data are examined. The purpose of this analysis is to gain initial insight into
the performance characteristics of the three systems.
Given this initial insight we next seek to compare the "best case" performance of the
three systems. If, over a representative set of scenarios, we can identify a tuning of the
hybrid system for which the quality of guidance is superior to the best guidance provided
by a centralized or decentralized system, we may conclude that the hybrid system can
provide superior guidance.
To do so, it is obviously necessary to identify the best case performance of the three sys-
tems for each combination of environmental conditions. To do this, the relationship between
environmental conditions and system performance for each system must be established.
In the case of the centralized system, "best case" performance of the system can be
reasonably identified a priori. In the case of the decentralized system, initial testing is
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performed which illustrates the effect of system parameters on guidance quality. Given
these effects, a "best case" tuning of the decentralized system is identified. Similarly, in the
case of the hybrid system, various combinations of system parameters are tested in order
to identify best case performance.
Once best case performance is identified for each system, the systems are compared to
determine whether a benefit exists due to the use of the hybrid system. Assuming for now
the existence of this benefit, we may also be interested in how sensitive the magnitude of
this benefit is to variation of parameter values. To this end, we develop a model which
describes the relationship between the experimental factors and system performance.
Thoughout this chapter, we consider the average travel times of guided, unguided and
all vehicles to be the primary measures of effectiveness of the guidance systems. These
measures are discussed in Section 4.2.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1 a qualitative analysis of selected
results is performed. In Section 5.2 we then conduct the best case analysis of the three
systems. In Section 5.3 we then propose a model for the performance of the hybrid system
as a function of system parameters and environmental conditions. Finally, in Section 5.4
we summarize the major findings of this chapter.
5.1 Qualitative Review of Selected Results
In subsequent analyses, the experimental factors are related to several measures of effec-
tiveness which quantify performance of the system. A disadvantage of this simplification is
that it is difficult to differentiate between algorithm performance at different time intervals
within the analysis period. Thus this quantitative analysis does not capture the time-
dependent nature of the experimental results. To complement the quantitative perspective,
in this section we consider representative plots of the data to observe these effects.
WVe first consider Figure 5-1, which shows the average travel times of unguided vehicles
in a no-guidance base case. The effect of the demand peak can be seen in this example.
Additionally it can be observed that at each time period, all vehicles on each OD pair
experience approximately the same travel time. This suggests (though it does not prove)
that the vehicles have achieved a user equilibrium. Examination of the path assignment
which produced these results (as shown in Figure 4-4) illustrates that this assignment splits
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Figure 5-1: No Guidance, OD pair 0, No Incident, Medium Demand.
flow among several alternate paths during peak congestion.
Examination of Figure 5-2 illustrates how this assignment performs under incident con-
ditions (in which the capacity of Arc 26 by is reduced by half between t = 1000s and
t = 2800s). This figure concerns OD pair 0, one of the two OD pairs directly affected by
the incident. The incident causes a large increase in travel times of unguided vehicles, which
diminishes with time, but persists until the end of the analysis period.
During the incident, different paths from the assignment are affected differently, produc-
ing different travel times. Thus, while the paths of unguided vehicles may be at equilibrium
under average conditions, different conditions may disturb this apparent equilibrium. This
is evidenced by Figure 5-2 in which a considerable spread among the experienced travel
times of vehicles can be observed.
Closer examination of the data (not shown here) indicates that, while Figure 5-2 illus-
trates a wide range of experienced travel times for each departure time, experienced travel
times actually fall into several distinct trajectories, according to path. Thus, if vehicle travel
times could be separated according to path, each path's curve would be distinct. Because
there are many vehicles for each OD pair at each departure time and each may have one of
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Figure 5-2: No Guidance, OD pair 0, Incident, Medium Demand.
several paths, these experienced travel times are averaged together in Figure 5-2 to produce
a spread of travel times during the incident.
Figure 5-3 concerns the non-incident scenario but with the use of the hybrid guidance
system. In Figure 5-3, many guided vehicles experience travel times similar to unguided
vehicles. This is because realized demand and incident conditions are similar to the average
conditions on which the path selections of unguided drivers are based. It may also be noted
that by detecting small deviations from such average conditions, the guidance system is
able to provide beneficial guidance to some vehicles, particularly at departure times near
2500s.
Several cases occur in which guided vehicles experience slightly negative benefits (for
example, near 6700s), however, these cases are rare and are dominated by the instances of
beneficial guidance. They are likely due to the heuristic nature of the decentralized layer
in which vehicles may be rerouted in a reactive fashion.
Given these figures, the hybrid system appears to generate high quality guidance. It
is also of interest to determine to what extent each of the component layers contributes
to guidance quality. To compare this behavior with that of a fully centralized system
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Figure 5-3: Hybrid System, Test 1, OD pair 0, No Incident, Medium Demand.
we examine Figure 5-4, which shows how the centralized system operates under the same
environmental conditions. Figure 5-4 shows that the centralized system performs similarly
to the hybrid system. It possesses some lag in detecting the end of the demand peak (at
approximately 3500s); this lag is likely the associated with the roll period of the centralized
layer. This behavior is not seen in Figure 5-3 for the hybrid system. This suggests that the
use of the decentralized layer may be helpful in correcting for such lag.
Additionally, we may compare this behavior with that of Figure 5-5 which shows the
performance of the fully decentralized system.
Figure 5-5 illustrates the stochastic nature of the decentralized layer. Though the layer
performs acceptably in general, around t = 2500s the system generates poor guidance. This
suggests that at this time the system relies on overly optimistic estimates of one or more
arc travel times. Accordingly, the decentralized system routes vehicles on such arcs and it
is not until these vehicles complete travel on these arcs that the system can correct the arc
travel times estimates.
Figure 5-6 shows the incident scenario under hybrid guidance. For most of the analysis
period, guided vehicles experience much lower travel times than unguided vehicles. Further-
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Figure 5-5: Decentralized System, OD pair 0, No Incident, Medium Demand.
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Figure 5-6: Hybrid System, Test 1, OD pair 0, Incident, Medium Demand.
more, while the travel times of unguided vehicles vary greatly, illustrating that their paths
do not achieve user equilibrium, the experienced travel times of guided vehicles are grouped
tightly together illustrating that a user equilibrium solution may exist among guided vehi-
cles.
Several outlying points can be observed which may be a result of the heuristic nature of
the decentralized layer. Alternately, they may result from imperfections in the centralized
layer, observable in Figure 5-7 which shows the centralized system for the same scenario.
In the latter case we observe that while the majority of guided vehicles experience
markedly lower average travel times than unguided vehicles, several vehicles throughout
the analysis period do not appear to benefit. Examination of the MSA-based centralized
guidance algorithm shows that as the number of iterations increases, the fraction of demand
reassigned decreases substantially. Thus, on the later iterations, only slow progress is made
to removing demand from paths found to be suboptimal. In order to maintain reasonable
run times for the centralized layer, the algorithm permits a maximum of 20 iterations during
each run, regardless of whether the DTA termination criterion is met. Each of the observed
outlying points represents a single vehicle which is assigned to a suboptimal path.
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Figure 5-7: Centralized System, OD pair 0, Incident, Medium Demand.
While such behavior could be eliminated in the centralized layer by increasing the num-
ber of allowable iterations of the DTA algorithm, it is realistic to limit the run time of such
a layer. In a deployed system, scenarios may exist (particularly under quickly changing
incident conditions) in which a perfect guidance solution cannot be computed in the time
allowed. In such situations, a reasonable course of action would be to output the best
solution found thus far, as is done here.
Interestingly, fewer such points are observed in the hybrid system. It appears that
the decentralized layer is able to detect the presence of such suboptimal paths and redirect
affected vehicles. This may be one reason why, particularly in incident scenarios, the hybrid
system's performance is superior to that of the centralized system.
Another reason may be observed at the beginning of the incident period. In comparing
Figures 5-6 and 5-7 it is apparent that at the beginning of the incident period performance
of the centralized system oscillates. In particular, it may be observed that certain features
of these oscillations (such as the existence of peaks and valleys) appear to coincide with the
roll period of the guidance algorithm.
The reader may note that though the incident starts at time t=1000s, the guidance
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system does not appear to react immediately. This is due to the 120s lag in detecting the
incident and the 300s assumed to be required to generate guidance. Thus the first iteration
of centralized guidance after the incident occurs at time t = 1420s. Subsequent executions
of the guidance algorithm occur at 300s intervals.
After the first execution, travel times of guided vehicles appear to decrease, but begin
to increase again prior to t = 2000s. This suggests that not all executions of the centralized
layer provide similar quality guidance. One explanation for this is that the system over-
reacts and then corrects for this overreaction in a subsequent iteration. This overreation
may be because the guidance system cannot estimate the end of the incident and thus
initially assumes it never ends. Another explanation for the oscillatory behavior of the
guidance system is that it cannot compute a satisfactory solution in the allowable number
of iterations.
Regardless of the cause of these imperfections in the centralized layer, it performs ac-
ceptably, generating much lower travel times for almost all guided vehicles. Furthermore its
imperfections are largely based on constraints that would affect real-world guidance system.
Thus, the centralized layer implemented in this thesis is judged to be an accurate model of
such a system.
Examination of Figure 5-8 shows the weaknesses of the decentralized layer. Here it can
be observed that while the reactive algorithm eventually succeeds in responding to the pres-
ence of the incident, there is a substantial delay in this response. This is perhaps surprising
given that the decentralized layer can respond immediately to the incident. However, be-
cause the decentralized layer is assumed to have no explicit detection mechanism, it must
rely solely on the reports from equipped vehicles. Because of the extreme delays on affected
links, such reports may require significant time to obtain, thus while the response of the
algorithm itself is instantaneous, obtaining relevant data may produce time lag1.
This lag is, in part, due to the limitations of the mesoscopic network model used in this
thesis. Because vehicles do not estimate the travel time on an arc until they complete travel
on the arc their reports of incidents may be greatly delayed. This may not be a realistic
model of incident detection in a reactive route guidance system but without a model of the
geometry of each arc, it is a difficult assumption to overcome.
1A possible revision to this logic would be to assume occurrence of an incident when delays in data
reporting are detected. This topic is left to future work.
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Figure 5-8: Decentralized System, OD pair 0, Incident, Medium Demand.
Given this analysis of the behavior of the centralized and decentralized layers, its it
interesting to note that the hybrid system appears to overcome the weaknesses of each,
providing guidance that is robust to errors.
5.2 Comparison of Best Case Performance
The intent of this section is to determine whether and when the hybrid system generates
superior guidance to both the fully centralized and decentralized systems. This analysis
is conducted by comparing the "best case" performance of each of the three systems. In
particular, we consider the best tuning of hybrid, centralized and decentralized guidance
systems for each combination of the environmental factors demand, presence of incident,
and participation rate.
It should be noted in this "best case" analysis that, as described in Chapter 4, the
best case of a centralized system or layer can be easily defined a priori while various initial
analyses are necessary to determine the best case performance of a decentralized system or
layer. In Sections 5.2.2, 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 we discuss how the best case guidance for each
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Table 5.1: Average Travel Times of Vehicles in a No Guidance Base Case
Demand Incident Average Travel Time (s)
low no 383
med no 446
high no 472
low yes 603
med yes 762
high yes 800
of the three systems types was identified. Firstly however, in Section 5.2.1, we present the
results of testing in a no guidance base case. In Section 5.2.5 we compare the three system
types for each set of environmental conditions.
5.2.1 The No Guidance Case
Four replications of a no guidance base case were conducted at each combination of demand
and incident scenario and these averaged results are shown in Table 5.1.
These data show trends as expected. Travel time of vehicles increase with increased
demand and with the presence of an incident. Furthermore, it may be noted that the
effect of the incident is particularly signficant in higher demand scenarios. While in low
demand scenarios, presence of an incident increases travel times by 57%, presence of an
incident during high and medium demand scenarios increases the travel times of vehicles
by approximately 70%.
5.2.2 Best Case Guidance in the Centralized System
In identifying the "best case" performance of the centralized system two system factors are
relevant: the length of the roll period and the amount of demand prediction error. As noted
in Chapter 4, it can reasonably be assumed that best case values can be identified for these
factors a priori and that the best case values will apply to all combinations of demand,
participation rate and incident occurrence.
With respect to the roll period, it can reasonably be assumed that shorter roll periods
will lead to better quality guidance. This is due to the ability of the system to refresh
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Table 5.2: Average Travel Times of Guided Vehicles in Best Case Systems
Best Case Performance
Demand Incident Decentralized Centralized Hybrid
Rate Test Travel Travel Test Travel
Num Time (s) Time (s) Num Time(s)
low no 10% 31 383 377 1 376
med no 10% 31 447 427 1 429
high no 10% 31 474 445 1 446
low yes 10% 31 535 500 9 491
med yes 10% 33 639 587 5 575
high yes 10% 31 674 614 5 601
low no 50% 35 384 392 10 386
med no 50% 36 449 412 18 409
high no 50% 36 474 415 10 415
low yes 50% 36 554 488 18 468
med yes 50% 35 620 609 10 565
high yes 50% 34 641 621 10 601
low no 100% 38 384 394 19 390
med no 100% 39 451 410 23 404
high no 100% 38 472 407 27 408
low yes 100% 37 590 474 19 442
med yes 100% 37 711 557 19 477
high yes 100% 38 725 557 19 496
guidance at more frequent intervals, and limit the propogation of errors through time. This
is supported by experimental evidence, such as that in Kaysi [32].
With respect to the OD demand prediction error, it can reasonably be assumed that
lower levels of error will produce higher quality guidance. This is because the centralized
guidance solution is based on an estimate of realized demand. Presumably, the closer this
estimate is to the actual realized demand, the better the guidance.
Thus, we can assume that the best case performance of the centralized system occurs
when the roll period and demand prediction error are minimized. The results of the cen-
tralized system with respect to the average travel times of guided vehicles in this best case
scenario are presented in Table 5.2, which gives the average travel times (over four replica-
tions) of the centralized system in each of the eighteen combinations of demand, incident
and participation rate. Figure 5-9 provides plots of these results.
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Table 5.3: Average Travel Times of Unguided Vehicles in Best Case Systems
Best Case Performance
Demand Incident Decentralized Centralized Hybrid
Rate Test Travel Travel Test Travel
Num Time (s) Time (s) Num Time(s)
low no 10% 31 383 382 1 382
med no 10% 31 446 434 5 434
high no 10% 33 471 462 9 460
low yes 10% 31 613 606 9 608
med yes 10% 33 763 739 5 744
high yes 10% 33 800 780 5 775
low no 50% 35 384 395 10 391
med no 50% 34 445 413 18 408
high no 50% 34 464 416 18 410
low yes 50% 34 639 532 18 480
med yes 50% 35 764 749 10 715
high yes 50% 34 810 797 147 752
Analysis of these results shows that general trends are as expected. For example, it
can also be observed that, as expected, holding the demand level and participation rate
constant, occurrence of an incident markedly increases the average travel times of guided
vehicles.
Additionally, travel times of guided vehicles tend to increase with increased demand.
Though a slight decrease can be observed as the demand increases from the medium to
high scenarios in the 100% participation non-incident case, this decrease is very modest
and may be attributable to random variations. Furthermore, it may be the case that
interaction effects exist such that at high rates of participation the system is insensitive to
increases in demand. This is supported by observing that in the 100% participation incident
scenario, the average travel time of guided vehicles also appears insensitive to demand level.
Though the nature of such interactions may be examined via regression analysis, the focus
of regression analysis in this chapter is on the hybrid system.
Table 5.3 shows results for the travel times of unguided vehicles. These results illus-
trate that increased demand and the presence of incidents also increase the travel times of
unguided vehicles.
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Table 5.4: Average Travel Times of All Vehicles in Best Case Systems
Best Case Performance
Demand Incident Decentralized Centralized Hybrid
Rate Test Travel Travel Test Travel
Num Time (s) Time (s) Num Time(s)
low no 10% 31 383 381 1 381
med no 10% 31 446 433 5 434
high no 10% 32 474 474 1 462
low yes 10% 31 605 596 9 596
med yes 10% 33 750 724 5 727
high yes 10% 33 788 763 1 758
low no 50% 35 384 393 10 388
med no 50% 36 449 412 18 408
high no 50% 36 473 415 10 413
low yes 50% 36 600 510 18 474
med yes 50% 35 692 679 10 640
high yes 50% 34 725 709 14 680
low no 100% 38 384 394 19 390
med no 100% 39 451 410 23 404
high no 100% 38 472 407 27 408
low yes 100% 37 590 474 19 442
med yes 100% 37 711 557 19 477
high yes 100% 38 725 557 19 496
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With regard to the effect of increased participation in the system, trends in performance
are less obvious. However, considering the data in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 and considering the
travel times of all vehicles in the network (Table 5.4 and Figure 5-10), it appears that in
almost all scenarios, increased participation in the guidance system lowers overall travel
times in the network. However it cannot be stated that increasing participation in the
guidance system always lowers travel times of guided vehicles.
This finding illustrates that various effects of guidance provision may coexist. By re-
moving demand from the most congested routes, guidance may improve overall network ef-
ficiency, reducing travel times of both guided and unguided vehicles. Alternately, increased
provision of guidance may increase demand on alternate routes, increasing the travel times
of such routes and therefore of guided vehicles. As such effects interact, the relative benefit
to each group may change though performance of the system as a whole does benefit from
increased participation.
These observations illustrate several basic trends observed regarding the centralized
system. Our main focus however is to note that the travel times given in Tables 5.2, 5.3
and 5.4 represent the "best case" performance of the centralized system. We now consider
the best case performance of the decentralized system.
5.2.3 Best Case Guidance in the Decentralized System
While in the centralized system, desirable values of system factors could be identified a pri-
ori, in the decentralized system desirable values of parameters r and 0 must be determined.
To identify best case performance for the decentralized system, a fractional factorial experi-
ment was run in which nine tests were conducted at various values of the participation rate,
r and 0. This experiment design was such that for each participation rate, three tests were
run. For each of these three tests, each combination of demand and incident occurrence
was repeated four times.
Selected results of this testing are given in Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 which show the travel
times of guided and unguided vehicles, respectively, in the best (tested) case. Plots of these
average travel times of guided and all vehicles are given in Figures 5-11 and 5-12. Given
the tested values (50, 75 and 100 for r, 0.05, 0.075 and 0.1 for ) the absolute best case
scenario may not have been tested, due to the fractional factorial design employed.
Given these results, an important observation is that there is no one tested tuning of
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Figure 5-9: Average travel times of guided vehicles in the centralized system.
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Figure 5-10: Average travel times of all vehicles in the centralized system.
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Figure 5-11: Average travel times of guided vehicles in the decentralized system.
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Figure 5-12: Average travel times of all vehicles in the decentralized system.
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the decentralized system that produces the best case decentralized guidance in all scenarios.
This suggests that interactions may exist between parameters of the decentralized logic and
the environmental variables for the demand, incident and participation rate.
Furthermore, it may be noted that the tested case which produces the lowest travel
times for guided vehicles in a given scenario (say, high demand with no incident at 10%
participation) may not produce the lowest travel time for unguided vehicles in the same
scenario. This may be caused by either the effect of simulator stochasticity in simulation
results or because the travel times of guided and unguided vehicles are affected differently
by parameters of the decentralized layer.
Due to these findings, it may be of interest to understand the nature of the effects of the
parameters of the decentralized layer on the travel times of guided and unguided vehicles.
However, because it is the hybrid system which is of primary interest in this thesis, we focus
such analysis on the hybrid system, rather than the decentralized system alone (Section 5.3).
Nevertheless, we note several trends in the data.
Firstly we note that, generally, as demand increases, so do the travel times of both
guided and unguided vehicles. This is the expected result of increasing congestion in the
network. Secondly, we note that the presence of an incident also raises the travel times
of both guided and unguided vehicles. Again, this result is expected and is the result of
reduced network supply.
Finally, we consider the effect of increased participation. In non-incident scenarios
we note that system performance is relatively insensitive to participation rate whereas in
incident scenarios, increased participation initially lowers, then subsequently raises travel
times of both guided and unguided vehicles. This latter effect is different than was observed
in the centralized system. This finding may illustrate the tendency of the decentralized
system to perform well when rapid response is required and the danger of "overreaction" (a
known property of reactive guidance systems) is modest. At higher rates of participation
however, it may be the case that the benefit of rapid response is outweighed by the tendency
to overreact.
It may be noted that because not all combinations of system factors were tested for the
decentralized system, there may exist a combination of factor levels for each scenario that
is superior to those shown in Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. However, inspection of these data
relative to the results of the centralized system shows that, in the majority of scenarios,
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performance of the centralized system is far superior to that of the decentralized system.
Though there exist a handful of scenarios in which performance of the decentralized
system appears superior, it may also be noted that performance of the two systems is
similar. Furthermore, these are generally low demand, non-incident scenarios in which
there is no observable benefit to any guidance system, relative to the no guidance scenario.
Thus, in scenarios in which there exists the potential to provide guidance with a high level
of benefit, performance of the centralized system is far superior.
Because of this, it can reasonably be assumed that none of the untested combinations
of parameters r and will provide guidance of markedly higher quality. For this reason,
we assume that the best tested decentralized system approximates the behavior of the best
possible tuning of the decentralized layer.
5.2.4 Best Case Guidance in the Hybrid System
As noted in Section 5.2.3, desirable values for the decentralized parameters r and 0 could not
be identified a priori. Because these parameters are also parameters of the hybrid system,
we likewise must test a variety of scenarios in order to identify best case performance of the
hybrid system.
As discussed in Chapter 4, a fractional factorial experiment design was used to vary
the parameters of the hybrid system. In addition to the decentralized parameters r and 0,
two parameters of the centralized system were varied: the roll period and the OD demand
prediction error.
As noted in Section 5.2.2, these latter two parameters are assumed to have a monotonic
effect on guidance quality over ranges of interest. Namely, shorter roll periods and lower
levels of demand prediction error can reasonably be assumed to produce higher guidance
quality. Given this, it may be assumed that in many real-world scenarios, roll period
length and demand prediction error will be minimized to the extent that data collection,
computational resources and algorithmic advances will allow.
In this sense, these latter two parameters are not tuning parameters such as r and .
Nonetheless, it may be of interest to understand the extent to which guidance quality may
be affected by suboptimal values of these variables. For example, it may be of interest to
discern the extent to which guidance quality may suffer if the roll period is lengthened. This
might help the practitioner analyze the benefit of proposed investment in the computational
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resources required to reduce the roll period. Alternately, because the feasible roll period
may be related to the size of the network, it may affect the determination of size of the
network over which guidance can be accurately provided. For these reasons, our analysis
of the hybrid system includes "suboptimal" values of the roll period length and the OD
demand prediction error.
Thus, four system parameters are included in the fractional factorial experiment which
is applied to the hybrid system. Though analysis of the effect of these four parameters on
guidance quality is left to Section 5.3 (in which a regression analysis is performed), Tables
5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 note the combination of guidance parameters (or test number, see Table 4.3)
which produced the best guidance. These tables are supported by Figures 5-13 and 5-14
which summarize the trends with respect to guided and all vehicles.
It may be noted that with respect to the average travel times of guided vehicles, the
best tested guidance system corresponds to a test in which the roll period is low (300s) for
each tested scenario. This suggests that, despite variations in the other three parameters,
lower roll periods reduce the average travel times of guided vehicles.
However, it may also be observed that though the best tested hybrid systems utilized
short roll periods, the effect of this variable was not shown to dominate other effects in all
scenarios. For example, it was not found that for each scenario, all systems with a roll period
of 300s produced better quality guidance than all systems with a roll period of 600s. Instead,
some systems with longer roll periods outperformed systems with shorter roll periods. This
finding indicates that other parameters may have effects on system performance that are
at least as strong as the effect of the roll period.
In addition, the best tested hybrid systems varied in their OD demand prediction error.
This result indicates that the effect of OD demand prediction error is less strong and may
be dominated by variations in the values of the other parameters (namely r and 0).
An interesting implication of this finding is that careful tuning of parameters such as
r and 0 may produce a benefit to guidance quality that is as strong as reduction of the
roll period. More generally speaking, the conclusion that can be drawn from this initial
inspection of the tested hybrid scenarios is that performance of the hybrid system depends
on many variables. Though for some variables, a monotonic relationship between the factor
value and the dependent variable can be assumed, existence of this relationship does not
indicate whether the magnitude of this effect dominates other relationships.
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Figure 5-13: Average travel times of guided vehicles in the hybrid system.
Returning to the best tested performance of the hybrid system we note that trends of
this system are similar to those of the centralized and decentralized systems. Occurrence
of incidents increases the vehicles' travel times, as does increased demand. Importantly,
like the centralized system, increasing participation in the hybrid system tends to decrease
the travel times of guided and all vehicles, particularly in incident scenarios. Thus, while a
potential disbenefit of incorporation of the decentralized layer is the occurrence of overre-
action, this effect was not observed in the hybrid system.
5.2.5 Comparison of Best Case Scenarios
Firstly we consider the average travel times of guided vehicles shown in Table 5.2. We
note that at many combinations of demand, incident and participation rate, there exists a
tuning of the hybrid system that performs better than either the centralized system or the
decentralized system.
There also exist several scenarios in which none of the tested hybrid systems outperforms
the best centralized and decentralized systems. We note however, that in such tests the
magnitude of the difference between the hybrid system peformance and the best system
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Figure 5-14: Average travel times of all vehicles in the hybrid system.
peformance is generally small. For example, in medium demand scenarios with no incident
and 10% participation, the best tested hybrid system yielded average travel time of 429s
for guided vehicles while the best case centralized system yielded travel times of 427s (a
difference of less that 0.5%). The magnitude of this difference is likely to be caused by the
stochasticity of the simulation environment and may not represent any real difference in
performance between the two systems.
The magnitude of the differences in travel time should, in particular, be considered with
respect to other scenarios in which a marked difference in performance between the three
systems was noted. For example, in high demand, incident scenarios, the average travel
time of guided vehicles in the hybrid system was an average of 61s (10%) less than that of
a centralized system and an average of 229s (32%) less than that of a decentralized system.
Thus, in some scenarios, the hybrid system shows a slight disbenefit relative to other
systems but the magnitude of this disbenefit is small in comparison to the magnitude of
benefit of the hybrid systems in other scenarios. It should also be noted that the hybrid
system was not tested under all combinations of each of the factor levels. Thus it is possible
that there exist untested combinations of factor variables that would demonstrate a benefit
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to the hybrid system in these scenarios.
Also of interest is the effect of the hybrid system on unguided vehicles. Examination
of Table 5.3 shows that under some environmental conditions no hybrid system was found
which outperformed the other two systems. Again however, this observed shortcoming of
the hybrid system is likely within the noise of the simulation environment and indicates that
in some (typically low congestion) scenarios, no guidance system can provide an observable
benefit.
In enumerating the scenarios for which the hybrid system produces a benefit, we note the
following trends. Firstly the benefit of the hybrid system tends to increase with increased
participation in the system. Furthermore, the benefit also tends to occur primarily in
incident scenarios. Though the effect of demand on the hybrid system appears lesser,
increased demand also appears to strengthen the relative benefit of the hybrid system.
These relative benefits appear to be experienced by both guided and unguided vehicles,
thus reducing the average travel time over all vehicles in the network.
Taken as a whole these results may be summarized as follows. In low congestion scenar-
ios (low demand, no incidents), all three systems perform comparably and do not provide
guidance of significant benefit or disbenefit. In scenarios where there exists potential for
beneficial guidance, performance of the centralized system is superior to that of the decen-
tralized system. In the highest congestion scenarios (and particularly in incident scenarios),
hybrid systems are shown to provide a substantial additional benefit. This benefit appears
particularly significant at higher rates of participation.
This conclusion provides a strong argument for the use of a hybrid system. As com-
pared with the other systems, no strong disbenefits to the use of the hybrid system were
observed. Though moderate disbenefits are shown in some scenarios, these may be due to
the stochastic nature of the system. However, even if they represent a real disadvantage,
this disadvantage is minor and can likely be addressed through careful application of the
hybrid system. Strategies for doing so are discussed in Chapter 6.
In contrast, in many scenarios a substantial benefit to the use of the hybrid system was
observed. Consider, for example the high demand incident scenario at 50% participation.
Compared with the second best system (centralized), the hybrid system offers a 20s (or 3%)
reduction in the average travel times of guided vehicles, and a 45s (or 6%) reduction in the
average travel times of unguided vehicles. As illustrated in Section 5.1 this benefit is likely
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due to rapid incident response which (particularly in high demand scenarios) dampens
the severity of the incident. Unlike the decentralized system however, the potential for
overreaction is minimized via reliance on a centralized, predictive layer.
In summary, this section has demonstrated that a "best case" tuning of the hybrid
system performs as well or better, with respect to various metrics, than either the fully
centralized or fully decentralized systems. Given this conclusion that there exists a benefit
to the hybrid system in many tested scenarios, we now consider how the performance of the
hybrid system varies with system parameters and environmental conditions.
5.3 Modeling the Performance of the Hybrid System
While the previous section established the existence of a benefit of the hybrid system, the
aim of this section is to develop a model for how performance of the hybrid system depends
on various parameters of the environment and the system itself. Linear regression is used
to construct such a model.
5.3.1 Regression Methodology
The regression equation represents a hypothesized relationship between the experimental
factors and experimental results. The form of this regression equation is a linear combination
of the variables including a constant term C and a coefficient j for each independent
variable Xj. In addition to terms for system factors and their squares, interaction terms
such as X 1X 2 which combine two independent variables, X1 and X2, will be introduced.
These interaction terms will indicate whether changes in the value of one experimental factor
lead the dependent variable to be more or less sensitive to the value of another experimental
factor.
In this model, an adjusted R2 value is used to quantify the goodness of fit of each
proposed model. Because of the large number of independent variables, this adjusted R2 is
preferred over an unadjusted value (which tends to be optimistic in such scenarios).
Dependent Variables
Before presenting the methodology for this analysis, we will review the response variables
of interest. These variables were introduced in Chapter 4 and are intended to measure
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Table 5.5: Dependent Variables
Dependent Definition
Variable
Ytt average travel time of guided vehicles
Yatt average travel time of all vehicles
the impact of the guidance systems on both guided vehicles and the system as a whole.
Table 5.5 summarizes these variables and provides relevant notation.
Given the fractional factorial experiment design presented in Chapter 4, this yields 648
observations for the dependent variables Ygtt and Yatt.
Because the average travel time of unguided vehicles is not well defined for 100% partic-
ipation scenarios, only 432 observations exist for this dependent variable. Because of this
reduced number of observations, we confine our analysis to the dependent variables in Ta-
ble 5.5. Given the participation rate, an approximate value of the travel time for unguided
vehicles in the 10% and 50% participation scenarios can reasonably be inferred, if desired.
Independent Variables
Table 5.6 shows the independent variables used in the regression analyses of this chap-
ter. Each variable is listed with its associated regression coefficient. For clarity, variables
representing squared or interaction terms are also listed with their associated coefficients.
The first group of these variables are simply the factor variables described in Chapter
4. In order to detect non-linearity in the relationship between these factor values and the
dependent variables, the squares of these values are also included.
The second group of independent variables will be used to examine possible interactions
between variables. Because of the limited number of observations, this analysis will consider
only first order interactions. Even with this limitation, the number of interaction variables
is large. Thus, for brevity only some are listed.
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Table 5.6: Independent Variables
Independent Coefficient Definition
Variable
Experimental Factors
Xi pi incident dummy variable
Xdem /dem demand factor
Xdem Pdem2 square of the demand factor
Xpr 3pr participation rate
X r2 square of the participation rate
Xr 3r decentralized algorithm parameter r
Xr2 pr2 square of decentralized algorithm parameter r
X0 30 decentralized algorithm parameter 
Xl 0/302 square of decentralized algorithm parameter 
Xrp 3rp roll period
Xr2p rp2 square of the roll period
Xpe 3pe OD demand prediction error
X2 e2 square of OD demand prediction error
Interaction Terms
XiXdem fi*dem incident-demand factor interaction
XiXpr /3i*pr incident-participation rate interaction
XiXrp 3i*rp incident-roll period interaction
etc.
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5.3.2 Results of Regression Analysis
This regression analysis proceeds by first proposing a simple linear model which relates each
of the factor variables to each of the dependent variables of interest. We then introduce a
model which includes squared terms for each of the factor variables (with the exception of
the dummy variable for incidents). Finally, we propose models which include interaction
terms. The aim of this method is to provide the best possible description of the system's
performance, given the experimental factors. If addition of terms increases the adjusted R2
value of the model, these terms are retained.
5.3.3 A Simple Linear Model
We first consider the regression with dependent variable Ygtt whose coefficients and standard
errors are shown in Table 5.7.
These results show that, as expected, the environmental factors each have a significant
effect on the average travel times of guided vehicles. Of these factors, the most influential
is the demand level, followed by the occurrence of incidents, both of which increase travel
times. Increased participation in the guidance system is shown to decrease average travel
times in this model, indicating that the improvement in overall network efficiency outweighs
the effect on guided vehicles of increasing the demand on previously uncongested arcs.
Also significant in this model is the effect of the roll period. Though significant, the
increase in travel times due to increases in the roll period is shown to be small in comparison
with the environmental factors.
Though not significant, this model indicates that smaller values of r and 0 may yield
lower average travel times. This suggests that, all else equal, consideration of longer revi-
sions to default paths is unfavorable but that if revisions are undertaken, selection should
be insensitive to small differences in estimated travel times. As expected, this model also
predicts that increases in the prediction error increase average travel times.
In examining the effect of these experimental factors on the travel times of all vehicles
we note that most of these effects are in the same direction. Comparison of the magnitudes
of the terms show that the latter regression is more sensitive to the three environmental
factors. This indicates that while high demand and incidents may increase travel times,
their effect is greater on unguided vehicles than on guided vehicles.
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Table 5.7: Results of Simple Linear Regression Model
Coefficients 2 Ytt Yatt
Value Std. Error Value Std. Error
C 75.8* 14.5 19.4 28.4
pi 127.7* 2.05 192.6* 4.02
Pdem 347.8* 12.6 450* 24.6
dpr -48.3* 2.79 -128.8* 5.45
Pr 0.063 0.050 0.006 0.098
0a 1.34 50.0 -20.9 97.7
Prp 0.010* 0.004 0.014 0.008
3 pe 27.5 50.3 62.3 98.3
Adjusted R2 0.884 0.831
Particularly interesting is the strong effect of participation rate on the average travel
times of all vehicles. This indicates that increased participation improves network efficiency
thus lowering travel times. This lowering is damped somewhat for guided vehicles because
previously uncongested paths are loaded with more vehicles.
Furthermore we note that though the effect of the roll period was significant with respect
to the average travel times of guided vehicles, it is not significant with respect to the
average travel times of all vehicles. This not surprising given that this factor's effect on
this dependent variable is second order. It should be noted however that significance of this
parameter is borderline.
5.3.4 Examination of Non-Linear Effects
We now include additional terms in the regression equation to examine the existence of non-
linear relationships between the experimental factors and the dependent variables. With
the exception of the dummy incident variable Xi, the square of each factor variable was
added to the regression equation. Results of these regressions are shown in Table 5.8.
Firstly we note that both of the revised models possess higher adjusted R2 values than
the previous models, suggesting that inclusion of nonlinear terms provides a more accurate
model.
2 denotes factors significant at a level of 0.95
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Table 5.8: Results of Regression Analysis with Non-Linear Terms
Coefficients 3 Ygtt Yatt
Value Std. Error Value Std. Error
C -1883* 201 -2612* 417
Ai 127.7* 1.89 193* 3.91
Pdem 4183* 400 5681* 830
P3 pr 9.72 11.5 -125* 23.8
Or 1.07* 0.482 0.899 1.00
/A -202 511 -331.3 1059
/rp 0.0002 0.027 -0.0045 0.056
/pe 580 482 546 1000
/3de2 -1928* 200 -2615* 415
/pr2 -52.0* 10.0 -3.78 20.8
r2 -0.007* 0.003 -0.006* 0.007
0/2 1342* 3355 2048 6956
/3rp2 0.000 0.000 0.000015 0.00
/3pe2 -3683 3200 -3223 6634
Adjusted R 2 0.902 0.840
One observation is that with respect to the average travel time of guided vehicles, the
squared term Xpr2 is significant (though inclusion of this term reduces the significance of
the linear term Xpr). This suggests that the relationship between the participation rate and
the average travel times of guided vehicles is nonlinear; holding all other factors constant
at their median tested value (and considering only incident scenarios), this nonlinear effect
is shown in Figure 5-15. This shows that the effect of the participation rate on reducing
the average travel times of guided vehicles is stronger at the higher end of the range.
For comparison, consider the effect on the average travel times of all vehicles. This
shows that the improvement in network efficiency which subsequently benefits even un-
guided vehicles is steeper and more linear. This indicates that the unguided vehicles which
are included in Yatt do not experience a marked trade-off between loading previously uncon-
gested routes and increasing network efficiency; instead removal of demand from the most
congested routes appears singularly beneficial.
Another observation is that when a squared term for the demand level is added, a signif-
3 denotes factors significant at a level of 0.95
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Figure 5-15: Nonlinear effect of participation rate.
icant nonlinear relationship can be observed. Furthermore, in this relationship both terms
are signifcant with different signs. Given the values of the coefficients and the reasonable
range of the demand factor this relationship indicates that the tendency of increased de-
mand to increase travel times is damped as the demand factor increases. Figure 5-16 shows
this trend for both guided vehicles and all vehicles. Unlike Figure 5-15, this trend is similar
for both groups.
A nonlienar relationship can also be observed for parameter r. This relationship has a
minimal effect on travel times, but shows that for both guided and all vehicles, increasing
the value of parameter r increases average travel times but that this effect is damped at
higher values of r.
Though a significant non-linear relationship can also be observed for the effect of decen-
tralized parameter , the effect of this relationship on average travel times is minor.
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5.3.5 Examination of Interaction Effects
To complete this regression analyis, we now consider the effect of interactions between the
factor variables. Even considering only first-order interaction terms, many possible inter-
action variables exist; however, due to the occurrence of perfect colinearity, not all terms
could be included. Thus, because the effect of demand, incidents and participation rates
were found to be most significant in the previous analyses, all interaction terms involving
these factors were included. This produced 15 interaction terms; addition of other interac-
tion terms was attemped but not possible due to the effect of colinearity.
The resulting regression coefficients are given in Table 5.9. We note that for both
dependent variables, inclusion of the interaction terms increases the R2 value, indicating
that the revised model better represents the relationships among the variables.
To aid in the interpretation of these interaction effects, several figures are included which
show the relationship between selected pairs of independent variables and the dependent
variable Ygtt. These plots focus on interaction effects found to be statistically significant.
Considering first the terms related to existence of the incident, we note that the coef-
ficient of the linear term Xi becomes negative with the inclusion of the interaction terms,
indicating that the presence of the incident reduces the average travel times of guided and
all vehicles. This result is counterintuitive, but is explained by the existence of large positive
coefficients for some of the related interaction terms.
Most prominently, we note a high positive coefficient for the term Xi*dem which, for the
tested ranges, dominates the negative coefficient of Xi. Consider Figure 5-18 which shows
the interaction between the demand factor and the participation rate. The figure shows the
non-linear relationships between: demand and average travel time, and participation rate
and average travel time, but also shows interaction between the variables. For example, the
curve for 90% participation is flatter than that for 10% participation. This indicates that at
higher levels of participation the non-linear effect of increases in demand is less pronounced.
Other coefficients of interest include 13ipr whose negative value indicates that in incident
scenarios, higher rates of participation have a greater tendency to lower the average travel
times of guided vehicles (see Figure 5-19). This finding suggests that, in incident scenarios,
the hybrid system is able to provide guidance that does not overreact. That is, by providing
guidance to more vehicles, overall network efficiency is improved and guided vehicles benefit.
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Table 5.9: Results of Regression Analysis with Interaction Terms
Coefficients 4 Ygtt Yatt
Value Std. Error Value Std. Error
C -1865* 137 -2607* 188
pi -154* 16.8 -207* 23.0
/3 dem 4166* 258 5640* 353
P3pr 312* 23.9 430* 32.6
3r 0.347 0.473 0.044 0.646
3_ _ -377 483 -495 660
Trp -0.004 0.035 -0.024 0.047
Ape 925 473 863 646
Pdem2 -1918* 127 -2615* 173
3pr2 X -52.0* 6.3 -3.8 8.66
3r2 -0.00639* 0.002 -0.0064* 0003
/32 1342 2123 2048 2899
,
3
rp2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
pe2 -3683 2024 -3223 2764
Pi*dem 298 14.6 490* 20.0
i*pr -57.0* 3.24 -203* 4.42
Pi*r 0.0690 0.058 0.025 0.080
Pieo -55.6 58.1 -40.4 79.3
]Oi*rp 0.0121* 0.005 0.017* 0.007
i*pe 69.2 58.4 109 79.8
/3dem*pr -291* 19.8 -470* 27.1
/3dem*r 0.557 0.358 0.684 0.489
/3 dem*9 187 356 150 485
f 3dem*rp -0.009 0.030 0.014 0.041
Pdem*pe -357 358 -326 489
/3pr*r 0.241* 0.079 0.296* 0.108
/prO 29.8 78.8 62.4 108
)3 pr*rp 0.000233 0.007 -0.007 0.009
Ppr*pe -42.8 79.3 -86.0 108
Adjusted R2 0.961 0.972
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Figure 5-18: Interaction between demand factor and participation rate.
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Figure 5-19: Interaction between incident and participation rate.
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/3i*rp is another statistically significant interaction effect involving incidents. Examina-
tion of Figure 5-20, however, shows that the effect of this interaction is modest. In incident
scenarios a slight amount of non-linearity can be observed with respect to the roll period
while in non-incident scenarios the latter relationship appears linear.
The coefficients /3 i*r and ieo indicate that in incident situations, higher values of 0
are desirable while lower values of r are desirable. With respect to 0 this suggests that in
incident scenarios it is particularly important that vehicles select the path with the lower
estimated travel time. With respect to r, this suggests that in the same scenarios, the area
within which diversions are permissible should be smaller.
Desirability of small values of r in incident scenarios may be because network data is
changing quickly. Thus, basing guidance on data which is likely to change drastically may
produce inconsistent guidance. Desirability of large values of 0 may simply suggest that
occurrence of an incident is not a condition which motivates splitting among similar paths.
This later result is counterintuitive, however, it should be noted that neither of these effects
was found to be signficant.
4denotes factors significant at a level of 0.95
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The coefficient i*pe suggests that in incident scenarios, inaccurate prediction of network
demand may be particularly likely to increase travel times of guidance vehicles. Though
less significant, this effect is in agreement with that of the interaction between incidents
and the roll periods. Though increases in both of these parameters should tend to increase
travel times, regardless of other factors, in high congestion scenarios (such as those with
incidents), low roll periods and demand prediction errors are particularly important in
guidance quality.
We also note that there exists a significant interaction between demand and the partic-
ipation rate. This interaction indicates that, as demand increases, increases in the partic-
ipation rate may be particularly helpful in reducing travel times of guided vehicles. This
effect is similar to that of interaction term Pi,pr. Both of these interaction terms indicate
that as congestion increases, increased participation in the guidance system can improve
network efficiency and reduce travel times.
The parameters 3dem*r and ,dem,,, indicate the interactions between demand level and
the parameters of the decentralized layer. The positive coefficient of 3dem,o indicates that,
unlike ii*o, higher demand is a network condition which motivates splitting among paths
of similar estimated travel time. This is likely because at higher demands, the danger of
overreaction is increased.
The coefficient f(dem*r indicates that, as demand increases, lower values of r should be
used. This may be because with increased congestion, current network conditions are less
likely to remain unchanged in the future. Thus, as with incident scenarios, use of a lower
value of r is beneficial.
The negative value of the interaction term /3dem*rp suggests that, as demand increases,
decreased roll periods may have a less significant effect on reducing travel times of unguided
vehicles. Within the tested range of values, this coefficient does not predict that increasing
roll periods will in fact reduce travel times. Furthermore, it should be noted that the
strength of this effect is not significant.
Similar results can be observed for the interaction term 3dem*pe which suggests that at
high demand levels, the tendency of low prediction errors to reduce travel times is limited.
As with dem*rp the significance of this term is low and the magnitude of the effect is low
compared with related terms.
Unlike other interaction terms involving the decentralized parameters, we note the sig-
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Figure 5-21: Interaction between decentralized parameter r and participation rate.
nificance of the parameter /3 pr*r which indicates that as the participation rate increases,
travel times may be more sensitive to use of a larger radius r.
Viewed together, these coefficients indicate that while higher values of r increase the
benefit of the guidance system to guided vehicles, the benefit is damped by higher rates of
participation. The magnitudes of these effects are comparable over the range of r and the
participation rate.
The relationship between the participation rate and 0 is less significant. Here we note
that at higher rates of participation, lower values of 0 are desirable. This effect was expected
in Chapter 3. At lower values of 0, the decentralized algorithm will tend to split flows
more evenly between paths with similar expected travel times. The intended effect of this
splitting is that experienced travel times will be equalized. Thus, it is expected that different
splitting rates may be desirable at different rates of participation in the guidance system.
This coefficient suggests that this relationship is in the expected direction.
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Effects on the Average Travel Times of All Vehicles
We now consider the effect of the experimental factors on the travel times of all vehicles.
Though it may be insightful to examine the effect of these factors on unguided vehicles
alone, the limited number of observations (i.e. considering only 10% and 50% participation
scenarios) motivate us instead to consider the system as a whole (thus examining 10%, 50%
and 100% participation scenarios).
Results of this regression are shown in Table 5.9. In general, the same trends as were
noted in the previous section are shown. This is evidenced by the coefficients, which are
generally in the same directions and similar magnitudes as those for dependent variable
Ygtt .
Because these coefficients are comparable, we can conclude that tunings and environ-
mental factors which tend to reduce the travel times of guided vehicles also tend to reduce
the travel times of all vehicles. In other words, in the hybrid system reduction of the travel
times of guided vehicles also improves the performance of the network as a whole.
One terms, 3dem*rp, has different signs in the two regressions. The impact of this change
however is modest; neither term was found to be significant in either analysis.
5.3.6 Summary of Regression Analysis
The regressions of this section have provided a model of the behavior of the proposed
hybrid system as a function of seven factors. Three of these factors (demand, incidents
and participation rate) can be considered to be properties of the environment in which the
system operates. The other four factors (roll period, demand prediction error, r and 0) are
parameters of the hybrid system itself (tunable or otherwise).
The aim of this section was to understand the system's sensitivity to variations in
these tunings and in the environment. Among other conclusions, this understanding should
illustrate whether performance of the hybrid system (which was shown to be beneficial in
Section 5.2) depends more heavily on performance of its centralized or decentralized layer.
Examination of the coefficients of this section shows that parameters of both the central-
ized and decentralized layers significantly affect travel times, both of guided vehicles and of
the system as a whole. In particular, we note that a significant and non-linear relationship
was found between the decentralized parameter r and the measures of effectiveness. Fur-
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thermore a significant interaction effect was observed between r and the participation rate.
Finally, a significant interaction effect was found between the roll period and the occurrence
of incidents.
These effects lead us to the following findings:
* Lower values of decentralized parameter r result in lower travel times though this
effect is damped at the higher end of the tested range.
* Performance of the system is particularly sensitive to the value of r at higher rates of
participation.
* Performance of the hybrid system is slightly more sensitive to the length of the roll
period in incident scenarios.
Additionally, this regression analysis observed that the environmental parameters each
had a strong effect on system performance. Of these, the strongest effect was that of
demand. With respect to the effect of the participation rate it was observed that while
increased participation in the system benefits both guided and unguided vehicles, the benefit
to guided vehicles is damped by the tendency of increased participation to load previously
uncongested arcs.
Though the experimental results of this chapter show the promise of the proposed logic
and motivate future work, several caveats should be noted. Firstly it should be noted
that given the limitations of both mesoscopic simulation and the small test network, the
observed benefits of the hybrid system may not directly translate to real world networks.
Additionally, the observed properties of the hybrid system reflect the properties of each of
the component layers and thus improvements to either (such as use of a different centralized
algorithm) may limit the benefit of the hybrid logic.
5.4 Summary of Findings
To conclude this chapter we now survey the results presented and evaluate them with respect
to the hypothesized behaviors of the hybrid system proposed in Chapter 3. In particular,
in Chapter 3, the following hypotheses were made.
* Integration of a decentralized, reactive logic with centralized, predictive logic may
significantly improve guidance quality.
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* This improvement is generally due to improved incident response, enabled by the use
of a reactive layer which can respond quickly to changing network conditions.
* In the hybrid system, ability to provide high quality guidance will be retained via the
use of a centralized layer. By limiting the role of the decentralized layer (via the use
of parameters r and ), myopic effects of the reactive algorithm may be limited.
* Tuning of the parameters of the decentralized layer may depend on environmental
factors such as the participation rate and the presence of incidents.
The results presented in this chapter validate the above hypotheses.
Firstly, in various scenarios, a strong benefit to use of the hybrid system was demon-
strated. Furthermore, this benefit was shown to be most prominent in incident scenarios,
as hypothesized. Qualitative review of selected results also confirmed that it was during
the period immediately following an incident that the greatest benefit of the hybrid system
could be observed.
Furthermore, the regression analysis illustrated that increased participation in the hy-
brid system reduces the average travel times of guided vehicles. Thus, we can conclude that
the hybrid system does indeed avoid the overreaction effects typical of reactive algorithms.
Finally, in the regression analysis, it was shown that significant interaction effects do
exist between some system parameters and environmental factors. For example, it was
shown that the desirable value of the parameter r may vary with the participation rate. It
was also shown that the desirable value of the parameter 0 may vary with the length of the
roll period (which may not be a tunable parameter of the system).
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
To conclude, we summarize the main findings, impacts and contributions of this thesis. In
addition, we outline possible directions of future work motivated by this thesis.
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis has proposed a hybrid route guidance system which combines a centralized,
predictive logic with a decentralized, reactive logic. Design of the proposed system is focused
on the vehicle as a critical sensing and computation component. To analyze the promise of
the proposed system, experimental work has been conducted to measure its effectiveness.
This analysis has focused on addressing two questions:
* Does the proposed system provide higher quality guidance than a fully centralized or
fully decentralized system?
* How is performance of the hybrid system affected by factors such as demand, incidents,
participation rate and system parameters?
In response to these questions the results of the experimental work illustrated that under
all tested combinations of the environmental conditions (demand, incidents and participa-
tion rate) a tuning of the hybrid system was found such that the system performed as well
or better than a fully centralized or fully decentralized system. Though in some scenarios
no measurable benefit due to the use of the hybrid system was observed, a strong benefit
was seen in scenarios of higher congestion (and particularly in incident scenarios).
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Though the modeling environment of this thesis adopts simplifications and assumptions
which make it difficult to translate these observed benefits into predictions of real-world
performance, these observations motivate further study of hybrid logics for route guidance.
Strong performance of the hybrid system under incident conditions appears to result
from improved incident response and the ability of the decentralized layer to compensate
for imperfect performance of the centralized layer. The former finding confirms an early
hypothesis on the behavior of the proposed system, namely that the lower computation
time of the decentralized layer may aid in incident response.
Regression analysis was conducted to study the effect of various experimental factors
on hybrid system performance. Though, as expected, the environmental factors of demand,
incidents and participation rate were found to be the most influential, other interesting
observations were made.
Firstly, non-linear relationships between experimental factors and the average travel
times of vehicles were noted. In particular, demand, the participation rate and the decen-
tralized parameters r and 0 were found to exhibit significant non-linear relationships.
Furthermore, interaction effects between experimental factors were observed. Among
these, perhaps the most interesting is the relationship between the decentralized parameter
r and the participation rate. This relationship suggests that lower values of r are desirable
and that the system is more sensitive to higher values of r at higher rates of participation.
The impact of the participation rate on system performance is of particular interest
because some guidance systems struggle to provide beneficial guidance at high rates of
participation. In contrast, the hybrid system of this thesis provided high guidance quality
at all tested rates of participation.
Given these conclusions, several caveats regarding the experimental work of this thesis
are worth noting. Firstly, all testing was conducted on a single small test network. This
limits the generality of the conclusions and also limits the range of values of parameter r
which can be tested. Another limitation is the use of a mesoscopic simulation environment
which sacrifices some degree of realism. Also worth noting is that only a limited range
and number of factor values were tested. Each of these limitations was motivated by the
computational considerations of testing a complex system.
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6.2 Impacts
Perhaps the greatest impact of these findings is the motivation for future work on hybrid
logics for route guidance. In particular, this thesis illustrates that in many conditions a
hybrid system can perform better than a centralized or decentralized system. This find-
ing motivates further work on hybrid guidance, but more immediately, motivates detailed
examination of the mechanisms by which the hybrid system succeeds.
The examination of these mechanisms in this thesis concluded that the hybrid system
succeeds by combining the strengths of its two component layers without similarly combining
their weaknesses. This results in superior guidance on average because the strengths of the
two layers tend to be realized in under different conditions.
Recognition of these differences in performance might suggest that, rather than operat-
ing in concert, the two systems operate alternately as conditions favor. However, because
the hybrid system was not shown to be susceptible to the weaknesses of its component
layers, use of the hybrid logic may protect against poor performance and generate guidance
that is, in some sense, robust.
Though these results motivate research on hybrid guidance in general, they also pro-
vide sufficient initial information to direct future research efforts. For example, given that
successful performance of the hybrid system was beneficial primarily in incident scenarios,
it may be of interest to develop strategies for activating the decentralized layer once an
incident has been detected. Alternately, the observed relationship between system param-
eters and experimental factors may motivate work on automatically tuning the component
layers. These and other directions of future work are discussed later in this chapter.
In considering the system design (rather than simply its logic), this thesis may impact
the evolving role of vehicles in route guidance systems. Though vehicles have often been
considered a potential source for data, this thesis has proposed and demonstrated a logic
that benefits from the use of this data. Furthermore, this thesis has proposed a logic
for integrating vehicle-based decision-making with predictive, centralized decision-making.
Rather than simply noting that vehicle-based systems may be easier to deploy, this thesis
has provided a logic which suggests that they may provide higher quality solutions.
While the success of the proposed logic is an impact of this thesis, it is likely that
refinements to this logic will yield further improvements. Thus, perhaps the more important
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impact is the proof of the concept that there exists a benefit to integrating a more sentient
vehicle into the route guidance logics of tomorrow.
6.3 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are conceptual, methodological and experimental.
The conceptual contributions of this thesis are twofold. Firstly, this thesis defines a
vehicle-centric concept for route guidance that is intended to focus route guidance develop-
ments on a deployment model that is relevant to real-world constraints. Though previous
work on route guidance has concerned related topics, such as vehicle-based sensing and
decentralized algorithms, this thesis argues for a unified vehicle-centric approach.
The second conceptual contribution of this thesis is the architecture for hybrid vehicle-
centric route guidance. This hybrid architecture relies on the assumption that the strength
of the decentralized layer is in generating short-term improvements to predictive guid-
ance generated by the centralized layer. While other architectures for hybrid central-
ized/decentralized route guidance have been proposed, the architecture of this thesis is
unique in its use of the decentralized layer to generate improvements to predictive, centrally-
prescribed paths.
The methodological contributions of this thesis concern one possible interpretation of
the proposed hybrid architecture. In this interpretation, several methodologies are adapted
and combined. These methodologies include the generation of consistent anticipatory route
guidance using DTA, the use of an exponential "logit"-type equation for splitting flows in
the decentralized layer and the combination of local and non-local data in the decentralized
layer. The unique methodological contribution of this thesis is then the adaptation of these
methods to the logic of hybrid vehicle-centric logic in which predictive paths are improved
with decentralized, reactive algorithms.
The experimental work of this thesis has demonstrated the strength of the concept and
methods and provided insight into the effect of various factors on guidance quality.
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6.4 Future Work
6.4.1 Other Test Networks
In order to better evaluate the effect of network topology on guidance quality it is necessary
to test the hybrid logic in other networks. Though the test network of this thesis was
selected to demonstrate a typical topology, the use of real-world networks may provide
particularly strong insight into the behavior of the algorithms in typical real-world scenarios.
Furthermore, testing in a spectrum of networks is expected to provide insight into the
attributes of network topology that influence guidance algorithm performance. Finally,
testing in larger network is necessary to determine the scalability of this logic and better
understand the effects of system parameters (and in particular the decentralized parameters
r and ).
6.4.2 Microsimulation
In this thesis the goal of experimental work has been to survey the impact of many factors
of interest on algorithm performance. To accomplish this, a mesoscopic simulator was
used to study the behavior of the proposed algorithms. While the use of this mesoscopic
simulator has been insightful in some cases, certain experimental results have highlighted its
limitations. Use of a microscopic simulation environment which employs more sophisticated
network models is expected to correct these limitations.
Microscopic simulation of the proposed algorithm requires several properties of the sim-
ulator. Firstly, the simulator must be able to model intervehicle communication within a
specified radius. Secondly, the simulator must be able to model the existence of each vehi-
cle's network database. This database must contain estimates of each local arc's travel time
and the time-dependent estimates of the travel time from each local node to the vehicle's
destination. Thirdly, the microscopic simulator must be able to generate centralized route
guidance in a rolling-horizon framework. Finally, each guided vehicle in the microsimulator
must possess a default path from which it considers revisions. Thus, simulators in which
guided vehicles are routed according to splitting rates must be modified.
A likely hurdle in the use of microsimulation to test the proposed guidance system is
computational tractability. While generation of centralized route guidance and the modeling
of traffic networks are computationally costly tasks, the presence of the vehicle level layer
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greatly increases the computational burden of modeling the system. Intelligent algorithm
design may permit the modeler to parallelize simulation of the system.
6.4.3 Other Algorithms for the Decentralized Layer
To test the hybrid vehicle-centric framework proposed in Chapter 2, this thesis used a
promising decentralized algorithm which relies on a logit-like splitting model. The strength
of this approach is the ability to tune the algorithm's performance via the parameter 0
and ability to use this algorithm in general networks without the use of dummy arcs.
Though the proposed algorithm was shown to be effective, other algorithms can be used
for the decentralized layer. Within the architecture of Chapter 3, such algorithms should
weigh improvements to the vehicle's centrally-prescribed path. These improvements should
concern only local arcs.
Many refinement can be imagined. Different definitions of "local areas" could be em-
ployed. Different algorithms for generating a set of candidate paths could be utilized. Differ-
ent methods for heuristic prediction of local arc travel times could be proposed. There may
also be more intelligent methods for incident detection and response in the decentralized
layer.
Though we do not enumerate a list of possible improvements to the decentralized layer
here we note that given the "proof of concept" of this thesis, this area may be a fertile ground
for improving route guidance quality. As such refinements evolve, the use of realistic testing
environments will be increasingly essential to their evaluation.
6.4.4 Competing Route Guidance Systems
One of the primary motivations for the work of this thesis is the need for route guidance
technologies that can be deployed by private entities. This thesis and, to the best of the
author's knowledge, all previous work in route guidance has focused on networks in which
there is only one guidance provider. If route guidance is provided by the private sector,
it is possible that different and competing route guidance systems may emerge. Thus, an
important direction of future work is the impact of competing route guidance systems on
guidance quality and the travel times of unguided vehicles.
One possible challenge that may arise in a competitive route guidance market is that
it may become extremely difficult to provide consistent route guidance. To do so, predic-
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tive methods will need to model the behavior of unguided drivers, guided drivers who are
customers of a given system and guided drivers who are customers of another system. This
latter task may prove very complicated, particularly if the logic of competing systems is not
known.
To study this problem, several approaches may be adopted. Firstly, simulation of traffic
networks in which competing route guidance systems operate may illustrate typical behav-
ior. In such systems competing systems that use the same logic but different vehicle-sensed
databases should be studied. Additionally, competing systems with different logics should
be modeled. Particular attention should be given to the problem of consistency, but it
should also be determined whether the presence of more than one system decreases the
level of benefit due to route guidance.
Secondly, game theoretic models may provide insight into how a guidance system can
effectively respond to the presence of another guidance system. Though game theory has
been used in the literature to generate guidance, it often considers individual vehicles to be
game players. In contrast, in the presence of more than one route guidance system, each
player may be a competing guidance logic.
6.4.5 Use of Vehicle-Sensed Data in the Centralized Layer
While this thesis used vehicle-sensed position data to aid in OD matrix estimation for the
centralized layer, future work could explore the role of vehicle-sensed data in greater depth.
More sophisticated methods for OD matrix estimation could be adapted and proposed to
better exploit vehicle-sensed data. Furthermore, incident detection that relies on data from
equipped vehicles could also be proposed and tested.
Though the fields of both OD matrix estimation and automated incident detection are
well represented in the literature, integration of existing and new methodologies into a
hybrid vehicle-centric route guidance system should be conducted to evaluate the apparent
synergy among these topics.
6.4.6 Fully Decentralized Route Guidance
Perhaps the most ambitious item of future work related to this thesis is the development
of vehicle-centric route guidance that is increasingly decentralized. As noted in Chapter 1,
a fully decentralized route guidance system that relies solely on vehicle-level components
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is attractive from a deployment perspective. To date, the major barrier to development of
such a system is the reliance on centralized components for generation of consistent route
guidance.
This thesis presented a hybrid framework for vehicle-centric route guidance in which the
decentralized layer makes short term improvements to predictive guidance computed by the
centralized layer. Clearly, the greater the time horizon for which the decentralized layer is
effective, the less significant the role of the centralized layer. Furthermore, a highly effective
decentralized layer may enable a route guidance system in which the predictive component
generates only approximate solutions.
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Appendix A
Notation
A.1 Network Notation
G(N, A) a graph G with set of nodes N and set of arcs A
n a node
a an arc
ia arc a's tail node
ja arc a's head node
Ai the set of arcs immediately downstream of node i
Bi the set of arcs immediately upstream of node i
A.2 Guidance Algorithm Notation
0 splitting parameter of the decentralized layer
r radius of a vehicle's r-neighborhood
tip the likelihood of selecting path p
Cp the cost of path p
Zc a positive constant
K a set of paths
diP_j the estimated cost of the portion of path p between i and j
5j- s the estimated cost of travel between j and s
Trotl length of the centralized layer's roll period
Tcomp assumed computation time of the centralized layer
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a coefficient of variation used to estimate the demand realization
for the time interval i
the demand during time interval i on day d
the average demand during time interval i
the daily factor of the demand function
the time interval factor of the demand function
the estimated demand during time interval i
the actual demand during time interval i
two time instants
two experienced arc travel times, received at t and t2, respectively
the current time
an estimate of an arc's travel time
V
Vv
qv
Pv
av
earliestExitTimev
a set of vehicles
an individual vehicle
v's origin node
v's destination node
v's path
v's current arc
the earliest time at which v may exit its current arc
A.4 Simulation Notation
S
intervalLength
candidateArcs
an instance of a simulation
the simulation interval
a subset of A
arc a's free flow travel time
arc a's storage capacity
arc a's exit capacity
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d
Pi
fd
i
9i
tl,t2
Cl, C2
tI
c'
A.3 Vehicle Notation
A.5 Demand and Path Flow Notation
T a time interval
t a time instant
O a set of origin-destination pairs
(q, s) an origin-destination pair with origin q and destination s
DOT a set of stochastic time-dependent origin-destination demands for
pairs O over interval T
AOT a realization of DOT
AOT an estimate of hOT
p a path
KO a set of time-dependent k-shortest paths for OD pairs O
rDK an assignment of guided demand in D to paths K
rDK an assignment of unguided demand in D to paths K
FDK an assignment of demand D to paths K
fk the demand assigned to k at iteration z
FDK an assignment of the guided demand in D to paths K
fY the amount of demand assigned to k at iteration z
aEP the arc after i on path p
e a termination criterion
A.6 Shortest Paths Notation
A a set of distance labels for all of the nodes in a network
Ai(t) the distance label of node i at time t
II a set of successor labels for all of the nodes in a network
r7ri(t) the successor node label of node i at time t
C(t) the set of arc costs in a network at time t
cij(t) the cost of travel on arc (i,j) at time t
t a time interval that is a lower bound on all arc travel times in the
network
M the number of intervals of length t in the analysis period
tstatic the time after which the network becomes static
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the number of shortest paths computed between each OD pair
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Appendix B
Notes on the Implementation
The following appendix provides notes on the implementation of the network simulator and
other algorithms that comprise the testing environment used in this thesis. Section B.1
describes the mesoscopic network simulator that was used both as a model of the real world
and as a component of several DTA routines. These DTA routines were used for both
guidance generation and path selection of unguided vehicles. We present details of these
two DTA routines in Section B.2, first outlining their commonalities, then noting their
differences. Finally, in Section B.3 we describe a dynamic shortest paths algorithm that is
used to compute the travel time from any network node to any destination node. These
estimates are passed from the centralized layer to the decentralized layer according to the
framework outlined in Chapter 3. Though notation will be introduced as it is used, it is
also summarized in Appendix A.
B.1 Network Simulator
A mesoscopic network simulator was used for several functions in the testing environment.
Firstly, this network simulator served as a model of a real-world traffic network. Secondly,
this simulator served as the network loading component in several DTA routines for gen-
erating the paths of unguided drivers and guidance for guided drivers. In the following
section, we describe several attributes of the simulator in detail including: its classification
as a mesoscopic simulator, its logic and its relationship to the testing environment as a
whole.
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B.1.1 A Mesoscopic Simulator
The mesoscopic simulator models the movement of individual vehicles though the traffic
network. Microscopic movements of vehicles (such as lane changing behaviors and turning
movements) are not modeled. While microscopic traffic simulations may be more accurate,
they possess several attributes which make them unattractive for the experimental design
of this thesis. Firstly, microscopic simulators require greater computational resources and
have greater execution times, making it difficult to survey the effects of a large number
of parameters and environmental variables. Secondly, the implementation effort associated
with microscopic simulation may be greater, whether this effort is expended in implementing
a new simulator or adapting an existing simulator to the testing requirements.
The mesoscopic simulator also differs from macroscopic traffic simulators, in which traffic
is modeled as a flow rather than as a set of individual vehicles. While macroscopic traffic
simulation may be computationally efficient and possess attractive analytical properties, it
does not permit the guidance system to assign paths to individual drivers. As this thesis
focuses on the the revision of guidance by the vehicle, this limitation renders macroscopic
simulation ineffective.
While simplistic, this mesoscopic simulator captures several important properties of
traffic networks. Firstly, it models travel delay on arcs using a combination of queues and
free flow travel time. The existence of a free flow travel time on an arcs captures the
arc's minimum travel time while the queue captures the delay experienced in congested
conditions. The mesoscopic simulator also incorporates queue spillback.
B.1.2 Simulator Logic
The simulator is similar to that described in Bottom [7]. Before describing its properties,
we will first define two time intervals relevant to the simulation environment. The first of
these is the analysis period which defines the total time interval for which the simulator
is run. In the experimental work of this thesis, the analysis period begins at t = 0 (when
the network is empty) and ends when all demands have exited the network and it is again
empty. The second time interval of interest is the simulator interval, which describes the
discretization level of the simulator. If this interval length is x, then the simulator updates
the state of the network every x seconds of simulated time.
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Arcs are modeled as possessing a free flow travel time, an exit capacity and a storage
capacity. The free flow travel time of an arc is the minimum travel time on the arc. The
arc's exit capacity is the maximum number of vehicles that can depart the arc within a
given time period. The arc's storage capacity is the maximum number of vehicles that can
exist on the arc at any instant in time. Given these arc parameters, vehicles are moved
through the network according to a simple set of rules.
In order to move from one arc to the next, a given vehicle must be able to (1) exit its
current arc and (2) enter the next arc. If it is unable to do so, it remains in the queue of its
current arc, blocking the exit of other vehicles. A vehicle may exit an arc if two conditions
are met. Firstly, the time of the simulator clock must exceed the vehicle's earliest exit time
(determined according to the time of the vehicle's entry on the arc and the arc's free flow
travel time). Secondly, the current arc's exit capacity for the current time interval must not
yet have been reached. A vehicle may enter an arc if the arc's storage capacity has not yet
been reached. Otherwise, it remains enqueued on its current arc, blocking the exit of other
vehicles (even those that would like to proceed on other non-blocked arcs). This in effect
implies that all network arcs have one lane.
Vehicles are generated in the simulator at the beginning of the analysis period according
to a Poisson process. For each OD pair, interarrival times are generated according to an
exponential distribution in which the distribution's parameter A is equal to the realized
demand in the relevant time interval (see Section 4.5.2). These interarrival times are gen-
erated starting at t = 0, until a departure time (that is, the sum of all previous interarrival
times) exceeding the analysis period of 7200s is generated.
For each generated departure time, a Vehicle object v is created. This object includes
the vehicle's origin, destination, departure time, path and a boolean to denote whether it is
guided. If it is guided, the Vehicle object also includes a database of experienced arc travel
times and a database of time-dependent, estimated travel times from each node on its path
to its destination 1. As with other aspects of this discrete event simulation, care was taken
to address possible sources of rounding errors.
For a participation rate pr, every 1/pr vehicles is assigned to be guided. Though this
slightly reduces the amount of stochasticity in the simulator (as compared with generating
'For reasons of efficiency, the latter database was not stored on each vehicle object because its data is
the same for each guided vehicle. For clarity however, here we consider it to be stored on board the vehicle.
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guided and unguided vehicles by independent Poisson processes), it was found to be benefi-
cial in ensuring that at low rates of participation, guided vehicles are distributed throughout
the analysis period.
As they are generated, vehicles are loaded onto dummy arcs (often termed centroid
connector arcs in the literature) which precede the first arc of their assigned path. These
dummy arcs have no exit capacity, infinite storage capacity and vehicles stored on these
arcs may advance to the first arc of their assigned path at their assigned departure time,
downstream capacity permitting.
Each vehicle in the network travels along a specified path. Vehicle's initial paths are
generated based on a random selection from the path splitting rate functions at their origin
departure time, as specified for guided or unguided vehicles as appropriate. In the case of
hybrid or decentralized guided vehicles, these paths may change according to the decen-
tralized guidance algorithm. While a guided vehicle waits to exit an arc, it is possible that
its path (and therefore its next arc) may change. In the case of guided vehicles in a fully
decentralized guidance system, initial paths splits of guided vehicles are the same as those
of unguided vehicles.
Execution of the simulation proceeds by advancing the simulator clock and processing
all arc queues at each simulator interval. In doing so, it is important to note that queues
must be processed in random order in order to minimize bias in the simulator. To do this, at
each simulation interval, a list of all candidate arc queues is generated. Arcs are randomly
selected from this list and, once selected, the move of the vehicle at the head of the arc's
queue is considered. During each time period, all possible vehicle moves are considered
until no other moves are possible, which occurs when the candidate list is empty. When
this occurs, the simulator clock is advanced.
Within a given time period, the rules of the simulator are such that the processing
of one arc's queue may subsequently enable another arc's queue to be processed. For
example, the departure of a vehicle from a given arc may increase the arc's remaining
storage capacity and thus permit dequeueing of vehicles from upstream arcs which was
previously not possible. Thus, the rules for eliminating an arc from the candidate arc list
must be carefully considered.
Perhaps the most obvious condition under which an arc is removed from the candidate
list is if the vehicle at the head of the queue cannot exit during the current time period
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due to exit capacity constraints. According to the rules of the simulator, if this situation
arises, it will not change during the current time period regardless of the processing of other
queues in the network; thus, the arc may be removed.
Alternately, consider a vehicle that is able to exit an arc but cannot enter its downstream
arc. Furthermore, assume that the downstream arc is not in the list of candidate arcs. In
this situation, the vehicle will not be able to exit its current arc during the given time period
and its current arc can also be removed from the cadidate arc list.
The above two conditions govern the management of the candidate arc list and are
formalized in the algorithm statement below. If neither of these two conditions are verified,
the current arc remains in the candidate list. Eventually, as the network becomes deadlocked
during each time period, all arcs will be removed from the candidate arc list and the
simulator clock will be advanced.
The algorithm statement assumes that the set of all vehicles in all time periods, which we
will denote by V, is generated prior to the simulation and in accordance with some demand
profile. Furthermore, each vehicle object v E V has relevant attributes such as its origin
(q,), its destination (s,), current path (Pv), whether it is guided (boolean guidedv), and
its departure time (departureTime,). Additionally, to support processing of arc queues,
the vehicle's earliest exit time from its current arc, earliestExitTimev is included in V.
Other attributes may also be included as necessary to generate desired data output files;
for clarity we do not consider such attributes here.
The simulator then takes as input V, the network G(N, A), the simulation interval
length and the length of the analysis period T. Other variables in the algorithm are c f,
as. and , each arc's free flow travel time (in seconds), storage capacity (in vehicles) and
exit capacity (in vehicles/sec), respectively. We assume these variables are included in the
specification of the network G(N, A). Variables ia and ja are used to denote the tail and
head nodes of some arc a. Variable dcP denotes the arc after some node i on path p.
The algorithm calls the routines addVehicle(v, a), removeVehicle(v, a), random
Selection(A) and firstVehicle(a). For brevity we do not define these algorithms here in
detail. The routines addVehicle(v, a) and removeVehicle(v, a) add and remove vehicle v
from arc a, respectively. The routine randomSelection(A) simply selects randomly from
a set of arcs A. The routine firstVehicle(a) selects the first enqueued vehicle on a given
arc without removing it.
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NETWORKSIMULATOR (G(N, A), V, intervalLength, T)
1 t -O
2 for v E V do
3 addVehicle(v, aP )
4 earliestExitTimev, - departureTime,;
5 endfor
6 for a A do
7 remainingStorageCapacity a+- a;
8 endfor
9 while t < T do
10 candidateArcs - {A);
11 for a E A do
12 remainingExitCapacitya +- Ka * intervalLength;
13 endfor
14 while candidateArcs A 0 do
15 a - randomSelection(candidateArcs);
16 v - firstVehicle(a);
17 if earliestExitTimev > t and remainingExitCapacitya > 1 then
18 if s = ja then
19 removeVehicle(v, a);
20 remainingStorage Capacitya + +;
21 remainingExitCapacitya - -;
22 else
23 a/ +-$a'
24 if remainingStorage Capacitya, > 1 then
25 addVehicle(v, a');
26 removeVehicle(v, a);
27 earliestExitTimev 4- t + ca,;
28 remainingExit Capacitya - -;
29 remainingStorageCapacity a + +;
30 remainingStorage Capacitya, - -;
31 else if a' V candidateArcs then
32 candidateArcs - candidateArcs - a};
33 endif
34 endif
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35 else
36 candidateArcs +- candidateArcs - a)};
37 endif
38 endwhile
39 t +- t + intervalLength;
40 endwhile
It should be noted that, for clarity, the above algorithm statement does not specify
the reporting of data from the simulation. Such functionality should be added by the
implementor, as appropriate to the purpose of the simulation.
It should also be noted that the above statement of the simulation algorithm is suit-
able for cases in which the simulator will be instantiated and run without interruption
for the full analysis period. As it is specified, there is no ability to run the simula-
tor for a fixed period of time, exit and return the state at which simulation was sus-
pended. As we will see in Section B.1.3, it is often convenient to permit such function-
ality. For this reason, we now describe several routines which permit such functional-
ity. The first, initializeSimulator(G(N, A), V, intervalLength) takes similar inputs to
networkSimulator(G(N, A), V, intervalLength, T) and uses these inputs to initialize sim-
ulator variables. The second, runSimulator(S, startTime, endTime, intervalLength), runs
an initialized simulator for a fixed time window.
In these algorithms we denote by S an object of type Simulator which contains all pa-
rameters necessary to specify the status of the simulator at a given time instant 2 . These
include: the current simulator time t, G(N, A), V (which includes the vehicle's path p,) and
the exit queues of each arc (which we will denote by the array arcQueue). The arrays of
arc parameters remainingStorageCapacity and remainingExitCapacity are also in-
cluded. Both of the algorithms below output a Simulator object. runSimulator also takes
a Simulator object as input and runs the simulator for the interval [startTime, endTime].
INITIALIZESIMULATOR (G(N, A), V, intervalLength)
1 for v E V do
2 addVehicle(v, aPq )
3 earliestExitTimev - departureTimev;
4 endfor
2This time instant should be the endpoint of a simulator time interval.
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5 for a E A do
6 remainingStorage Capacitya +- a;
7 endfor
8 S +- simulator(G(N, A), V, arcQueue,
9 remainingExitCapacity, remainingStorageCapacity);
10 return S
RUNSIMULATOR (S, startTime, endTime, intervalLength)
1 t +- startTime
2 while t < endTime do
3 candidateArcs {A};
4 for a E A do
5 remainingExitCapacitya +- n * intervalLength;
6 endfor
7 while candidateArcs # 0 do
8 a - randomSelection(candidateArcs);
9 v firstVehicle(a);
10 if earliestExitTimev > t andremainingExitCapacitya > 1 then
11 if sv = ja then
12 removeVehicle(v, a);
13 remainingExit Capacity0 - -;
14 remainingStorage Capacitya + +;
15 else
16 a' c- aP.;
17 if remainingStorageCapacitya, > 1 then
18 addVehicle(v, a');
19 removeVehicle(v, a);
20 earliestExitTimev - t + cf ,;
21 remainingExit Capacitya - -;
22 remainingStorageCapacity a + +;
23 remainingStorage Capacitya, - -;
24 else if a' V candidateArcs then
25 candidateArcs +- candidateArcs - {a};
26 endif
27 endif
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28 else
29 candidateArcs - candidateArcs - {a};
30 endif
31 endwhile
32 t - t + intervalLength;
33 endwhile
34 S +- simulator(G(N, A), V, arcQueue,
35 remainingExitCapacity, remainingStorageCapacity);
36 return S
B.1.3 Integration of Simulator with Guidance Generation
Integration of the Decentralized Layer
It should be noted that though the above algorithm specifies the movements of vehicles
through the network, it does not specify the inter-vehicle data exchange required by the
decentralized guidance algorithm. Furthermore the above algorithm does not specify the
execution of the decentralized guidance algorithm. Below is a restatement of the above
algorithm that has been modified to include this functionality. It is compatible with the
initialization algorithm initializeSimulator(G(N, A), V, intervalLength) given above.
In addition to the parameters S, startTime, endTime and intervalLength, the algo-
rithm runSimulatorWithDecentralizedLayer(.) takes an object Gparam which contains
the parameters of the decentralized layer. Within this object are Gparamo (the parame-
ter of the splitting equation), Gparamr (the broadcast radius and radius within which
path revisions are considered), Gparame (any constant sufficient to maintain computa-
tional tractability of the splitting equation), and Gparamj (the database of non-local travel
time estimates).
We note that each guided vehicle must broadcast its experienced arc travel time to other
equipped vehicles within its r-neighborhood. To do so, a guided vehicle must record the
time at which it enters its current arc. In the algorithms above, this data is contained
within each vehicle object v and is denoted by entryTime. This data is then passed via
V within the Simulator object.
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RUNSIMULATORWITHDECENTRALIZEDLAYER (S, startTime, endTime, intervalLength, Gparam)
1 t - startTime
2 while t < endTime do
3 candidateArcs - {A});
4 for a E A do
5 remainingExitCapacitya +- n a * intervalLength;
6 endfor
7 while candidateArcs # 0 do
8 a- randomSelection(candidateArcs);
9 v - firstVehicle(a);
10 if guided, then
11 Pv, - decentralizedRoutingAlgorithm(t, Gparamo, Gparamr,
12 Gparama, ja, Gparams, pv, sv)
13 endif
14 if earliestExitTimev > t and remainingExitCapacitya > 1 then
15 if sv = ja then
16 removeVehicle(v, a);
17 if Vguided then
18 broadcast(G(N, A), Gparamr, a, t - entryTimev);
19 endif
20 exitCapacitya--;
21 storageCapacitya + +;
22 else
23 a' - ap.'
a'
24 if remainingStorageCapacitya, > 1 then
25 addVehicle(v, a');
26 removeVehicle(v, a);
27 if guided, then
28 broadcast(G(N, A), Gparamr, a, t - entry Time,);
29 entryTime,, t;
30 endif
31 earliestExitTime(v) - t + ca,;
32 exitCapacitya - -;
33 storageCapacitya + +;
34 storage Capacitya, - -;
35 else if a' candidateArcs then
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36 candidateArcs - candidateArcs - {a};
37 endif
38 endif
39 else
40 candidateArcs - candidateArcs - a)};
41 endif
42 endwhile
43 t +- t + intervalLength;
44 endwhile
45 S +- simulator(G(N, A), V, arcQueues,
46 remainingExitCapacity, remainingStorageCapacity);
47 return S
When it completes travel on the arc, a vehicle must compute its experienced arc travel
time and communicate with other local guided vehicles. This can be efficiently accomplished
by identifying all network arcs which lie within its r-neighborhood, then identifying all of
the guided vehicles on each of these arcs. This broadcast is denoted in the algorithm above
by the method broadcast(G(N, A), Gparamr, a, t - entryTime,) which denotes broadcast
of the experienced travel time t - entryTimer on arc a over a radius r in graph G. In
this thesis a vehicle stores two experienced arc travel time data points (received from other
vehicles) for each local arc. Arc travel times are then estimated according to the simple
extrapolation method of Section 4.9.
Integration of the Centralized Layer
Because the network simulator is used as both a model of the real world and as a component
in a centralized guidance generation routine, it is beneficial to implement the simulator such
that it can easily serve this dual role. Consider Figure 3-5. Note that within the analysis
period, the guidance prescribed to equipped vehicles is changed by the centralized guidance
algorithm. Thus, it is necessary to be able to (a) modify the guidance of equipped vehicles
in the middle of a simulator run and (b) easily execute multiple instances of the simulator.
In this Java implementation, this was accomplished by exploiting the simulator's object
oriented design. An instance of the Simulator class was created to represent the real world.
This instance of Simulator can be executed for a specified time interval. When it is neces-
sary to recompute centralized route guidance, new instances of the Simulator class can be
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instantiated within the DTA algorithm. Once the guidance is computed, the guidance in
the real-world instance of the simulator class can be updated with the new guidance and
execution of the real world simulator can continue.
It is important to note here that because generation of centralized, predictive route
guidance is computationally intensive, this task requires a significant amount of computation
time. In order to accurately model a hybrid vehicle-centric route guidance system, it is thus
necessary to explicitly consider the execution time of the centralized algorithm.
In this implementation, this is done using a single thread as follows. Denote by Troll the
time interval between executions of the centralized algorithm. Denote by Tcomp the assumed
computation time of the centralized guidance algorithm. At time t, execution of the real-
world simulator instance is halted and the centralized guidance routine is called, using data
from the real world, sampled at (or before) tl. At the completion of the centralized guidance
algorithm's execution, execution of the real-world instance of the simulator continues from
tl, without any changes to the guidance used by equipped vehicles. At t + Tomp the
simulator is halted again, and the guidance of equipped vehicles in the real-world is updated
according to the most recent execution of the centralized guidance algorithm. The simulator
then begins again, and proceeds until tl + Troll, when the cycle is repeated. Using this
method, the delay in computation of centralized route guidance can be modeled in a singly
threaded environment.
An algorithm for simulating the operation of the hybrid guidance system is stated below.
It operates by managing calls to routines to generate centralized guidance and to routines
which simulate the "real world". The decentralized layer operates within this simulation of
the real world as discussed in the previous section.
The hybrid guidance simulator hybridGuidanceSimulator(G(N, A), K, DOT, T, Troll,
Tcop, intervalLength, participationRate Gparam) takes as input the graph G, a set of k-
shortest paths K (which can be computed off-line), DOT (which is the demand profile for
OD pairs O over time period T), several parameters (T, Troll, Tcomp, and intervalLength)
which control the timing of the simulator, and the participation rate. Finally, the algorithm
requires Gparam, the set of parameters of for the decentralized layer.
The algorithm calls the routines updateGuidance(S, FDK) and
generateVehicles(G(N, A), DOT, participationRate, Fr, 1rg). For brevity these routines
are not described in detail. updateGuidance(.) takes as input the revised guidance and
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alters the path selections of guided vehicles in some Simulator S accordingly. generate
Vehicles(.) generates guided and unguided vehicles with relevant parameters according to
the specified participation rate and demand profile. The algorithm also calls the routines
DTA(G(N, A), DOT, K) and generateCentralizedGuidance(G(N, A), DOT, K, Fr'K,
arcQueue) which will be described in Section B.2.
HYBRIDGUIDANCESIMULATOR (G(N, A), K, DOT, T, Troll , Tcomp, intervalLength, participationRate,
Gparam)
1 t - 0;
2 rDK 4- DTA(G(N, A), DOT, K);
3 rDK - generateCentralizedGuidance(G(N, A), DOT, K, rDK, 0);
4 V - generateVehicles(G(N, A), DOT, participationRate, ru, r9);
5 S - initializeSimulatorWithDecentralizedLayer(G(N, A), V, intervalLength);
6 while t < T do
7 S - runSimulatorWithDecentralizedLayer(S, t, (t + Troll) - Tcomp, intervalLength,
8 Gparam);
9 r'DK - generateCentralizedGuidance(G(N, A), DOT, K, rDK, arcQueue);
10 S - runSimulatorWithDecentralizedLayer(S, (t + Troll) - Tcomp, t + Troll
11 interva Length, Gparam);
12 S updateGuidance(S, r'gFDK);
13 t t + Troll;
14 endwhile
The above algorithm assumes that demand DOT is known at the beginning of the anal-
ysis period. While some level of stochasticity exists in the network simulator (because of
the randomness in generating vehicles and processing arc queues), this assumes a largely
deterministic world. Greater realism can be gained by adding greater stochasticity to the
model of the real world. One way to do so is to assume demand varies according to some
distribution. To be effective, a route guidance system should be able to operate in this
stochastic environment.
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Consider D to be the true, average demand profile for a network, and A, a realization
of D. A route guidance system may also generate an estimate of A (which we will denote
by A'), given historical average data and data from the current realization. The following
algorithm describes the guidance simulation environment in this stochastic scenario. Paths
of unguided drivers are computed based on D. A realization A is generated and the sim-
ulator is executed on this realization. Paths of guided drivers are based on A', which is
estimated based on A.
The revised algorithm is below. It relies on the routines generateRealization(D) and
estimateDemand(A). The first of these routines generates a demand realization from an
average demand profile. The second of these routines estimates this realization, taking the
realization itself as an input. As discussed in Chapter 4, both of these methods operate
by perturbing a known function, rather than by estimating the effect of the true sources of
error. Though we do not provide formal algorithm statements for these routines, they are
straightforward and relevant methods are described in Section 4.5.2 and 4.5.7.
HYBRIDGUIDANCESIMULATOR (G(N, A), K, DOT, T, Troll, Tcomp, intervalLength, participationRate,
Gparam)
1 t -0;
2 K - allToManyKShortestPaths(G(N, A));
3 rDK - DTA(G(N, A), DOT, K);
4 AOT - generateRealization(DoT);
5 A'T - estimateDemand(AoT);
6 1tK - generateCentralizedGuidance(G(N, A), AOT, K, rDK, 0);
7 V generateVehicles(G(N, A), AOT, participationRate, Fr, Fr);
8 S - initializeSimulatorWithDecentralizedLayer(G(N, A), V, intervalLength);
9 while t < T do
10 S - runSimulatorWithDecentralizedLayer(S, t, (t + Troll) - Tomp,
11 intervalLength, Gparam);
12 &AOT - estimateDemand(AoT);
13 r K - generateCentralizedGuidance(G(N, A), ALT, K, rFK, arcQueue);
14 S - runSimulatorWithDecentralizedLayer(S, (t + Troll) - Tcomp, t + Troll,
15 intervalLength, Gparam);
16 S updateGuidance(S, ,Kak);
17 t t + Troll;
18 endwhile
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B.2 Dynamic Traffic Assignment
Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) is a traffic modeling tool used to predict the path flows
in a traffic network and is used in various applications including transportation planning,
traffic management and route guidance. In the testing environment of this thesis, DTA is
used for two purposes. Firstly, it is used to model the path flows of unguided drivers in the
network. Secondly, it is used to generate predictive route guidance for guided drivers. For
both of these tasks, the DTA algorithm is similar.
A framework for DTA is shown in Figure 3-6. DTA has an iterative structure in which
demands are allocated to paths and the effect of this allocation on arc travel times is eval-
uated. Given a set of arc travel times, the allocation is revised until successive iterations of
the algorithm achieve sufficiently similar results. This framework can be implemented using
three primary algorithmic components. The first is a network loading model that takes a
set of path flows as input and computes resulting arc travel times and flows. The second
component is a dynamic shortest path algorithm which takes as input these time-dependent
arc travel times and computes time dependent shortest paths. The third component, the
DTA algorithm, generates a new set of path flows, given these shortest paths. One estab-
lished (but not rigorously proven) method for generating these path flows is based on the
Method of Successive Averages (MSA), which operates by generating new path flows and
averaging these flows with those of the previous iteration.
Given the DTA framework, there exists significant flexibility for the traffic modeler in
selecting component algorithms for DTA. For example, either analytical network models
or network simulators can be used to perform network loading. Similarly, there are many
possible dynamic shortest paths algorithms in the literature. In this section we review the
algorithms used in this thesis.
B.2.1 DTA Algorithm
The DTA algorithm relies on MSA. Given a set of path flows, the network loading algorithm
generates time-dependent arc travel times and flows. Given this, time-dependent path
travel times can be computed. A new set of path flows can then be generated according
by allocating demands to time-dependent shortest paths. This set of path flows is then
averaged with the previous set of path flows. When successive path flows are sufficiently
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similar, the DTA algorithm terminates with a DTA solution.
The algorithm below utilizes the routines staticKShortestPaths(G) and
assignDemandToShortestPaths(G, K, S, D). The routine staticKShortestPaths(G)
generates a set of static k-shortest paths in a network from all origin nodes to all destination
nodes; an algorithm for this routine is given in Section B.2.3. The routine assignDemand
ToShortestPaths(G, K, S, D) allocates some set of demands D to the paths in K that are
the shortest, given the current state of the network which is represented by the Simulator
object S. The routine changes these paths by altering each Pv in V (where V is contained
within S).
DTA (G(N, A), D, K, intervalLength)
1 z -0;
2 F +- assignDemandToShortestPaths(G(N, A), K, S, D);
3 V- generateVehicles(G(N, A), D, 1, F, 0);
4 S initializeSimulator(G(N, A), V, intervalLength);
5 S- runSimulator(S, 0, T, intervalLength);
6 while z = 0 or EkEK fT (Ifk+l(t) - fk(t))dt < e do
7 V +- generateVehicles(G(N, A), D, 1, F, 0);
8 S - initializeSimulator(G(N, A), V, intervalLength);
9 S - runSimulator(S, 0, T, intervalLength);
10 H + assignDemandToShortestPaths(G(N, A), K, S, D);
11 for k E K do
12 fZ+l(.) h(.) + z 
13 endfor
14 z + +;
15 endwhile
16 return(F)
Generation of Centralized Guidance
When centralized route guidance is generated using DTA, two classes of users exist. The
first class consists of unguided drivers, whose paths remain fixed throughout the execution
of the guidance generation algorithm. The second class consists of guided drivers, whose
paths change as the algorithm executes. The algorithm of Section B.2 becomes:
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GENERATECENTRALIZEDGUIDANCE (G(N, A), D, K, intervalLength, ru)
1 z -0;
2 F - assignGuidedDemandToShortestPaths(G, K, S, D, participationRate);
3 V- generateVehicles(G(N, A), D, 1, F, 0);
4 S +- initializeSimulator(G(N, A), V, intervalLength);
5 S runSimulator(S, 0, T, intervalLength);
6 while z = 0 or EkEK fT (Ifgk l(t) - fk(t)l)dt < do
7 V - generateVehicles(G(N, A), D, participatioRate, F, 0);
8 S - initializeSimulator(G(N, A), V, intervalLength);
9 S - runSimulator(S, 0, T, intervalLength);
10 rF assignGuidedDemandToShortestPaths(G, K, S, D, participationRate);
11 for k E K do
12 ' /Z+l(') z - + fgk();
13 endfor
14 z+ +;
15 endwhile
16 return(F)
The routine assignGuidedDemandToShortestPaths(G, K, S,D) is similar to the
the routine assignDemandToShortestPaths(G, K, S, D) but assigns only the guided por-
tion of the demand D to the shortest paths in K.
B.2.2 Network Loading using the Network Simulator
In the DTA implementation of this thesis the traffic simulator described in Section B.1
was used to perform network loading. This selection was attractive for several reasons.
Firstly, its mesoscopic nature models traffic movements at an appropriate level of detail for
the purposes of DTA. Secondly, because implementation of the simulator was required for
modeling the "real world", implementation of DTA was eased by also using this simulator
for network loading.
It should be noted that because stochasticity exists in the network simulator, it was
found to be desirable to run the simulator several times in each iteration in order to evaluate
the effect of a given traffic assignment. The effect of doing so was to slightly reduce the
number of iterations necessary for convergence of the DTA algorithm. Because, in this
implementation, the computation of cost of running the simulator was substantially lower
than that of generating a revised candidate guidance solution, this trade-off was found to
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be advantageous. In general however, it should be noted that MSA-based DTA algorithms
can compensate for noisy simulator output.
B.2.3 Generation of k-Shortest Paths
In this implementation a k-shortest paths routine was used to generate candidate paths in
the network. This was done once, at the beginning of the DTA routine. At each iteration
of the DTA algorithm, paths in the candidate set were then compared with each other.
This approach can be contrasted with an approach in which dynamic shortest paths are
recomputed at each iteration. While the latter method is theoretically better, it possesses
several implementation difficulties. Firstly, it increases the computational burden of each
iteration. Secondly, implementation of DTA methods can be more difficult, given a con-
stantly changing set of paths. If k is sufficiently large, all paths that may be used in a
variety of demand and incident scenarios can be generated prior to DTA iteration. In lieu
of a dynamic shortest path algorithm, a routine can then be coded to compare the paths in
the candidate list.
Given the DTA algorithms of section B.2, it is necessary to generate a set of k-shortest
paths for each OD pair. This set is stored and the travel times of each of its members are
reevaluated at each DTA iteration to determine, in time dependent fashion, which paths
have a minimum travel time. Thus, it is not necessary that generation of this initial set
be time-dependent; a static k-shortest paths algorithm will suffice, given that this path set
includes all paths that will be used in the dynamic problem.
The algorithm below was used to generate the set of k-shortest paths. It is an all-to-one
algorithm which can be applied for each destination node to yield an all-to-many k-shortest
paths solution. It is similar in structure to the Bellman-Ford algorithm for shortest paths.
At each iteration, the algorithm considers paths to the destination node of at most h arcs.
It adds arcs to the current candidate set of paths, then prunes the set to contain at most
k items. The value of h is increased until it is equal to the maximum number of arcs
in a shortest path. The algorithm takes as input the graph G(N, A), size of k and the
destination node s. The set of arcs immediately upstream of some node i is denoted by Bi.
The operator minkA selects the k least travel time paths from the set A.
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ALLTOONEKSHORTESTPATHS (G(N, A), k, s)
1 A +-0;
2 for a E B do
3 \i,,s - a;
4 endfor
5 for z +- 2... maxArcs do
6 A' +-0;
7 for z E N do
8 At' + A;
9 for a E Az do
10 j r(a);
11 for h +- 0... (k - 1) do
12 p + a + 'is
13 A' - A' Up;
14 endfor
15 endfor
16 A' - minkA';
17 endfor
18 A - A
19 endfor
20 return A
One refinement that was used to generate a "useful" set of k-shortest paths was that
these paths were required to be non-looping (that is, no path could pass through the same
node more than once). Because non-looping paths are difficult to generate, a large set (of
say, size K) of general (i.e. possibly looping) n-shortest paths were generated using the above
algorithm. This path set was then culled a posteriori to select the k-shortest non-looping
paths for each OD pair.
B.3 Generation of Travel Time Estimates
Thus far, this section has described the methods used by the centralized guidance generation
algorithm to generate a set of desirable path flows. It should be noted that a second function
of this algorithm is to update the estimates js used in the algorithm of Section 3.4.6.
These estimates are time-dependent estimates of the travel time from any node in the
network to any destination node. These estimates can be computed from the link travel
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time functions generated by the network simulator and are an integral part of the returned
guidance solution. Any dynamic shortest paths routine can be used to compute these travel
time estimates, however we use Algorithm DOT (Chabini [10]).
B.3.1 A Dynamic Shortest Path Algorithm
Algorithm DOT operates under the assumption that there is some tstatic after which the
network becomes static. Algorithm DOT is a decreasing order of time algorithm which
first computes the shortest paths solution for time intervals > ttati. The algorithm then
proceeds backwards in time, at each iteration decrementing the interval number. The
algorithm concludes when it finds the solution for the first time interval.
Below is a statement of an all-to-one variant of Algorithm DOT. This algorithm operates
on graph G(N, A) with time-dependent arc travel times functions cij(t). The set of these
functions for all arcs in the network is denoted by C(t). The destination node is s. Consider
some time interval of length t that is a lower bound on the arc travel time for any arc in the
network. We denote by M the number of such time intervals before the network reaches its
static state at tstatic.
We denote by Ai(t) the distance label from some node i to s, departing node i at time
t. 7ri(t) denotes the successor of node i on the shortest path to s. In the initialization step,
Ai is set to zero for s and to oo for all other nodes. Similarly, r is set to d for node s and
to oo for all other nodes.
In Step 1, a static shortest paths algorithm is used to compute shortest paths for t =
t(M-1). The algorithm below uses a routine allToOneStaticShortestPaths(G, cij(t)), in
which the costs in the network at time t are assumed to be static, to perform this operation.
Any all-to-one static shortest paths routine can be used. We assume the arguments of this
routine to be the graph G and the set of cost functions for time t, C(t). In Step 2, the index
of the time interval is decremented at each iteration. At each, shortest paths are found
from each node in the network to d for the current time interval according to the optimality
condition:
Ai(t) - min(j,h)EA(i){cij(t) + Aj(t + cij(t))} (B.1)
Values of r are then set according to the Argmin function. The algorithm is stated below.
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ALGORITHMDOT (G(N, A), C, s, M)
1 Step 0: Initialization
2 Ai oo (i s),V(t < t(M- 1));
3 As - 0 V(t < t(M- 1));
4 7i - o V(i s),V(t < t(M- 1));
5 7r s V(t < t(M-1));
6 Step 1: Shortest Path Calculation for t > t(M - 1)
7 A, II +- allToOneStaticShortestPaths(G, cij(t(M - 1)))
8 Step 2: Main Loop
9 for t = M - 2 down to O do
10 for i E N do
11 Ai(t) - minjEAi{cij(t) + Aj(t + cij(t))};
12 (7ri(t)) -- Argmin(j,h)EA,{cij (t) + Aj(t + cij(t))};
13 endfor
14 endfor
15 return A, II
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Appendix C
A Note on Transforming Networks
This section briefly describes the implementation difficulty in transforming general networks
to networks containing only bifurcation nodes (i.e. networks with at most 2 outgoing arcs at
each node). Suppose we have a network such that some nodes have more than two outgoing
arcs. One approach that will allow us to use the algorithms of [45] is to transform the
network to one which contains only bifurcation nodes via some preprocessing step that adds
dummy arcs. Figure C-1 illustrates the addition of a dummy node and arc to accomplish
this.
In the hybrid architecture of this thesis, this transformed network can easily be used in
the decentralized layer by setting the arc travel times of each dummy arc to zero. However,
the transformed network is not easily used in the centralized layer, which uses more sophis-
ticated arc delay models. Appendix B details the implementation of a mesoscopic network
simulator that is used as a component within the centralized layer. For the purposes of this
discussion it is important simply to note that in the delay model of this simulator, each arc
a
D
a
C du
C
d
Original Transformed
Network Network
Figure C-1: Transforming a network to one having only bifurcation nodes using dummy
arcs and nodes.
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possesses a free-flow travel time, storage capacity and exit capacity.
Intuitively, it may seem adequate to set the free-flow travel times of dummy arcs to
zero and set the storage and exit capacities to infinity. The problem with this approach is
that the dummy arc can then serve as a buffer for enqueuing vehicles which will travel on
downstream arcs. The effect of this buffer is that it underestimates queue spillback that
should occur at the original node. Another alternative is to implement the dummy arc such
that it maintains two departure queues; one for each of its outgoing arcs. The exit capacities
of these queues can be set to equal the exit capacities of the downstream arcs. While this
approximation is better, stochasticity in the processing of arc queues in the simulator can
also lead to errors here. Furthermore, the desirable value of the storage capacity remains
unresolved.
For these reasons, if a network transformation is applied in order to utilize the algorithms
of Papageorgiou et al. this network cannot be used in many network models which might
be implemented in the centralized layer. This requires the centralized layer to possess a
different network representation than the decentralized layer. While this is possible, the
associated implementation difficulty motivates the use of other algorithms, which do not
require networks to possess only bifurcation nodes.
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Appendix D
Detailed Results
The following appendix contains results for each run of each test. Table 4.3 gives the factor
values for each test number. Each test was run 24 times using 4 replications of each of the
6 combinations of environmental parameter values. The runs are numbered as shown in
Table D.1. The results are shown in Table D.2.
Table D.1: Run Numbering
Run Number Demand Incident
0, 2, 4, 6 Low Yes
1, 3, 5, 7 Low No
8, 10, 12, 14 Medium Yes
9, 11, 13, 15 Medium No
16, 18, 20, 22 High Yes
17, 19, 21, 23 High No
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Table D.2: Summary Data for All Test Runs
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
0 0 n/a 602 602
0 1 n/a 384 384
0 2 n/a 601 601
0 3 n/a 383 383
0 4 n/a 606 606
0 5 n/a 383 383
0 6 n/a 604 604
0 7 n/a 382 382
0 8 n/a 759 760
0 9 n/a 446 446
0 10 n/a 758 758
0 11 n/a 448 448
0 12 n/a 770 770
0 13 n/a 446 446
0 14 n/a 759 759
0 15 n/a 444 444
0 16 n/a 799 799
0 17 n/a 475 475
0 18 n/a 800 800
0 19 n/a 477 477
0 20 n/a 800 801
0 21 n/a 467 467
0 22 n/a 802 802
0 23 n/a 467 467
1 0 498 610 599
1 1 375 381 380
1 2 500 616 604
1 3 376 382 381
1 4 493 616 603
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
1 5 377 383 383
1 6 494 609 597
1 7 377 382 381
1 8 571 746 728
1 9 433 441 440
1 10 580 746 729
1 11 425 431 431
1 12 580 742 726
1 13 433 442 441
1 14 588 754 738
1 15 428 435 435
1 16 609 780 762
1 17 446 466 464
1 18 617 780 763
1 19 445 462 460
1 20 606 773 757
1 21 447 463 462
1 22 593 769 751
1 23 444 462 460
2 0 500 613 602
2 1 376 382 382
2 2 496 614 602
2 3 375 382 381
2 4 491 611 599
2 5 379 384 384
2 6 499 610 599
2 7 378 383 382
2 8 593 757 740
2 9 424 431 430
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
2 10 581 750 733
2 11 433 443 442
2 12 574 744 727
2 13 435 444 443
2 14 581 748 731
2 15 431 440 439
2 16 610 793 775
2 17 446 466 464
2 18 602 785 766
2 19 447 468 466
2 20 604 786 768
2 21 454 472 470
2 22 619 790 773
2 23 459 480 478
3 0 495 615 603
3 1 377 383 382
3 2 499 613 601
3 3 379 384 384
3 4 492 612 600
3 5 377 383 382
3 6 497 613 602
3 7 377 384 383
3 8 586 753 737
3 9 426 434 433
3 10 586 765 747
3 11 433 440 439
3 12 583 755 737
3 13 435 447 446
3 14 587 766 748
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
3 15 424 433 432
3 16 612 790 772
3 17 444 466 464
3 18 605 791 772
3 19 454 477 475
3 20 608 798 779
3 21 451 469 467
3 22 613 792 774
3 23 449 471 469
4 0 503 621 609
4 1 379 384 384
4 2 497 611 599
4 3 379 384 383
4 4 498 610 599
4 5 380 384 384
4 6 502 614 603
4 7 377 383 383
4 8 587 765 747
4 9 440 447 446
4 10 583 759 741
4 11 433 440 440
4 12 585 747 730
4 13 430 437 436
4 14 587 759 742
4 15 439 447 446
4 16 608 791 773
4 17 458 473 471
4 18 615 783 766
4 19 454 467 466
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
4 20 618 791 774
4 21 456 472 470
4 22 617 791 774
4 23 454 471 470
5 0 493 607 595
5 1 378 384 383
5 2 500 610 599
5 3 376 382 381
5 4 492 612 600
5 5 376 382 381
5 6 490 610 598
5 7 378 384 383
5 8 578 741 725
5 9 428 431 430
5 10 574 752 734
5 11 432 438 437
5 12 570 738 722
5 13 432 435 435
5 14 576 745 728
5 15 429 434 433
5 16 600 776 758
5 17 458 472 470
5 18 610 779 762
5 19 457 472 471
5 20 591 774 755
5 21 449 464 462
5 22 600 774 756
5 23 454 467 465
6 0 499 616 604
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
6 1 380 384 384
6 2 494 617 604
6 3 375 382 381
6 4 491 612 600
6 5 381 385 385
6 6 488 610 598
6 7 378 384 383
6 8 586 753 736
6 9 427 431 431
6 10 589 748 732
6 11 450 436 437
6 12 572 745 728
6 13 453 437 438
6 14 578 748 731
6 15 430 437 436
6 16 607 781 764
6 17 451 469 467
6 18 611 796 778
6 19 469 463 463
6 20 605 780 763
6 21 453 466 464
6 22 602 779 762
6 23 457 468 467
7 0 490 610 598
7 1 380 385 385
7 2 498 614 603
7 3 379 384 383
7 4 500 614 602
7 5 376 382 381
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
7 6 497 614 602
7 7 379 384 384
7 8 584 757 740
7 9 438 439 439
7 10 579 749 732
7 11 436 443 443
7 12 584 762 744
7 13 433 437 437
7 14 573 747 729
7 15 433 438 437
7 16 608 787 769
7 17 443 462 460
7 18 612 794 776
7 19 454 471 470
7 20 610 789 771
7 21 449 466 464
7 22 609 790 772
7 23 458 469 468
8 0 494 615 603
8 1 377 383 382
8 2 499 615 604
8 3 379 384 383
8 4 489 611 598
8 5 379 384 384
8 6 497 611 600
8 7 377 383 382
8 8 582 750 733
8 9 436 442 442
8 10 569 753 735
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
8 11 436 440 440
8 12 580 750 733
8 13 431 436 435
8 14 569 744 726
8 15 429 436 435
8 16 606 794 775
8 17 459 475 473
8 18 608 789 771
8 19 458 471 469
8 20 611 789 771
8 21 459 469 468
8 22 609 793 775
8 23 469 471 471
9 0 491 612 600
9 1 378 383 382
9 2 482 603 591
9 3 377 382 382
9 4 498 614 602
9 5 376 382 381
9 6 492 603 592
9 7 378 383 382
9 8 578 747 730
9 9 461 442 443
9 10 580 740 724
9 11 457 440 442
9 12 574 744 727
9 13 439 439 439
9 14 591 748 732
9 15 431 433 433
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
9 16 607 773 757
9 17 452 460 459
9 18 606 784 766
9 19 471 460 461
9 20 599 776 758
9 21 453 463 462
9 22 597 774 756
9 23 454 465 464
10 0 487 546 517
10 1 387 391 389
10 2 498 568 533
10 3 385 390 388
10 4 472 516 494
10 5 385 389 387
10 6 485 538 511
10 7 388 392 390
10 8 566 720 643
10 9 410 411 411
10 10 565 699 632
10 11 407 405 406
10 12 566 720 643
10 13 411 410 410
10 14 563 720 642
10 15 410 410 410
10 16 587 768 677
10 17 414 412 413
10 18 605 803 704
10 19 417 415 416
10 20 615 807 711
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
10 21 413 407 410
10 22 596 771 684
10 23 416 412 414
11 0 483 527 505
11 1 387 392 390
11 2 493 569 531
11 3 390 394 392
11 4 492 553 523
11 5 389 394 391
11 6 519 619 569
11 7 389 393 391
11 8 588 742 665
11 9 414 415 415
11 10 581 756 669
11 11 414 414 414
11 12 566 725 646
11 13 412 413 412
11 14 557 699 628
11 15 411 410 411
11 16 604 750 677
11 17 415 411 413
11 18 604 760 682
11 19 416 412 414
11 20 599 760 680
11 21 415 411 413
11 22 604 755 680
11 23 416 413 415
12 0 503 564 533
12 1 392 395 394
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
12 2 500 570 535
12 3 400 403 401
12 4 501 565 533
12 5 397 400 399
12 6 510 583 547
12 7 397 401 399
12 8 617 824 720
12 9 413 412 412
12 10 597 792 694
12 11 417 417 417
12 12 633 828 731
12 13 414 413 413
12 14 603 799 701
12 15 413 411 412
12 16 595 753 674
12 17 414 410 412
12 18 610 819 715
12 19 414 410 412
12 20 622 826 724
12 21 417 415 416
12 22 629 850 740
12 23 415 412 413
13 0 492 517 504
13 1 396 399 398
13 2 488 512 500
13 3 395 398 397
13 4 549 627 588
13 5 397 399 398
13 6 534 648 591
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
13 7 395 398 397
13 8 609 787 698
13 9 414 412 413
13 10 605 805 705
13 11 418 416 417
13 12 610 796 703
13 13 414 412 413
13 14 611 787 699
13 15 414 413 413
13 16 619 832 725
13 17 420 418 419
13 18 638 822 730
13 19 413 408 411
13 20 619 800 710
13 21 417 414 415
13 22 636 823 729
13 23 420 418 419
14 0 515 578 547
14 1 388 392 390
14 2 463 473 468
14 3 388 393 391
14 4 514 624 569
14 5 385 390 387
14 6 476 496 486
14 7 387 392 389
14 8 582 746 664
14 9 408 406 407
14 10 572 724 648
14 11 413 412 413
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
14 12 582 722 652
14 13 414 415 414
14 14 562 722 642
14 15 412 412 412
14 16 609 770 690
14 17 414 412 413
14 18 591 735 663
14 19 434 407 421
14 20 607 787 697
14 21 413 411 412
14 22 597 737 667
14 23 415 412 414
15 0 467 475 471
15 1 387 392 389
15 2 468 484 476
15 3 390 393 392
15 4 474 492 483
15 5 386 391 389
15 6 470 486 478
15 7 389 393 391
15 8 586 757 672
15 9 413 412 412
15 10 581 702 642
15 11 441 416 429
15 12 570 722 646
15 13 410 410 410
15 14 566 735 651
15 15 409 410 410
15 16 594 752 673
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
15 17 415 413 414
15 18 602 769 685
15 19 410 407 409
15 20 599 746 673
15 21 417 415 416
15 22 587 739 663
15 23 416 414 415
16 0 507 576 542
16 1 386 391 389
16 2 471 482 476
16 3 391 395 393
16 4 468 473 471
16 5 388 393 390
16 6 468 473 470
16 7 387 391 389
16 8 580 742 661
16 9 411 410 410
16 10 594 762 678
16 11 411 411 411
16 12 572 714 643
16 13 410 410 410
16 14 594 745 670
16 15 416 416 416
16 16 620 794 707
16 17 421 418 419
16 18 587 747 667
16 19 412 409 411
16 20 617 789 703
16 21 413 409 411
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
16 22 608 792 700
16 23 417 414 415
17 0 465 468 467
17 1 390 394 392
17 2 472 481 477
17 3 387 391 389
17 4 516 572 544
17 5 390 394 392
17 6 471 485 478
17 7 388 392 390
17 8 600 749 675
17 9 410 410 410
17 10 578 692 635
17 11 411 410 410
17 12 576 729 653
17 13 413 414 414
17 14 577 718 647
17 15 412 412 412
17 16 600 736 668
17 17 414 413 414
17 18 607 801 704
17 19 416 415 415
17 20 606 802 704
17 21 413 411 412
17 22 606 751 679
17 23 416 414 415
18 0 468 482 475
18 1 386 391 389
18 2 468 476 472
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
18 3 387 391 389
18 4 473 488 480
18 5 386 391 388
18 6 465 472 468
18 7 386 390 388
18 8 583 734 659
18 9 407 406 407
18 10 597 768 682
18 11 410 409 409
18 12 573 720 646
18 13 408 407 407
18 14 582 739 660
18 15 410 410 410
18 16 599 740 669
18 17 415 412 413
18 18 614 777 695
18 19 437 408 422
18 20 608 772 690
18 21 413 410 412
18 22 596 744 670
18 23 414 411 413
19 0 434 n/a 434
19 1 389 n/a 389
19 2 439 n/a 439
19 3 388 n/a 388
19 4 445 n/a 445
19 5 390 n/a 390
19 6 451 n/a 451
19 7 391 n/a 391
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
19 8 479 n/a 479
19 9 401 n/a 401
19 10 479 n/a 479
19 11 404 n/a 404
19 12 473 n/a 473
19 13 405 n/a 405
19 14 479 n/a 479
19 15 409 n/a 409
19 16 496 n/a 496
19 17 411 n/a 411
19 18 518 n/a 518
19 19 406 n/a 406
19 20 481 n/a 481
19 21 411 n/a 411
19 22 491 n/a 491
19 23 417 n/a 417
20 0 446 n/a 446
20 1 397 n/a 397
20 2 459 n/a 459
20 3 392 n/a 392
20 4 440 n/a 440
20 5 392 n/a 392
20 6 437 n/a 437
20 7 393 n/a 393
20 8 500 n/a 500
20 9 413 n/a 413
20 10 471 n/a 471
20 11 416 n/a 416
20 12 484 n/a 484
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
20 13 408 n/a 408
20 14 483 n/a 483
20 15 407 n/a 407
20 16 504 n/a 504
20 17 411 n/a 411
20 18 535 n/a 535
20 19 409 n/a 409
20 20 519 n/a 519
20 21 407 n/a 407
20 22 499 n/a 499
20 23 409 n/a 409
21 0 440 n/a 440
21 1 395 n/a 395
21 2 447 n/a 447
21 3 399 n/a 399
21 4 444 n/a 444
21 5 395 n/a 395
21 6 441 n/a 441
21 7 396 n/a 396
21 8 484 n/a 484
21 9 408 n/a 408
21 10 487 n/a 487
21 11 405 n/a 405
21 12 494 n/a 494
21 13 412 n/a 412
21 14 485 n/a 485
21 15 411 n/a 411
21 16 493 n/a 493
21 17 404 n/a 404
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
21 18 509 n/a 509
21 19 409 n/a 409
21 20 497 n/a 497
21 21 411 n/a 411
21 22 489 n/a 489
21 23 411 n/a 411
22 0 463 n/a 463
22 1 395 n/a 395
22 2 467 n/a 467
22 3 394 n/a 394
22 4 468 n/a 468
22 5 396 n/a 396
22 6 466 n/a 466
22 7 398 n/a 398
22 8 495 n/a 495
22 9 404 n/a 404
22 10 494 n/a 494
22 11 412 n/a 412
22 12 505 n/a 505
22 13 411 n/a 411
22 14 495 n/a 495
22 15 409 n/a 409
22 16 554 n/a 554
22 17 414 n/a 414
22 18 560 n/a 560
22 19 408 n/a 408
22 20 526 n/a 526
22 21 415 n/a 415
22 22 551 n/a 551
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
22 23 410 n/a 410
23 0 458 n/a 458
23 1 390 n/a 390
23 2 461 n/a 461
23 3 390 n/a 390
23 4 457 n/a 457
23 5 395 n/a 395
23 6 457 n/a 457
23 7 389 n/a 389
23 8 518 n/a 518
23 9 405 n/a 405
23 10 505 n/a 505
23 11 402 n/a 402
23 12 517 n/a 517
23 13 407 n/a 407
23 14 522 n/a 522
23 15 403 n/a 403
23 16 533 n/a 533
23 17 410 n/a 410
23 18 563 n/a 563
23 19 407 n/a 407
23 20 511 n/a 511
23 21 410 n/a 410
23 22 541 n/a 541
23 23 405 n/a 405
24 0 464 n/a 464
24 1 391 n/a 391
24 2 462 n/a 462
24 3 399 n/a 399
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
24 4 458 n/a 458
24 5 395 n/a 395
24 6 468 n/a 468
24 7 393 n/a 393
24 8 509 n/a 509
24 9 406 n/a 406
24 10 510 n/a 510
24 11 412 n/a 412
24 12 535 n/a 535
24 13 409 n/a 409
24 14 520 n/a 520
24 15 411 n/a 411
24 16 539 n/a 539
24 17 408 n/a 408
24 18 539 n/a 539
24 19 409 n/a 409
24 20 554 n/a 554
24 21 411 n/a 411
24 22 554 n/a 554
24 23 411 n/a 411
25 0 466 n/a 466
25 1 393 n/a 393
25 2 464 n/a 464
25 3 393 n/a 393
25 4 461 n/a 461
25 5 390 n/a 390
25 6 463 n/a 463
25 7 392 n/a 392
25 8 532 n/a 532
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
25 9 412 n/a 412
25 10 517 n/a 517
25 11 407 n/a 407
25 12 520 n/a 520
25 13 407 n/a 407
25 14 487 n/a 487
25 15 408 n/a 408
25 16 521 n/a 521
25 17 410 n/a 410
25 18 525 n/a 525
25 19 409 n/a 409
25 20 490 n/a 490
25 21 412 n/a 412
25 22 516 n/a 516
25 23 407 n/a 407
26 0 468 n/a 468
26 1 393 n/a 393
26 2 464 n/a 464
26 3 394 n/a 394
26 4 460 n/a 460
26 5 394 n/a 394
26 6 467 n/a 467
26 7 395 n/a 395
26 8 511 n/a 511
26 9 408 n/a 408
26 10 515 n/a 515
26 11 418 n/a 418
26 12 503 n/a 503
26 13 408 n/a 408
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
26 14 526 n/a 526
26 15 407 n/a 407
26 16 542 n/a 542
26 17 408 n/a 408
26 18 521 n/a 521
26 19 412 n/a 412
26 20 545 n/a 545
26 21 407 n/a 407
26 22 540 n/a 540
26 23 409 n/a 409
27 0 460 n/a 460
27 1 393 n/a 393
27 2 459 n/a 459
27 3 390 n/a 390
27 4 463 n/a 463
27 5 389 n/a 389
27 6 455 n/a 455
27 7 389 n/a 389
27 8 510 n/a 510
27 9 412 n/a 412
27 10 509 n/a 509
27 11 403 n/a 403
27 12 511 n/a 511
27 13 411 n/a 411
27 14 521 n/a 521
27 15 411 n/a 411
27 16 528 n/a 528
27 17 407 n/a 407
27 18 531 n/a 531
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
27 19 414 n/a 414
27 20 519 n/a 519
27 21 404 n/a 404
27 22 510 n/a 510
27 23 405 n/a 405
28 0 498 604 593
28 1 378 382 382
28 2 501 609 598
28 3 379 383 383
28 4 505 604 594
28 5 376 381 381
28 6 497 609 597
28 7 376 381 381
28 8 581 733 718
28 9 427 435 434
28 10 587 740 725
28 11 427 433 432
28 12 588 746 730
28 13 426 431 431
28 14 595 736 722
28 15 427 436 435
28 16 627 781 765
28 17 446 459 458
28 18 607 775 758
28 19 443 457 455
28 20 610 785 768
28 21 446 464 462
28 22 612 779 762
28 23 446 460 459
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
29 0 467 483 475
29 1 385 391 388
29 2 497 545 521
29 3 394 397 396
29 4 497 551 524
29 5 395 399 397
29 6 492 551 521
29 7 392 395 393
29 8 588 737 662
29 9 414 416 415
29 10 614 747 681
29 11 413 410 411
29 12 620 753 687
29 13 408 415 411
29 14 614 760 687
29 15 412 411 411
29 16 605 782 694
29 17 413 414 414
29 18 619 798 709
29 19 415 418 417
29 20 630 801 715
29 21 414 418 416
29 22 629 809 719
29 23 418 414 416
30 0 461 n/a 461
30 1 388 n/a 388
30 2 501 n/a 501
30 3 399 n/a 399
30 4 478 n/a 478
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
30 5 396 n/a 396
30 6 458 n/a 458
30 7 392 n/a 392
30 8 550 n/a 550
30 9 407 n/a 407
30 10 571 n/a 571
30 11 414 n/a 414
30 12 561 n/a 561
30 13 406 n/a 406
30 14 546 n/a 546
30 15 413 n/a 413
30 16 566 n/a 566
30 17 400 n/a 400
30 18 547 n/a 547
30 19 413 n/a 413
30 20 557 n/a 557
30 21 409 n/a 409
30 22 558 n/a 558
30 23 407 n/a 407
31 0 537 611 604
31 1 382 382 382
31 2 535 614 606
31 3 384 383 383
31 4 534 616 607
31 5 382 382 382
31 6 536 611 604
31 7 386 385 385
31 8 620 753 740
31 9 445 445 445
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
31 10 652 777 765
31 11 450 449 449
31 12 646 773 761
31 13 447 447 447
31 14 649 775 762
31 15 444 444 444
31 16 670 802 788
31 17 473 473 473
31 18 669 805 792
31 19 474 477 477
31 20 673 816 802
31 21 477 476 477
31 22 685 812 799
31 23 474 475 475
32 0 540 617 609
32 1 383 383 383
32 2 558 603 598
32 3 383 382 382
32 4 540 618 610
32 5 383 383 383
32 6 538 622 614
32 7 385 384 384
32 8 667 770 759
32 9 475 450 453
32 10 639 741 731
32 11 478 452 454
32 12 644 775 762
32 13 451 451 451
32 14 668 778 767
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
32 15 473 448 450
32 16 661 785 772
32 17 498 473 476
32 18 665 805 791
32 19 499 473 476
32 20 704 810 799
32 21 492 466 469
32 22 679 806 793
32 23 496 472 474
33 0 558 615 609
33 1 384 384 384
33 2 551 614 607
33 3 381 383 383
33 4 539 618 610
33 5 384 384 384
33 6 544 622 614
33 7 384 384 384
33 8 641 747 736
33 9 475 445 448
33 10 623 753 740
33 11 473 452 454
33 12 651 775 763
33 13 474 446 449
33 14 642 778 764
33 15 479 453 456
33 16 695 790 780
33 17 526 471 477
33 18 650 786 772
33 19 495 470 473
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
33 20 696 810 799
33 21 528 473 479
33 22 676 813 799
33 23 496 468 471
34 0 561 635 598
34 1 385 385 385
34 2 563 636 600
34 3 385 385 385
34 4 567 645 606
34 5 385 385 385
34 6 565 640 603
34 7 383 384 383
34 8 645 833 739
34 9 446 445 446
34 10 631 755 693
34 11 469 443 456
34 12 650 806 728
34 13 478 452 465
34 14 630 770 700
34 15 467 442 454
34 16 676 878 777
34 17 491 464 478
34 18 651 810 730
34 19 490 463 476
34 20 636 805 720
34 21 494 469 482
34 22 600 747 673
34 23 486 461 473
35 0 563 638 600
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
35 1 384 383 384
35 2 561 647 604
35 3 383 384 384
35 4 559 639 599
35 5 384 385 385
35 6 564 645 604
35 7 383 383 383
35 8 627 783 705
35 9 485 443 464
35 10 645 826 736
35 11 446 445 446
35 12 587 698 642
35 13 478 450 464
35 14 622 749 685
35 15 472 445 458
35 16 645 787 716
35 17 500 471 486
35 18 680 859 769
35 19 501 471 486
35 20 602 769 686
35 21 523 468 495
35 22 679 851 765
35 23 516 461 488
36 0 559 651 605
36 1 386 385 385
36 2 550 657 604
36 3 384 384 384
36 4 553 643 598
36 5 384 385 385
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
36 6 554 633 594
36 7 384 385 384
36 8 634 842 738
36 9 451 449 450
36 10 611 741 676
36 11 450 448 449
36 12 651 832 742
36 13 447 448 447
36 14 645 817 731
36 15 450 449 449
36 16 677 856 767
36 17 471 470 470
36 18 618 765 692
36 19 474 472 473
36 20 679 859 769
36 21 468 468 468
36 22 610 787 698
36 23 482 481 481
37 0 579 n/a 579
37 1 384 n/a 384
37 2 587 n/a 587
37 3 387 n/a 387
37 4 603 n/a 603
37 5 384 n/a 384
37 6 590 n/a 590
37 7 385 n/a 385
37 8 741 n/a 741
37 9 451 n/a 451
37 10 670 n/a 670
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
37 11 442 n/a 442
37 12 714 n/a 714
37 13 460 n/a 460
37 14 719 n/a 719
37 15 452 n/a 452
37 16 717 n/a 717
37 17 488 n/a 488
37 18 684 n/a 684
37 19 477 n/a 477
37 20 776 n/a 776
37 21 483 n/a 483
37 22 725 n/a 725
37 23 486 n/a 486
38 0 592 n/a 592
38 1 386 n/a 386
38 2 611 n/a 611
38 3 383 n/a 383
38 4 581 n/a 581
38 5 383 n/a 383
38 6 601 n/a 601
38 7 384 n/a 384
38 8 707 n/a 707
38 9 450 n/a 450
38 10 733 n/a 733
38 11 451 n/a 451
38 12 697 n/a 697
38 13 452 n/a 452
38 14 726 n/a 726
38 15 452 n/a 452
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
38 16 709 n/a 709
38 17 471 n/a 471
38 18 747 n/a 747
38 19 476 n/a 476
38 20 730 n/a 730
38 21 476 n/a 476
38 22 715 n/a 715
38 23 465 n/a 465
39 0 607 n/a 607
39 1 385 n/a 385
39 2 616 n/a 616
39 3 384 n/a 384
39 4 613 n/a 613
39 5 385 n/a 385
39 6 605 n/a 605
39 7 386 n/a 386
39 8 707 n/a 707
39 9 448 n/a 448
39 10 749 n/a 749
39 11 455 n/a 455
39 12 739 n/a 739
39 13 449 n/a 449
39 14 741 n/a 741
39 15 453 n/a 453
39 16 728 n/a 728
39 17 472 n/a 472
39 18 751 n/a 751
39 19 488 n/a 488
39 20 720 n/a 720
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Table D.2: (continued)
Average Average Average
Test Run Travel Travel Travel
Number Number Time Time Time
(Guided) (s) (Unguided) (s) (All) (s)
39 21 476 n/a 476
39 22 744 n/a 744
39 23 476 n/a 476
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